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Integrated circuits (ICs) are at the heart of modern electronics, which

rely heavily on the state-of-the-art semiconductor manufacturing technology.

The key to pushing forward semiconductor technology is IC feature-size minia-

turization. However, this brings ever-increasing design complexities and man-

ufacturing challenges to the $340 billion semiconductor industry. The man-

ufacturing of two-dimensional layout on high-density metal layers depends

on complex design-for-manufacturing techniques and sophisticated empirical

optimizations, which introduces huge amounts of turnaround time and yield

loss in advanced technology nodes. Our study reveals that unidirectional lay-

out design can significantly reduce the manufacturing complexities and im-

prove the yield, which is becoming increasingly adopted in semiconductor

industry [61, 89]. The lithography printing of unidirectional layout can be
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tightly controlled using advanced patterning techniques, such as self-aligned

double and quadruple patterning. Despite the manufacturing benefits, uni-

directional layout leads to more restrictive solution space and brings signifi-

cant impacts on the IC design automation flow for routing closure. Notably,

unidirectional routing limits the standard cell pin accessibility, which further

exacerbates the resource competitions during routing. Moreover, for post-

routing optimization, traditional redundant-via insertion has become obso-

lete under unidirectional routing style, which makes the yield enhancement

task extremely challenging. Regardless of complex multiple patterning and

design-for-manufacturing approaches, mask optimization through resolution

enhancement techniques remains as the key strategy to improve the yield of

the semiconductor manufacturing processes. Among them, Sub-Resolution

Assist Feature (SRAF) generation is a very important method to improve

lithographic process windows. Model-based SRAF generation has been widely

used to achieve high accuracy but it is time-consuming and hard to obtain

consistent SRAFs.

This dissertation proposes novel CAD algorithms and methodologies for

standard cell optimization and physical design in advanced technology nodes,

which ultimately reduces the design cycle and manufacturing cost of IC de-

sign. First, a standard cell pin access optimization engine is proposed to eval-

uate the pin accessibility of a given standard cell library. We further propose

novel pin access planning techniques and concurrent pin access optimizations

to efficiently resolve the routing resource competitions, which generates much
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better routing solutions than state-of-the-art, manufacturing-friendly routers.

To systematically improve the manufacturing yield in the post-routing stage,

a global optimization engine has been introduced for redundant local-loop in-

sertion considering advanced manufacturing constraints. Finally, we propose

the first machine learning-based framework for fast yet consistent SRAF gen-

eration with the high quality of results.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As technology nodes continue to scale down, minimum feature size of

the manufacturing process has been shrinking well beyond the resolution limits

of the state-of-the-art photolithography tool, i.e., 193nm wavelength immer-

sion lithography with complex resolution enhancement techniques (RETs).

Due to the delay of emerging lithography candidates, such as extreme ultra-

violet (EUV) lithography, electron-beam lithography (E-beam) and directed

self-assembly (DSA), multiple patterning lithography (MPL) with complicated

design-for-manufacturing (DFM) techniques has been widely adopted in semi-

conductor industry to further push the geometric scaling in advanced technol-

ogy nodes as shown in Fig. 1.1. For example, the 14nm node has introduced

double patterning lithography into the semiconductor manufacturing process

to maintain the pitch scaling. The 10nm node further increases the level of

design complexities and manufacturing constraints by forcing triple pattern-

ing lithography and sidewall image transfer solutions [61]. In general, there

exist two types of MPL, Litho-Etch-Litho-Etch (LELE) type and self-aligned

type. LELE-type of MPL splits the target layout into different masks, which

allows stitch insertions and two-dimensional patterns [49,98,113,114,122], but

coloring and overlay compensation schemes become extremely complicated for

1
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Figure 1.1: Lithography roadmap in advanced technology nodes [61].

triple patterning lithography and beyond [28, 55, 65, 99, 118, 120]. Self-aligned

type of MPL depends on sidewall image transfer techniques, which can min-

imize electrical variations from overlay and line-edge-roughness, but induces

sophisticated coloring and metal line-end constraints for two-dimensional ge-

ometries [67, 71, 93]. Regardless of different manufacturing solutions, MPL

introduces a significant amount of DFM constraints and design complexities,

such as layout coloring, overlay compensations and restrictive design rules,

into the physical design flow.

To simplify the DFM constraints aforementioned, unidirectional layout

patterns are strongly preferred for lower metal layers with high-density metal

patterns in advanced technology nodes [43,82,84,89,119]. Unidirectional lay-

out significantly reduces the coloring complexities while using a track-based

coloring scheme, because each layout pattern created by the physical design

2



tool automatically has a legal coloring solution. However, the unidirectional

layout style still generates a set of challenging restrictions, such as restrictive

solution space and sophisticated metal line-end rules. This further induces

routing-limited scaling in the 7nm technology node, which means routing den-

sities and routing resource competitions on lower metal layers are becoming

increasingly high, such that design area has to be relaxed to obtain routing

closure [61].

Pin Access Evaluation Gate-Level Netlist

Partitioning and Placement

Global and Detailed Routing

SC Library

Post-Routing Optimization

Mask Optimization

Concurrent Pin Access Optimization

Sequential Pin Access Planning

Redundant Local-Loop Insertion

Sub-Resolution Assist Feature generation

Figure 1.2: Integrate proposed studies (light blue boxes) into the physical
design flow in advanced technology nodes.

Despite the problem complexities aforementioned, a typical physical

design flow relies heavily on empirical optimizations in an iterative manner

as shown in Fig. 1.2, which incurs huge amounts of human intervention and

turnaround time. Our study identifies the root cause lies in the restrictive

solution space from unidirectional routing, which imposes significant impacts

on different design stages across the standard cell (SC) library design, rout-

ing and post-routing optimization. Besides the complex DFM optimization

3



through unidirectional layout design, mask optimization remains as the key

strategy to improve the lithographic process window and the yield of the vol-

ume production in advanced technology nodes [10, 12, 30, 54, 95]. This means

a holistic approach is strongly needed to obtain fast and high-quality design

closure in advanced technology nodes.

For the SC library design, our study reveals that pin accessibility is a

major bottleneck for unidirectional routing closure. To improve standard cell

pin access, one simple option is to go through the physical design flow using a

specific design instance. This would detect “hard-to-access” cells for iterative

standard cell Input/Output (I/O) pin optimizations in a manual procedure

as denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 1.2 [61]. This straightforward approach

leads to large turnaround time and design dependency, which motivates the

pin access evaluation research for fast and accurate evaluations of standard

cell pin accessibility.

For the routing stage, a router is required to follow complex manufac-

turing rules and obtain net connections using lithography-friendly routing pat-

terns. However, in advanced technology nodes, routing on lower metal layers

is becoming more complicated than dealing with manufacturing constraints.

An example of unidirectional routing on metal-2 (M2) and metal-3 (M3) lay-

ers is shown in Fig. 1.3. This routing instance includes 4 cells, 9 metal-1

pins (a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) and 4 nets ({a1, a2, a3}, {b1, b2}, {c1, c2} and

{d1, d2}). Under a routing grid with horizontal and vertical tracks, we observe

severe routing resource competitions among multiple nets, especially on the
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Figure 1.3: Unidirectional routing on high-density metal layers, (a) 3D view,
(b) top view.

M2 layer, where only a small number of horizontal routing tracks overlaps each

metal-1 pin within cell boundaries and one routing track may be shared among

different pins [111, 112]. Thus, it is important to globally allocate routing re-

sources among different pins so that all nets can be connected. In addition,

routing resources on lower metal layers, such as M2 and M3, are primarily

reserved for short nets. For short-net routing, via minimization is particularly

important in advanced technology nodes [24]. Furthermore, compared to the
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previous routing studies [6,81], unidirectional routing generates a valuable op-

portunity to explore the solution space using interval-based search instead of

grid-based search. This motivates the research for novel approaches, includ-

ing sequential pin access planning and concurrent pin access optimization, to

effectively resolve routing resource competitions and enable via minimizations.

For the post-routing optimization stage, the unidirectional routing style

has made conventional redundant via insertion obsolete for yield improvement.

This is because unidirectional routing patterns forbid off-track routing, i.e.,

wire bending, for the metal coverage of redundant vias. To enhance the yield

of unidirectional routing patterns, we identify redundant local-loop insertion

as a new way of inserting redundant vias due to its compatibility with the

unidirectional layout style [8, 15]. However, redundant local loop insertion

introduces complex long-range conflict constraints and timing impacts are no

longer negligible for certain redundant local loop candidates. This motivates

the research for global optimization techniques to achieve better performance

than the traditional approaches.

For the mask optimization stage, to date, the 193nm wavelength immer-

sion lithography with low k1 value is still the mainstream technique to achieve

smaller feature size. However, low image contrast and complex target pattern

shapes make it extremely difficult for low-k1 lithography to obtain accept-

able lithographic process windows [86]. Besides the complex DFM techniques,

mask optimization through resolution enhancement techniques remains as the

key strategy to improve the lithographic process window and the yield of vol-
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ume production in advanced technology nodes [10,12,30,54,95]. Among them,

SRAF generation is particularly important to improve the lithographic process

window of target patterns. Conventional SRAF generation approaches suffer

from large computational overhead or lithographic performance degradations.

This motivates the research to adopt machine learning-based approaches for

SRAF generation, which demonstrates a new perspective to achieve promising

trade-offs between computational efforts and lithographic performance.

This chapter first briefly summarizes the aforementioned physical de-

sign challenges in advanced technology nodes. We further overview this dis-

sertation in terms of novel solutions to advanced physical design challenges.

1.1 Advanced Physical Design Challenges

Standard Cell Optimization and Evaluation Standard cell library

design involves significant amounts of human interventions because the indus-

trial routine follows full custom design and optimization. Typically, designers

depend on figures of merit from placed and routed digital blocks to iteratively

assess and improve the quality of a standard cell library, which incurs large

turnaround time for the design closure. Therefore, an automated standard

cell library optimization and evaluation tool is crucial for the designers to ob-

tain quick feedback on the layout design quality considering complex DFM

constraints.

Pin Access and Routing Co-Optimization With unidirectional

routing, only a small number of routing tracks are available to access each
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standard cell I/O pin, which further leads to severe pin access interference, i.e.,

routing interference caused by pin access, on lower metal layers. The pin access

interference significantly degrades the routing solution quality, which makes

pin access and routing co-optimization extremely important for unidirectional

routing closure in advanced technology nodes.

Redundant Local-Loop Insertion The conventional redundant-via

insertion with two-dimensional metal patterns has become obsolete under re-

strictive unidirectional routing style, because the off-track metal patterns cov-

ering redundant vias are strictly forbidden. To enhance the yield of metal and

via patterns, redundant local-loop insertion is a new way of inserting redun-

dant vias that is compatible with unidirectional routing but induces compli-

cated long-range conflict constraints, which typically require global optimiza-

tion techniques to resolve.

Sub-Resolution Assist Feature Generation Regardless of complex

DFM techniques, mask optimization through resolution enhancement tech-

niques remains as the key strategy to improve the yield of the semiconduc-

tor manufacturing processes. Among them, Sub-Resolution Assist Feature

(SRAF) generation is a very important method to improve lithographic pro-

cess windows. Conventional SRAF generation approaches suffer from large

computational overhead or lithographic performance degradations. We pro-

pose machine learning-based approaches for fast and high-quality SRAF gen-

erations.
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1.2 Overview of this Dissertation

This dissertation proposes novel CAD algorithms and methodologies

to systematically enable standard cell optimization and physical design in ad-

vanced technology nodes.

Chapter 2 presents the first cell-level evaluation engine to quantify the

pin accessibility of a given standard cell library. The proposed study is based

on local routing pattern enumeration and optimization, which has been pro-

totyped by the leading IP vendor, ARM Inc.

Chapter 3 proposes pin access and routing co-optimization techniques

to enhance the routing solution quality in advanced technology nodes. To

efficiently resolve the severe pin access interference, we first propose pin access

planning schemes to improve the pin accessibility during a sequential routing

procedure. We further propose concurrent pin access optimization techniques

to obtain fast and high-quality routing solutions. We demonstrate that the pin

access and routing co-optimization studies can provide much better solution

qualities than state-of-the-art manufacturing-friendly routers.

Chapter 4 presents the first global optimization engine for redundant

local-loop insertion with bounded timing impact while accommodating ad-

vanced manufacturing constraints. This proposed study features an optimal

integer linear programming formulation and scalable iterative linear program-

ming solving with an incremental search scheme.

Chapter 5 proposes a machine learning-based framework for sub-resolution
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assist feature generation. The classification-based learning model can deliver

competitive lithography performance with significant speed up compared with

a commercial setup for SRAF generation. The proposed SRAF generation

approach has been prototyped within the memory division in Toshiba Micro-

electronics.

Chapter 6 summarizes this dissertation and discusses potential future

research directions.
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Chapter 2

Standard Cell Optimization and Evaluation

2.1 Introduction

Due to the resolution limits of 193nm photolithography, multiple pat-

terning techniques and unidirectional layout have been widely used to extend

semiconductor process technology scaling [83, 93, 117]. The design rules that

enable multiple patterning (color decomposition, forbidden pitches, etc.) are

much more restrictive than the basic rules used previously in technology nodes

larger than 20nm. In addition, the expectation to continue Moore’s Law trans-

lates to the same density and area scaling every node. That means the physical

design tools need to access Standard Cell (SC) Input/Output (I/O) pins in

more congested areas with increasingly restrictive rules.

One way that SC designers can assist physical design tools is through

intelligent, optimized SC I/O pin design. Unfortunately, the complex design

rules and neighbor interactions that exist due to various multiple patterning

techniques like Litho-Etch-Litho-Etch (LELE) and Self-Aligned Double Pat-

terning (SADP) make human-driven layout almost impossible at 14nm tech-

This chapter is based on the journal “Xiaoqing Xu, Brian Cline, Greg Yeric, Bei Yu, and David Z Pan.
Self-aligned double patterning aware pin access and standard cell layout co-optimization. IEEE Transactions
on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems (TCAD), 34(5):699712, 2015.” I am the main
contributor in charge of problem formulation, algorithm development and experimental validations.
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nologies and below. That means automated SC layout design and optimization

are needed to provide flexible I/O pin access.

Target Mandrel Spacer Sub-Metal DummyTrim/Cut mask

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.1: Track-based coloring for unidirectional layout patterns, (a) unidi-
rectional target patterns, (b) track-based coloring, (c) SADP with trim masks,
(d) SADP with cut masks.

SADP, in particular, is a viable candidate for lower layer metalization

with regular patterns at the 10nm technology node, due to better overlay

and Line Edge Roughness (LER) [72] control compared to LELE. To deploy

the SADP technique for routing layers in practical designs, designers need

to ensure that layout patterns are SADP-friendly to achieve successful lay-

out decomposition. The SADP layout decomposition problem has been stud-

ied, as shown in [11, 31, 103, 123]. For the regular or unidirectional layout,

the line-space array decomposition method can efficiently decompose SADP-

based geometries and achieve good pattern fidelity and process margin [67,93].

An example of line-space array decomposition is demonstrated in Fig. 2.1.

Fig. 2.1(a) shows regular layout on horizontal tracks. We can assign different
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colors to patterns on neighbor tracks in Fig. 2.1(b). With spacer defining the

gap between neighboring patterns, the trim mask and cut mask obtain the

target layout as demonstrated in Fig. 2.1(c) and Fig. 2.1(d), respectively. For

the cut mask solution in Fig. 2.1(d), dummy patterns may be created without

affecting the underlying electrical connections.

To incorporate SADP constraints into early design stages, there are

several studies [26, 29, 52, 76] dealing with the SADP-aware routing problem.

However, to date, works studying how multiple patterning and decomposi-

tion impact SC I/O pin design are lacking, especially as pin congestion and

routability become increasingly critical to the overall physical design results.

Since most modern-day SC designs primarily use Metal-1 (M1) for local con-

nections and I/O pins, Metal-2 (M2) design is essential for SC I/O pin access.

There are several works [80, 81] on detailed routing accounting for pin ac-

cess. [80] focuses on the gridless routing and proposes efficient algorithms to

improve the pin accessibility and routability. [81] presents the formulation and

solution for the detailed routing for dense pin clusters. None of these previous

studies explicitly addresses the pin accessibility problem at the SC level under

complex SADP-specific constraints.

SADP-based M2 wires, in particular, present a new set of problems

to SC I/O pin access. Specifically, because of the decomposition of SADP

into the mandrel and trim masks, one cannot simply rely on via locations

to determine line-end positions of M2 wires. As shown in Fig. 2.2, SADP

yield can be enhanced by line-end extensions that are dependent on both via
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(a)

Hot	spot

(b)

Figure 2.2: Line-end extension techniques, (a) anti-parallel line ends, (b)
parallel line ends.

placement and neighboring wire placement. For example, in Fig. 2.2(a) and

(b), respectively, the extension of anti-parallel line ends and parallel line-end

alignment both help to avoid hot spots on the trim masks [71].

In general, the ideal location of geometries is not as straight-forward

under SADP constraints and is more dependent on the neighborhood around

the geometry in question. This means all SADP-based metal designs, including

pin access and within-cell connections have to be optimized simultaneously

during the I/O pin design phase. Previously, line-end extension techniques

have been deployed to deal with the cut mask manufacturability in [124,125].

To minimize the effective gaps in the layout, [125] proposes a greedy optimal

algorithm to extend the line ends of metal wires. [124] presents a mask cost
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reduction formulation to improve the layout manufacturability with the line-

end extension techniques. Alternatively, our study enables trim mask friendly,

SC-level pin access design under SADP constraints, a priori, before the SC

library is ever used in a placed-and-routed block.

In addition, the Via-1 layer is used to connect the M2 wires and M1 I/O

pins. Due to the high density of Via-1’s in future technology nodes, multiple

patterning, e.g., LELE, is needed to manufacture the Via-1 layer. Hence, for

the 10nm technology used in this study, we need to enable LELE friendly Via-

1 design to achieve legal pin access at the SC level. Determining the double

patterning decomposability of given layout patterns is a well-studied topic [49,

98,113,114,122]. If the conflict graph deduced from the given layout patterns

does not contain odd cycles, the layout patterns are double patterning (LELE)

friendly. The odd-cycle free LELE-aware Via-1 design is equally important to

determining SC pin access as SADP-friendly M2 design.

This chapter proposes the first study on the SC-level I/O pin access

problem and prototype our methodology on the predictive 10nm SC library.

To solve this problem efficiently, we present a Depth First Search (DFS)-based

method to achieve LELE-friendly Via-1 assignment and a Mixed Integer Linear

Programming (MILP)-based technique that simultaneously optimizes the M2

wires for pin access and within-cell connections of SCs. Moreover, using the

backtracking method, we extend this technique to each pin access scenario and

maximize the pin accessibility of the predictive 10nm library.
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2.2 Preliminaries

2.2.1 Standard Cell Architecture

Due to complex design-for-manufacturing constraints, there are finite

options of Standard Cell (SC) architecture for a specific advanced technol-

ogy node [18, 61, 92]. Fig. 2.3 illustrates a 7.5-track SC architecture at 7nm

technology node. An SC architecture pre-determines the cell height, which is

typically an integer multiple of the M2 routing pitch. The SC boundary de-

cides the region of intra-cell layout patterns on M1 and lower manufacturing

layers, which are used for intra-cell connections and SC I/O pins. While occa-

sional M2 usages are allowed for intra-cell connections for complex SCs [105],

M2 and upper layers are mainly used for routing connections. Horizontal M2

tracks in the middle of Fig. 2.3(a) are routing tracks used by the router for

cell-to-cell I/O connections. The M2 tracks on the top and bottom of SC

boundary typically align with the power/ground rails of a specific design, pro-

viding a robust power/ground network. The M1 I/O pins of “Inverter” and

“AND-OR-Inverter” are shown in Fig. 2.3(b) and Fig. 2.3(c), respectively. In

the routing level, these M1 I/O pins can only be accessed with fixed number

of M2 routing tracks. As M2 routing patterns are purely unidirectional, there

exists a limited number of M2 accessing points (see Fig. 2.7(b)) for each I/O

pin, which makes routing density and resource competition increasingly high

on lower metal layers. This also makes SC pin access optimization on lower

metal layers particularly important for unidirectional routing closure.
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M1 pin M2 Standard cell boundary

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.3: SC architecture, (a) 7.5 track architecture, (b) “Inverter” layout
on M1 and M2, (c) “AND-OR-Inverter” layout on M1 and M2.

2.2.2 Track-based Coloring

The continued geometric scaling of process technology depends on mul-

tiple patterning and increased layout regularity [93]. Thus, at the 10nm node

and beyond, we assume that the M2 layout will be extremely regular. Fur-

thermore, in the 10nm commercial technology we used, the preferred direction

of M2 routing is horizontal. After studying the M2 routing tracks, we make

the following observation.

Observation 1. A single color is assigned to metal patterns on even routing

tracks. The alternate color is then assigned to metal patterns on odd routing

tracks.

M2 routing is becoming increasingly congested as we continue to scale

towards the 10nm technology node because of the increasing density of tran-

sistors and SC I/O pins. Hence, increasing M2 congestion leads to a higher

likelihood of having M2 wires on neighbor tracks at the same time, which
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: The potential odd-cycle conflicts of the coloring graph, (a) poten-
tial M2 layout, (b) potential odd-cycle conflicts.

leads to the layout patterns illustrated in Fig. 2.4. In Fig. 2.4(a), a solid edge

denotes a coloring conflict and a dashed edge denotes a potential coloring con-

flict. Fig. 2.4(b) demonstrates how a dashed edge changes to solid edge if

we assign different colors to M2 wires on the same track, which leads to an

odd-cycle conflict in the coloring graph. The SADP technique does not allow

stitches during the layout decomposition stage, which means odd-cycle con-

flicts must be strictly forbidden in SADP-friendly layout patterns [11]. The

color assignment strategy from Observation 1 avoids potential odd cycles in

the coloring stage for SADP-friendly layout.

2.2.3 Design Rule Formulation and Legalization

Table 2.1 defines SADP-specific notations for the 10nm technology

node [66]. First, the minimum area constraint of the M2 layout is converted to

the minimum wire length design rule (l0) due to the fixed width of M2 wires.

Then, we define the space between M2 line ends on the same routing track as

OnTrackSpace(l1), as shown in Fig. 2.5(a). We use OffTrackOverlap(l2)

and OffTrackSpace(l3) to define the prohibited region for the anti-parallel

M2 wires [66], as shown in Fig. 2.5(b) and Fig. 2.5(c), respectively. Finally,
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Table 2.1: Notations for design rule formulation

M2 layer
MetalWidth w
MetalSpace s

minMetalArea Amin
Spacer deposits SpacerDepositWidth wsp

Trim mask
minResistWidth wr
minResistSpace sr

EtchBias we

Design rules

minMetalLength (Rule 0) l0 ≥ Amin

w

OnTrackSpace (Rule 1) l1 ≥ wr − 2·we
OffTrackOverlap (Rule 2) l2 ≥ sr + 2·we
OffTrackSpace (Rule 3) l3 ≥

√
(wr − 2·we)2 − wsp2

OffTrackOffset (Rule 4) l4 ≥ wr or l4 = 0

for parallel M2 wires illustrated in Fig. 2.5(d), the line-end design constraint

is defined as OffTrackOffset(l4). Table 2.1 summarizes the design rules for

M2 layout patterns [66, 71].

 

 
l1

l1

(a)

 

 

 

l2

l2

(b)

 

 

l3

l3

(c)

l4

l4

(d)

Figure 2.5: Design rule formulation, (a) OnTrackSpace, (b) OffTrackOverlap,
(c) OffTrackSpace, (d) OffTrackOffset.

The minimum coloring distance (d0) and minimum different mask dis-

tance (d1) are introduced to enable LELE friendly Via-1 assignment. Suppose

successful layout decomposition of Via-1 patterns from Fig. 2.6(a) to Fig.

2.6(b), d0 denotes the minimum center to center spacing of Via-1’s on the
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same mask and d1 denotes the minimum center to center spacing of Via-1’s on

different masks.

(a)

	� d0
� d1

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) Via-1 patterns, (b) layout decomposed to two masks and Via-1
design rules.

2.3 Problem Formulation

The SC-level pin access optimization involves both LELE-aware Via-

1 assignment and SADP-aware M2 wire design. Our I/O pin access design

and optimization is based on the practical layout of SCs. For each cell in

the library, we observe that I/O pins generally exist on either the M1 or M2

layer. To properly formulate the pin access design and optimization problem,

we have the following definitions.

Definition 1 (Hit Point). The overlap of an M2 routing track (which is pre-

determined by the place and route tool) and an I/O pin shape is defined as a

Hit Point for that particular I/O pin.

Each hit point determines the range of positions for the correspond-

ing Via-1 (the M1 to M2 connection). In the 10nm technology used, M2 is

unidirectional and runs horizontally. Thus, for each hit point, there are two

accessing directions possible, either from left to right or from right to left. To
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access one hit point, we first need to determine the legal location for the Via-

1 connection. Then, we need to design the M2 wire assuming one accessing

direction for the hit point. In order to connect to every I/O pin in a cell, we

need to determine the accessing directions for a set of hit points. Hence, we

have several definitions as follows.

Definition 2 (Hit Point Combination). A set of hit points (with a defined

access direction, left or right) where each I/O pin in the SC is accessed exactly

once is defined as a Hit Point Combination for that cell.

Definition 3 (Valid Hit Point Combination). If a hit point combination in-

duces zero design rule violations, it is considered a Valid Hit Point Combina-

tion. Otherwise, it is considered to be invalid.

Definition 4 (Valid Hit Point). If a hit point can be accessed from both direc-

tions within some valid hit point combinations for one cell, it is considered a

valid hit point. Otherwise, it is considered to be invalid.

An example of the I/O pin access design for one hit point combination

is shown in Fig. 2.7. Fig. 2.7(a) demonstrates the M1 I/O pin layout and M2

routing tracks running horizontally above M1. Fig. 2.7(b) shows how the hit

points, which represent valid Via-1 locations for I/O pin access, are derived

from the overlap of M2 routing tracks and the M1 I/O pins. For most hit

points, the length of the hit point is short because it is decided by the minimum

width of the vertical M1. However, if an M1 wire runs horizontally, this leads

to a long hit point, which allows more flexibility for the Via-1 position. The
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M1 pin M2  M2 extensionsVia  M2 routing track

(a)

Hit PointCell connection

(b)

Pin access

(c) (d)

Figure 2.7: SC pin access optimization, (a) SC I/O pins and M2 routing tracks,
(b) hit points and M2 within-cell connections, (c) a hit point combination with
M2 pin access, (d) SADP-friendly pin access with M2 extensions.

set of hit points within the dashed box in Fig. 2.7(b) shows one hit point

combination and the dark arrows denote the arbitrary accessing directions

chosen for the hit points. Fig. 2.7(c) illustrates one way to access the cell

using that hit point combination. After choosing one hit point for each I/O

pin and the accessing direction for that hit point, we need to determine the

legal Via-1 locations for that hit point combination such that the final Via-1

patterns are LELE friendly. Given the LELE-legal Via-1 assignment, the M2

wires can be designed for pin access, accounting for the minimum enclosure

design rule for M2 over Via-1. The dashed boxes in Fig. 2.7(c) denote all pairs
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of line ends that cause hot spots in trim mask designs. Fig. 2.7(d) demonstrates

that line-end extension techniques can be adopted to fix those hot spots in the

trim mask.

In SC design, it is important to achieve both LELE-aware Via-1 assign-

ment and SADP-aware M2 design, i.e., all hot spots are fixable via line-end

extension techniques. However, the engineering efforts and iterations involved

to fix all of the potential hot spots across the SC library are too large for the

average layout design team. Therefore, a general methodology is needed to de-

termine optimal Via-1 assignment and design the M2 wires for pin access and

within-cell connections simultaneously. We can now define the SADP-aware

pin access optimization problem as follows.

Problem 1 (Pin Access Optimization (PAO)). Given the SC layout and a

specific hit point combination, determine whether or not it is possible to achieve

a legal LELE-friendly Via-1 assignment and subsequently optimize the M2

wires for pin access and within-cell connections given the Via-1 assignment

under SADP constraints. If possible, show legal Via-1 assignment and all

SADP-friendly M2 wires.

As shown in Fig. 2.7(b), we may have multiple hit points for one I/O

pin, which leads to numerous hit point combinations for one cell. For one SC,

we define the pin access and cell layout co-optimization problem as follows.

Problem 2 (PICO). Given the SC layout, the Pin Access and Cell Layout Co-

Optimization (PICO) problem is to show all Via-1 assignment and M2 wiring
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cases with successful PAO’s and maximize the pin access flexibility under LELE

and SADP constraints.

2.4 Pin Access Optimization

Given a hit point combination, we seek the LELE-friendly Via-1 as-

signment, based on which we pre-design the M2 wires for pin access. Then, we

propose an MILP-based method to enable efficient SADP-aware M2 design.

Finally, the Linear Programming (LP) relaxation is presented to explore the

trade-off between runtime and performance for the pin access optimization.

Table 2.2: Notations for via assignment

vk the kth Via-1 for cell connections
hpk the kth hit point within given hit point combination
hpmk the mth candidate Via-1 location for kth hit point
Sv the LELE-Aware Via-1 assignment
Sov the optimal LELE-Aware Via-1 Assignment
g0 the Via-1 grid size

2.4.1 Via Assignment

In general, there are two kinds of Via-1’s at the SC level. The first kind

is for internal M1 to M2 (within-cell) connections due to the complexity of SC

layout in advanced technology nodes. These connections cannot be modified

in the pin access optimization stage. The other kind is for the pin access

connections from M2 wires to M1 I/O pins, which is the design target in the

Via-1 assignment problem. For instance, in Fig. 2.8(a), there are four internal
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Via-1’s denoted as v1−v4 and our target is to determine the location of Via-1’s

for the four hit points denoted as hp1 − hp4. We can drop the Via-1’s in the

center of short hit points, such as hp1, hp2 and hp4. However, long hit points,

such as hp3, allow for more flexibility for the Via-1 location. We can build

the conflict graph for the Via-1 layer given a specific hit point combination, as

illustrated in Fig. 2.8(b). We put a solid edge between conflicting Via-1’s of

which locations are decided. A dashed edge is added when the location of some

Via-1 is not decided and there exists a potential conflict between two Via-1’s.

For example, the Via-1 associated with the long hit point in Fig. 2.8(b) always

conflicts with the Via-1 for hp2 , but only conflicts with that for hp1 when

dropped on the left end and conflicts with that for hp4 when dropped on the

right end.

To make the best use of the flexibility from the long hit point, we

propose a grid-based segmentation, which leads to multiple potential Via-1

candidates for a hit point. For example, we can see several Via-1 candidates

for hp3 in Fig. 2.8(c). The grid size depends on the granularity needed and

is constrained by the manufacturing grid imposed by a particular technology

node, i.e., the grid size chosen must be greater-than-or-equal-to the manufac-

turing grid. Related notations are given in Table 2.2. There is an accessing

direction assigned to each hit point within the given hit point combination.

Hence, we prefer the legal Via-1 location to be on the right end of hp3 because

the hit point will be accessed from right to left. The right most legal Via-1

candidate for hp3 leads to shortest M2 wire to access that hit point. To dif-
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Figure 2.8: (a) SC I/O pins and Via-1’s for within-cell connections, (b) conflict
graph for hit points and Via-1’s, (c) conflict graph with grid-based segmenta-
tion for long hit points, (d) odd cycles in the conflict graph.

ferentiate multiple Via-1 candidates for the long hit point, we assign a cost

to each candidate according to the accessing direction and distance from the

Via-1 location to the left/right end of the hit point. For instance, the cost of

the right most Via-1 for the long hit point in Fig. 2.8(c) will be 0 and the cost

of the second right most Via-1 will be g0. In general, from right to left, the cost

of the nth Via-1 will be (n−1)∗g0. We assign zero cost to internal Via-1’s and

Via-1’s associated with short hit points. After the grid-based segmentation

and cost assignment for each Via-1 candidate, we can build the whole conflict

graph for the Via-1 layer, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8(d). There is no conflict

among Via-1 candidates for the same hit point.
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The overall objective of this step is to choose a set of Via-1 locations,

including existing Via-1’s for internal cell connections and target Via-1’s for

each hit point, such that the total cost is minimized and the Via-1 layer is

LELE compliant. It is a well-established argument that the layout is LELE

compliant if and only if the conflict graph deduced does not contain odd cy-

cles [49]. This means that odd cycles are forbidden in the optimal legal Via-1

assignment.

Algorithm 1 demonstrates the details for achieving optimal LELE-

friendly Via-1 assignment. Lines 3-16 explain how to build the conflict graph

given existing Via-1’s for cell connections and a specific hit point combination.

In line 18, all of the odd cycles in the conflict graph are reported (e.g., the

3 odd cycles in Fig. 2.8(d) would be reported). If an odd cycle is detected

in the conflict graph, the conflicting set of Via-1 candidates cannot be chosen

simultaneously during the legal Via-1 assignment. [49] deploys the Breadth

First Search (BFS) and double linked list to iteratively report odd cycles. In

this case, our target is different because we need to find all of the odd cycles

simultaneously in a given conflict graph. Hence, the Depth First Search (DFS)

technique is used. We keep track of the DFS stack while coloring the conflict

graph. Once a coloring conflict is reported for double patterning, we back-

track the DFS stack and report the cycle associated with the current coloring

conflict, which is repeated until all nodes are visited. The optimal Via-1 as-

signment is achieved in line 20 with a depth-first-search (DFS) technique. The

optimal Via-1 assignment is an empty set if no legal Via-1 assignment can be
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found, as explained in lines 21-25. Assume n hit points for the input hit point

combination and the number of valid Via-1 candidates for the ith hit point is

ki, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, the total number of Via-1 combinations enumerated will be

Πi=n−1
i=0 ki. Due to the linear time complexity of DFS, the theoretical runtime

bound for Algorithm 1 will be O(kn), k = maxi ki. The time complexity of

Algorithm 1 grows exponentially with the number of I/O pins, but most SC

libraries have the cell I/O pin counts bounded to the order of 10. This means

that for a typical SC library, Algorithm 1 can execute in a reasonable runtime.

Algorithm 1 Via-1 Assignment Algorithm
Input: a set of Via-1’s for cell connections (Sc), a hit point combination (HPC) and Via-1

grid size (g0);
1: Define CFGraph as the conflict graph for Via-1 layer;
2: Define Svia as the 2-D set of Via-1’s;
3: for each element hp in HPC ∪ Sc do;
4: Define Spos as the set of Via-1’s for hp;
5: if hp is a long hit point then;
6: Segment hp in the grid size g0;
7: Push the center of each segment to Spos;
8: else
9: Push the center of hp to Spos;

10: end if
11: for each via location pos in Spos do;
12: Add pos to CFGraph and assign cost;
13: Detect and add conflict edges;
14: end for
15: Push Spos to Svia

16: end for
17: Define oddCycles as the 2-D set of nodes in CFGraph;
18: Report all odd cycles in CFGraph to oddCycles;
19: Define So

v as the optimal Via-1 assignment;
20: So

v = DFS(Svia, oddCycles);
21: if So

v = ∅ then;
22: HPC is invalid;
23: else
24: So

v is the optimal legal Via-1 assignment;
25: end if
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Table 2.3: Notations for metal pattern optimization

cL, cR left or right boundary of cell
cW cell width, cW = cR − cL
Sm set of M2 wires
n total number of M2 wires
Sk set of pairs of wires for rule k,∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

xiL, xiR the left or right line end of ith wire
x0iL, x

0
iR the initial line ends of ith wire

The LELE-aware Via-1 assignment yields a legal Via-1 location for

each hit point within the hit point combination. Furthermore, the solution of

Algorithm 1 decides the boundary condition for the SADP-aware pin access

design of the M2 layer.

2.4.2 Metal Pattern Optimization

Given optimal Via-1 assignment and the accessing direction for the cor-

responding hit point, we can determine the line-end position of the M2 wire for

pin access accounting for the minimum enclosure design rule for M2 over Via-1.

For pin access design, we focus on SADP-aware layout optimization within an

SC boundary. Hence, if one hit point is next to the right boundary of a cell and

the access direction is from the right, the right line end of the corresponding

M2 wire will be extended to the right boundary. We have similar pre-design

if the hit point is accessed from the left boundary of a cell. Fig. 3.1(c) is an

example of M2 wires for pin access after the pre-design stage. This is the

most common hit point access scenario from the SC perspective. Our primary

goal is to achieve the first-order pin accessibility figure-of-merit. Hence, we
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exclude special scenarios like Metal-3 wire going down directly through two

vias (Metal-3 to M2 and M2 to M1), and also pin access through complex

maze routing, instead of straight routing. The pre-design method induces the

following observation.

Observation 2. For M2 wires after the pre-design stage, right line ends can

only be extended to the right and left line ends can only be extended to the left.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.1(c), if we simply use the Via-1 locations to de-

termine the line end of M2 wires, the SADP constraints may invalidate some

hit point combinations. The line-end extension techniques enable us to legalize

the M2 layout and ensure SADP-friendly design. The conventional layout mi-

gration issue has been formulated as a linear programming problem in [42]. A

similar approach has also been deployed to deal with LELE double patterning

layout decomposition in [32]. In addition, the line-end extension techniques

have also been deployed in [124, 125] to improve the manufacturability of the

cut mask process instead of the trim mask process in this work. [125] has pro-

posed a greedy optimal algorithm to minimize the effective gaps in the cut

mask process. The constrained shortest path algorithm is presented to opti-

mize the cut mask cost. Instead of mask cost reduction, this study is design

rule oriented and guarantees to find an optimal solution with the minimum

amount of line-end extensions if a feasible solution exists for the given Via-

1 assignment from Section 2.4.1. The greedy algorithm in [125] aims at the

gap distribution optimization in cut masks, which is different from the trim
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mask optimization in this work. The techniques used in [32, 42, 124] cannot

be directly applied to SADP-aware I/O pin access design because the relative

order of the metal line ends may change during the line-end extension stage, as

shown in Fig. 2(a). Instead, we propose an MILP-based optimization method-

ology to determine the M2 wire design for each specific hit point combination.

Table 2.3 shows the related notations. We will first give the mathematical

formulation for the SADP-aware pin access problem. Then, we transfer the

mathematical formulation to an MILP formulation. The results of the MILP

can determine whether feasible solutions exist for the M2 line ends of a par-

ticular hit point combination. If feasible solutions exist, the line-end positions

of each M2 wire are decided while minimizing the total amount of line-end

extensions.

Mathematical Formulation Observation 2 allows us to quantify the total

amount of extension in terms of line-end positions. It is known that line-end

extension techniques benefit SADP-based wires [71]. However, in next genera-

tion technology nodes, the routing resources are becoming increasingly limited,

so line-end extensions of M2 wires should be used judiciously. Additionally,

line-end extensions can potentially increase both coupling capacitance and

ground capacitance on M2 routes. Therefore, line-end extension minimiza-

tion is a necessity for pin access optimization. The minimization of the total

amount of line-end extensions is formulated as the objective function, as shown

in (1).
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Constraints (1a) - (1c) define the line-end extension limits and mini-

mum wire length design rule (Rule 0 in Table 2.1) for each M2 wire. The

initial relative order can be determined for each pair of M2 wires. Suppose

the ith wire is on the left of the jth wire, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.5(a). Con-

straint (1d) is formulated to define Rule 1. In set S2, the line ends originally

overlap each other and constraints (1e) and (1f) represent Rule 2. In set S3,

the line ends initially have no overlap. After extension, the line ends may or

may not overlap each other. Constraint (1g) satisfies Rule 2 or Rule 3. Then,

constraints (1h) and (1i) are formulated to specify Rule 4 for each pair of M2

wires in set S4.

min
n−1∑
i=0

(x0iL − xiL) + (xiR − x0iR) (1)

s.t. cL ≤ xiL ≤ x0iL ∀i ∈ Sm (1a)

x0iR ≤ xiR ≤ cR ∀i ∈ Sm (1b)

xiR − xiL ≥ l0 ∀i ∈ Sm (1c)

xjL − xiR ≥ l1 ∀(i, j) ∈ S1 (1d)

xiR − xjL ≥ l2 ∀(i, j) ∈ S2 (1e)

xjR − xiL ≥ l2 ∀(i, j) ∈ S2 (1f)

xjL − xiR ≥ l3 or xiR − xjL ≥ l2 ∀(i, j) ∈ S3 (1g)

|xiL − xjL| ≥ l4 or xiL − xjL = 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ S4 (1h)

|xiR − xjR| ≥ l4 or xiR − xjR = 0 ∀(i, j) ∈ S4 (1i)

MILP formulation Next, we explain how to convert (1) into an MILP

formulation. We can simplify the objective function by omitting item x0iL
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and x0iR, which are constants for a specific hit point combination. We also

need to convert constraints (1g)-(1i) to linear constraints based on the big-M

transformation [5]. Note that |xiL − xjR| ≤ cW ,∀i, j ∈ Sm and cW is the

width of the cell. Hence, at the SC level, the cell width cW is an appropriate

big-M parameter for the formulation. Constraint (1g) can be formulated as

linear constraints (2a) - (2c) given below. sk is an additional integer variable

introduced so that both constraints can be satisfied at the same time.

xjL − xiR + (cW + l3)· sk ≥ l3 (2a)

xiR − xjL + (cW + l2)· (1− sk) ≥ l2 (2b)

sk ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ S3 (2c)

Similarly, constraints (1h) and (1i) can also be converted to linear constraints

by introducing integer variables as follows.

xjL − xiL + (cW + l4)· sm1 ≥ l4· (1− tn1) (2d)

xiL − xjL + (cW + l4)· (1− sm1) (2e)

≥ l4· (1− tn1) + (cW + l4)· tn1 (2f)

sm1 + tn1 ≤ 1, sm1, tn1 ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ S4 (2g)

xjR − xiR + (cW + l4)· sm2 ≥ l4· (1− tn2) (2h)

xiR − xjR + (cW + l4)· (1− sm2) (2i)

≥ l4· (1− tn2) + (cW + l4)· tn2 (2j)

sm2 + tn2 ≤ 1, sm2, tn2 ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ S4 (2k)
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For the MILP formulation, the optimization results will decide whether

it is possible to achieve a legal solution for the M2 design given the Via-1

assignment of one hit point combination. In particular, the optimal solution

of the MILP formulation generates the legal line-end position of each M2 wire

with the minimum amount of extensions.

Linear Programming Relaxation In the MILP formulation, integer vari-

ables are introduced to allow changing the relative order of metal line ends.

This approach is guaranteed to determine the feasibility of the given Via-1 as-

signment with minimized total line-end extension. However, the MILP formu-

lation may lead to long runtime for large cell designs. To explore the necessity

of the MILP formulation and the possibility of speed up, we relax the MILP

formulation into a Linear Programming (LP) formulation. Specifically, the rel-

ative order of line ends is pre-determined based on the initial position of metal

lines, which further converts constraints (1g)-(1i) to linear constraints [106].

As we can see in Section 2.6, this formulation can not optimally determine

the feasibility of the given Via-1 assignment but can significantly reduce the

runtime, compared with the MILP formulation.

2.5 Pin Access and Cell Layout Co-Optimization

Previously, we have shown that the LELE-aware Via-1 assignment and

MILP-based optimization for M2 wires determine whether a single hit point

combination is valid or not. If it is valid, we can achieve optimal LELE
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friendly Via-1 assignment and subsequently optimize the M2 wires for pin

access and cell connections simultaneously given the Via-1 assignment. How-

ever, as shown in Fig. 3.1, multiple hit points for one I/O pin lead to numerous

hit point combinations for one SC. In general, the more valid hit point combi-

nations we have for one cell, the more flexibility we can provide to the routing

stage. Thus, we extend the Pin Access Optimization (PAO) to validate all hit

point combinations of an SC.

The overall algorithm for the pin access and cell layout co-optimization

(PICO) is given in Algorithm 2. First, as shown in lines 1-7, the pre-processing

steps determine the set of hit points for each I/O pin. Then, in line 10, the

standard backtracking method is adopted to obtain a table of potential valid

hit point combinations for the SC. From line 11 to line 17, we call the LELE-

aware Via-1 assignment and MILP-based optimization for each entry in the

table of potential hit point combinations. Assume n I/O pins for the input

SC and hi is the number of hit points for the ith I/O pin, 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, the

number of hit point combinations enumerated is Πi=n−1
i=0 2 ∗ hi. The goal is to

optimize each hit point combination, individually, hence, the time complexity

will be O((2 ∗ h)n), h = maxi hi. The parametric constant associated with the

runtime complexity is given by the PAO optimization. For each cell, all valid

pin access designs are stored in a table, which can be incorporated into the

SC library design. Hence, we have maximized the pin access flexibility of one

cell for the routing stage.

The following check heuristics prune out invalid hit point combinations.
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Algorithm 2 PICO Algorithm
Input: Cell layout and M2 routing tracks;
1: Define C as set of M2 wires for within-cell connections;
2: Define IO as set of I/O pins;
3: Define Shp as the 2-D set of hit points for each I/O pin;
4: for each pin pk ∈ IO do
5: Get the set of hit points, Pk, for pin pk;
6: Add Pk to Shp;
7: end for
8: Define MTable as table of M2 layout design;
9: Define HPC as an empty set for hit point combination;

10: MTable = Backtracking(HPC, Shp, C);
11: for each entry Hk in MTable do;
12: if PAO for Hk ∪ C is feasible then
13: Replace Hk with the solution from PAO;
14: else
15: Delete Hk;
16: end if
17: end for

1. Avoid two hit points that are on the same routing track who’s end-to-end

spacing is less than the pre-defined threshold, i.e., l1 from Table 2.1.

2. Existing M2 wires used for within-cell connections invalidate the hit

points they cover as well as hit points that are too close in proximity.

It should be noted that we can further consider other pruning metrics during

the backtracking stage. For example, cell robustness metrics, such as pin

density, are closely related to the pin access design at the SC level and it could

be another metric used to prune out invalid hit point combinations.
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2.6 Experimental Results

We have implemented our algorithm in C++ and tested it using an

industrial 14nm SC library that has been scaled and compacted to 10nm-

representative dimensions. We use CLP [2] as our LP solver, CBC [1] as our

MILP solver and all experiments are performed on a Linux machine with a

3.33GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5680. The width and space of M2 wires are

assumed to be 24nm [66]. The spacer deposit width is set as 24nm. For trim

mask design, the minimum resist width and space are set as 44nm and 46nm,

respectively. The etch bias is set as 6nm [66]. The industrial 10nm design

rules are set for the Via-1 layer and grid size g0 for the segmentation of hit

points is set as 2nm. Next, we demonstrate the strength of our optimization

methodology by showing the results from pin access design for a predictive

10nm SC library consisting of around 700 cells.

Fig. 2.9 demonstrates a typical cell layout design in the library we

used. The I/O pins for this cell are on the M1 layer. Due to the complex-

ity of this cell, M2 wires are used for within-cell connections. Fig. 2.9(a)

shows the M2 layout design if we simply use Via-1 locations after LELE aware

Via-1 assignment to determine the line-end positions. A design rule check

will reveal multiple violations in the dashed boxes. However, as illustrated in

Fig. 2.9(b), the same M2 wires for pin access and within-cell connections can

be co-optimized to enable SADP-friendly layout. The MILP-based optimiza-

tion ensures the minimum amount of line-end extension and avoids potential

engineering efforts from design rule violation fixes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9: Pin access and cell connection co-optimization for one hit point
combination. (a) design rule violations in layout, (b) MILP-based optimization
result.

For PICO, the SC pin access flexibility is quantified using the number

of valid hit point combinations (VHPCs) and valid hit points (VHPs) for

each SC. For a specific SC, a larger number of VHPCs and VHPs leads to

more pin access flexibility during the detailed routing stage. Our pin access

optimization engine (PICO) aims at maximizing the pin accessibility at the

SC level. We compare different pin access evaluation/optimization schemes,

including design rule check (“DRC”), “PICO + MILP” and “PICO + LP”

in Fig. 2.10. Among the cell-dependent results in Fig. 2.10(a), the “PICO +

MILP” scheme consistently achieves the best performance, i.e., largest number

of VHPCs. For “Cell 1”, three schemes obtain a similar number of VHPCs,

which means the MPL constraints introduce slight degradations on the pin

accessibility. However, the “DRC” scheme achieves zero VHPC for “Cell 5”
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Figure 2.10: Standard cell pin accessibility improvement from PICO, (a)
increase in number of VHPCs for different cells, (b) increase of VHPC # in
ratio across the entire library, (c) increase of VHP # in percentage across the
entire library.

while the “PICO + MILP” scheme recovers around 200 VHPCs. To evaluate

the library-level benefits, we apply the PICO engine on each cell in the 10nm

predictive library and illustrate the improvement from PICO over DRC in

Fig. 2.10(b) and Fig. 2.10(c). In Fig. 2.10(b), the improvement is calculated

as the “increase of VHPC # in ratio”, i.e., the number of VHPCs obtained

from PICO divided by that obtained from DRC. The histogram in Fig. 2.10(b)
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demonstrates 10X or more improvement in terms of VHPCs for most SCs.

The increase in the number of VHPs is further calculated as a percentage and

plotted in Fig. 2.10(c), which shows that over 25% of the cells achieve 30%

or more improvement for the 10nm library. In Fig. 2.10(b) and Fig. 2.10(c),

we also find that the “PICO + MILP” scheme is better than the “PICO +

LP” scheme in terms of solution qualities since more cells tend to achieve a

larger amount of increase in VHPCs and VHPs. The runtime for cells within

the library is shown in Fig. 2.10(d) and the pin access optimization can be

finished for most cells within 500s. Although the “PICO + MILP” scheme

leads to longer runtime compared to the “PICO + LP” scheme, it is still

affordable at the cell level as the PICO is a one-time computation task for a

specific SC library.

2.7 Summary

This chapter proposes two techniques, PAO for a specific I/O hit point

combination and PICO for an SC, which maximize the pin access flexibility

for a 10nm SC library. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work

that addresses LELE-aware Via-1 assignment and SADP-aware I/O pin access

design simultaneously. Compared to the conventional approach, we achieve

significant improvement in pin accessibility of the predictive 10nm SC library.

This also means the PICO engine can provide maximized flexibility for the

routing stage.
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Chapter 3

Pin Access and Routing Co-Optimization

3.1 Introduction

In sub-20nm technology nodes, pin access has become a critical chal-

lenge for detailed routing [43]. Due to the density increase or area reduction

of the technology scaling, a very small number of routing tracks are avail-

able for the Standard Cell (SC) design. It makes the local SC I/O pin ac-

cess challenging because the access points of each pin available for the de-

tailed router are limited and they interfere with each other due to the ex-

treme pitch scaling [43, 105]. Furthermore, the continued technology scaling

of the lower routing layers in 14nm node and beyond depends on the com-

plex design-for-manufacturability (DFM) strategies [83]. Unidirectional rout-

ing is strongly recommended to provide tight control of lithographic print-

ing for lower metal layers, such as Metal-2 (M2) and Metal-3 (M3), which

also complies with underlying self-aligned multiple patterning (SAMP) tech-

niques (with cut/trim masks), e.g., SADP discussed in Chapter 2 [33,84,102].

Although unidirectional layout simplifies the coloring scheme during rout-

This chapter is partially based on the journal “Xiaoqing Xu, Bei Yu, Jhih-Rong Gao, Che-Lun Hsu,
and David Z Pan. PARR: Pin-access planning and regular routing for self-aligned double patterning. ACM
Transactions on Design Automation of Electronic Systems (TODAES), 21(3):42, 2016.” I am the main
contributor in charge of problem formulation, algorithm development and experimental validations.
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ing [33, 102, 104, 110, 119], it makes local SC pin access more challenging due

to the loss of I/O access points and more complicated neighborhood interac-

tions. To mitigate the SC pin access issue, designers can perform extensive

layout optimization with the assistance from local-routing enumeration and

optimization, i.e., SC pin access optimization and evaluation as discussed in

Chapter 2. However, this is constrained by modern SC architectures, e.g., 7.5-

track or 9-track cell architecture [61], and a detailed router now has to manage

increasingly complicated pin access interference and finish all net connections

while accommodating complex DFM constraints.

Detailed routing has to account for pin accessibility while searching

for an exact route of each net. A typical detailed routing strategy performs

pathfinding of the nets sequentially. For SC pin access, the access point selec-

tion of the local I/O pins of the net being routed could impact the routability of

the remaining nets. A typical example is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The pre-routed

M2 wires in Fig. 3.1(a) blocks the I/O pin on the right side of Cell 1, which

makes the remaining net unroutable. A different access point selection scheme

is shown in Fig. 3.1(b), where the accessing points of net A are changed and

all nets are successfully routed. In addition, the routing order of nets is also

critical for the routability when each I/O pin has a limited number of access

points interfere with each other [81]. Thus, the pin access planning, including

access point selection at the SC level and net order prediction, is very im-

portant for the detailed router to achieve better pin accessibility. Meanwhile,

the rip-up and reroute scheme is a classical method to improve the quality of
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detailed routing solutions [20, 21]. To fix the pin access failure in Fig. 3.1(a),

two different rip-up and reroute procedures are shown in Fig. 3.1(c) and (d).

The routing wires involved in the rip-up and reroute procedures are shown in

dashed lines. In Fig. 3.1(c), net B is ripped up and the rerouting results block

the I/O pin in the middle of Cell 1 due to the M2 spacing rules. Success-

ful rerouting can be achieved if net A is ripped up as shown in Fig. 3.1(d).

Therefore, pin access driven rip-up and reroute schemes are strongly needed

to route today’s complex designs.

M3	wireCell	boundary M2	wire blocked	pinM1	pin Via

A

B

	

	

Cell 1 Cell 2

(a)

A

B
	

	

Cell 1 Cell 2

(b)

A	

Cell 1 Cell 2

(c)

B

A

	

Cell 1 Cell 2

(d)

Figure 3.1: Pin access for detailed routing, (a) pin access failure, (b) pin
access success with smart access point selection, (c) rip-up and reroute failure,
(d) rip-up and reroute success.
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A wide range of academic research across various design stages have

been dedicated to the pin access issue in advanced technology nodes, including

SC design [43, 105, 116], placement mitigation [97], global routing [7, 87] and

detailed routing [80,81]. Among them, SC I/O pin access and detailed routing

play an important role due to their direct impact on the detailed routability.

[105] addresses the I/O pin access issue for each cell in isolation under SADP-

specific constraints but the related detailed routing scheme is not explicitly

presented. [81] proposes an escape routing strategy to improve the detailed

routability for dense pin clusters instead of each SC within the design. [80]

focuses on the gridless pin access in the detailed routing stage, which cannot

be directly applied in grid-based designs in advanced technology nodes [93].

To deal with complex design-for-manufacturing constraints, existing

SAMP-aware routing studies mainly focus on the coloring scheme of rout-

ing patterns while accommodating specific design rules for cut/trim masks

with novel routing grid models [23, 26, 27, 29, 52, 64, 76, 77, 94, 111]. Fur-

thermore, [27] and [94] propose to address the cut mask complexities dur-

ing the track assignment and global routing stages, respectively. The de-

tailed routing procedures of existing studies follow the paradigms of sequen-

tial routing [29, 52, 64, 76, 77, 94, 111] or negotiation-congestion-based routing

schemes [23, 26]. In general, negotiation-congestion-based routing technique

can resolve routing congestions more efficiently than a sequential scheme, be-

cause a detailed router avoids following a specific net ordering with a history-

based heuristic [75].
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In advanced technology nodes, detailed routing on lower metal layers is

becoming more complicated than simply dealing with patterning constraints.

The reasons are two-fold. First, the ever-increasing SC pin access interference

needs to be effectively addressed so that all nets can be routed simultaneously,

as shown in Figure 3.1. Conventional rip-up and reroute schemes generally

lead to huge runtime overheads due to severe routing resource competition,

which makes concurrent optimization techniques particularly important for

fast routing closure. Second, routing resources on lower metal layers are pri-

marily reserved for short or local nets. For short-net routing, via minimization

is particularly important in advanced technology nodes [24].

This chapter first proposes PARR, a sequential routing framework that

explicitly addresses SC I/O pin access and regular routing under SADP-specific

constraints. Our framework starts with the pin accessibility study of a given

SC library. Then, based on the placement-level information, the pin access

planning strategies are proposed to guide the detailed router for much better

pin accessibility. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• The local pin access planning scheme is proposed to enable smart access

point selection for the single-net routing.

• We propose the global pin access planning strategy based on the con-

cept of a pin access graph to guide the regular routing for the ultimate

routability.
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• A pin access driven rip-up and reroute scheme is proposed to further

improve the detailed routability.

However, a sequential routing procedure cannot optimally resolve pin

access interference on one metal layer, such as M2, which generates significant

overhead on the routing solution qualities. To further address the routing

challenges aforementioned, we propose the concurrent pin access optimization

study for unidirectional routing. This study is unique to previous detailed

routing studies [6, 81, 126] due to following reasons. This study focuses on

interval-based search instead of grid-based search. We demonstrate that con-

current pin access optimization is critical to resolving routing resource com-

petition, including pin access interference. We perform unidirectional routing

while explicitly addressing the complex manufacturing constraints from self-

aligned double patterning (SADP). Our contributions are listed as follows.

• We take advantage of the unidirectional routing style to propose track-

based pin access interval generation and linear conflict set detection.

• The concurrent pin access optimization is modeled as a weighted inter-

val assignment problem, which is further formulated as a binary integer

linear programming problem.

• We propose an iterative Lagrangian relaxation algorithm to obtain scal-

able solutions for the concurrent pin access optimization problem.
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• We implement a concurrent pin access router (CPR) to obtain much

better routing results than the state-of-the-art SADP-friendly routers.

3.2 Sequential Pin Access Planning

3.2.1 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation

Unidirectional Routing Patterns In advanced technology nodes, regu-

lar routing wires with tight pitches are preferred to be unidirectional [93].

Two-dimensional (2-D) and unidirectional routing patterns for a simple net

is shown in Fig. 3.2. Compared with the 2-D routing patterns with jogs in

Fig. 3.2(a), unidirectional routing patterns in Fig. 3.2(b) have better print-

ability but extra vias will be introduced when the detailed router changes the

routing directions. In addition, different access points will be selected for the

unidirectional routing patterns. Hence, smart pin access planning strategies

are crucial for the quality of the routing solutions with unidirectional patterns.

Related Design Rules In the detailed routing stage, a set of design rules

need to be followed by the detailed router so as to achieve legal regular layout

patterns. Practically, these design rules lead to additional difficulties to access

the local I/O pins of the SCs for the detailed router. Related design rules on

metal patterns are defined in Table 2.1. With unidirectional layout patterns on

the single routing layer, only one direction, horizontal or vertical, is allowed

for routing paths on the same layer. To change the direction of a routing

path, a detailed router will have to insert vias and switch interconnect layers
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Figure 3.2: Two dimensional vs unidirectional routing patterns, 3D view
(left) and top view (right), (a) two dimensional routing patterns with a jog,
(b) unidirectional routing patterns with extra vias.

among the multi-layer grids for the detailed router as shown in Fig. 3.2(b).

Thus, the via rule is another important factor for the quality of the routing

solution. The minimum center-to-center spacing rule for vias is considered

for the completeness of the pin access and routing co-optimization framework,

which can be extended to other complex via rules such as multiple patterning

related constraints. In Chapter 2, pin access is pre-computed on the M2 layer,

M1 I/O pins are promoted to the M2 layer and the via rule is only imposed

on the M2 and layers above.
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Problem definition For an SC library, the set of feasible intra-cell I/O pin

access point combinations for each cell in isolation can be pre-computed under

a set of design rules on the M2 layer as discussed in Section 2.2.3. However, in

practical designs, SCs are placed next to each other instead of being isolated,

which means the inter-cell pin access needs to be further addressed. Since the

number of cells within a library is finite, the intra-cell and inter-cell pin access

can be pre-computed and stored in a look-up table (LUT). With the LUT

for the pin accessibility, we propose efficient pin access planning strategies to

guide the regular routing and enable handshaking between the SC pin access

and detailed routing. Meanwhile, design rule legalizations are performed to

guarantee legal routing results. Hence, we define the pin access guided regular

routing as follows.

Problem 3 (Pin Access Guided Regular Routing). Given a netlist, a grid

routing plane, cell placement, pin access LUT of the library and a set of de-

sign rules, the pin access planning guided regular routing performs the regular

routing and design rule legalization simultaneously to achieve SADP-friendly

routing results.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques for improving

the quality of routing solutions, we have the following definition.

Definition 5 (Routability). The routability is defined as the percentage of

nets routed over the total number of nets in a design.
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3.2.2 Pin Accessibility Prediction

This section aims at the pre-computation of the pin accessibility under

a set of design rules, which yields an LUT of the inter-cell and intra-cell pin

accessibility for the given SC library.

Intra-Cell Pin Access The SC I/O pin access problem has been explicitly

addressed in Chapter 2, where the pin accessibility is determined while mini-

mizing the total amount of line-end extensions. However, line-end extensions

can be automatically performed by the detailed router to fix related rule viola-

tions [26,64]. In addition, a router is responsible for dynamically choosing the

access direction of a specific accessing point of the SC I/O pin. This means

a feasibility study at the SC level is enough to guide the detailed routing.

Thus, we adapt the pin access and SC layout co-optimization (PICO) method

in Section 2.5 to determine the intra-cell pin accessibility. For convenience,

we adopt the definitions of Hit Point (HP), Valid Hit Point (VHP), Hit Point

Combination (HPC) and Valid Hit Point Combination from Section 2.3.

Inter-Cell Pin Access We have discussed intra-cell pin access feasibility

for each isolated cell. However, the pin accessibility may interfere and degrade

when two cells are placed next to each other. We quantify the inter-cell pin

accessibility for a given SC pair with each cell assigned a specific VHPC. A

typical example of a cell pair, denoted as pairij , is illustrated in Fig. 3.3,

where ci is placed to the left of cj with the gap distance as g. For pragmatic
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placement, g is an integer multiple of the placement pitch. The pin access

interference is expected in Fig. 3.3(a) because the pin access boundaries of

the two cells are next to each other. To demonstrate the pin accessibility

interference, we choose the mth VHPC for ci and the nth VHPC for cj in

Fig. 3.3(b). The M2 wires for intra-cell pin access associated with the selected

VHPC’s are also shown in Fig. 3.3(b), where pin access M2 wires introduce

extra rule violations even with VHPC’s for ci and cj in isolation. To further

explore inter-cell pin accessibility, additional line-end extensions are required

to fix the violations and make pairij accessible in Fig. 3.3(b).

The additional line-end extensions based on the selected VHPC’s for

pairij has the exact same formulation as the PAO in Section 2.4. If two cells

ci and cj are assigned the mth and nth VHPC and the gap distance is set to g

in Fig. 3.3(b), the feasibility of fixing extra violations can be evaluated with

PAO on the set of M2 wires, i.e., pami ∪ panj . In particular, from Fig. 3.3(a),

the pin access boundary is extended beyond the cell boundary. For practical

implementation, the left and right boundary of the cell could be extended by

minimum M2 length, which preserves the validness of the HPs close to the cell

boundary while satisfying the minimum length rule for M2 wires. This pin

access boundary only applies to the pin accessibility prediction phase, which

does not introduce additional placement or routing constraints. Since the

detailed router only cares about the pin accessibility at the SC level, we only

report VHP’s and VHPC’s to the detailed router and each VHP is accessible

from the M2 layer.
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Figure 3.3: The inter-cell pin access, (a) two cells placed next to each other
and intra-cell pin access introduces a rule violation, (b) fixing the rule violation
by line-end extension.

Look-Up Table Construction Here, the LUT construction is presented

for the library-wide inter-cell pin accessibility prediction. We assume that M2

routing layer is horizontal and pin accessibility is pre-computed on the M2

layer. Modern SC cell architecture creates horizontal power/ground rails on

the M1 layer, which further splits the design into horizontal rows on the M2

layer. Thus, pin access interactions between adjacent rows are non-critical and

the pin access LUT only needs to be calculated for cells abutted horizontally.

Connecting cells in adjacent rows involves M2 (horizontal) and M3 (vertical)

routing layers simultaneously, which is performed by the detailed router. For

each cell ci in the library, we have computed a set of VHPC’s from the intra-

cell pin access feasibility study. We further evaluate the inter-cell pin access

feasibility of each cell pair (pairij with gap distance g) using the PAO tech-
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nique, which will be stored in an LUT. Specifically, if two cells ci and cj are

assigned the mth and nth VHPC and the gap distance is set to g, the inter-cell

pin access feasibility can be evaluated on the set of M2 wires, i.e., pami ∪ panj .

Then LUT (i,m, j, n, g) stores a Boolean value denoting whether inter-cell pin

access is feasible or not when ci is to the left of cj. Here, the gap distance g is

also an index of the LUT because changing the gap distance between cells has

potential impacts on the inter-cell pin accessibility. For example, in Fig. 3.3(b),

in spite of extra rule violations when ci is to the left of cj with gap distance

as g, the violation can be fixed by additional line-end extensions. Thus, the

element LUT (i,m, j, n, g) will store a “true” value. Cell flipping across the

horizontal axis is also considered and related values are stored during LUT

construction.

Depending on the SC library design, the LUT size could be large or even

unaffordable due to large number VHPC’s for each SC. For the library we used,

the maximum number of VHPC’s for one cell is 7745 and the average number

of VHPC’s for each cell is 589.1. To control the number of entries within the

LUT, our LUT is constructed only on critical pin-access cells. Specifically,

critical pin-access cells are those cells with a small number of VHPC’s (e.g.,

< 500) or some I/O pins of the cells have limited number of VHP’s (e.g.,

< 5). For each cell pair in the LUT, we require both cells to be critical. We

assume that if two cells are placed next to each other and only one of them

is critical, the other cell has enough pin access flexibility to compensate for

the pin accessibility of its neighbor. Suppose the number of pin-access critical
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cells is N , the maximum HPC per cell is M , and the maximum gap is g, then

the LUT size is at most 4 ∗N2 ∗M2 ∗ g. Since each LUT item is just true or

false for the inter-cell pin accessibility, we only store the false entries for our

practical implementation, which further reduces the size of the entire LUT.

3.2.3 Pin Access Planning Guided Regular Routing

The pin access graph (PAG) is proposed to dynamically determine the

pin accessibility of a single SC or a row of SCs. Then, local and global pin

access planning strategies are presented, which further guide the regular rout-

ing to improve pin accessibility. In addition, a pin access driven rip-up and

reroute scheme is proposed to increase the ultimate routability.

3.2.3.1 Single Row Pin Access Graph

In the row-structure for placement in Fig. 3.4(a), SCs are aligned hor-

izontally and share the same height. The power and ground rails go from the

very left to the very right of the die area. Given the position for each SC and

a placement row, we build the single row pin access graph. As illustrated in

Fig. 3.4(b), the single row PAG is a directed graph starting from the virtual

source node (s) on the left to the virtual target node (t) on the right. For

each SC placed within the row, we introduce a set of nodes into the PAG and

each node corresponds to one of the VHPC’s for that particular SC, where nmi

denotes the node for the mth VHPC for Cell i. We add edges between s and

nm0 , for each m. Similarly, edges will be introduced between nm5 and t, for each
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m. No edges will be added between nmi and nki , namely, nodes for the same

SC. For neighboring SCs, such as Cell 1 and Cell 2, an edge, denoted as a blue

arrow, will be added between nk1 and nm2 since the item LUT (1, k, 2,m, g) is

true, where g is the gap distance for pairij. In contrast, no edge is introduced

between nl1 and nk2 since LUT (1, l, 2, k, g) is false.

Cell 0 Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4 Cell 5

power

ground

(a)

s t…

nl
5

Cell 0 Cell 1 Cell 2 Cell 3 Cell 4 Cell 5

… … … … …

nl
1

nk
1

nm
2

nk
2

(b)

Figure 3.4: Single row pin access graph, (a) cell placement, (b) initial pin
access graph.

For the PAG, we have the following observation.

Observation 3. The pin accessibility of the SCs on the M2 layer within the

single row is equivalent to the existence of a path from s to t of the PAG asso-

ciated with that particular row. We define a PAG component to be infeasible

for pin access when no feasible path exists from s to t of that PAG component.
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Figure 3.5: (a) cell placement with pre-routed wires, (b) simplified pin access
graphs with blocked nodes.

If there exists a path from s to t, the SCs within the row are acces-

sible using the set of VHPC’s and corresponding pin access M2 wires on the

path. An example is shown in Fig. 3.4(b). Moreover, routing wires on the

M2 layer will be created on top of the SCs during the routing stage, as shown

in Fig. 3.5(a). The routing wires over the SC create routing blockages, which

block some specific HPs of the SCs. This means the associated VHPC’s for the

SC will be unavailable for pin access. As demonstrated in Fig. 3.5(b), some

nodes will become invalid, indicated by the dashed orange nodes due to the

routing wires on top of the Cell 2− 5.
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Graph simplification For the single row PAGs constructed, some graph

nodes have no children or parents and can be safely removed without impacting

the feasible paths from s to t within each PAG. As shown in Fig. 3.4(b), the

node nl1 has no children and the node nl5 has no parents, which are removed in

Fig. 3.5(b). In addition, we can perform the graph partitioning from Fig. 3.4(b)

to Fig. 3.5(b) since an edge exists between nm3 and nl4, for any (m, l) pair. The

graph partitioning creates several components for each single row PAG. Then,

pin accessibility of the SCs with the row is equivalent to the existence of

paths from s to t on two independent components in Fig. 3.5(b). However,

no feasible path exists on the right component of the PAG after the creation

of pre-routed wires in Fig. 3.5(b), which means pre-routed wires need to be

ripped up to preserve the routability of remaining nets. To achieve quick

update on the PAGs, graph partitioning is applied to all the PAGs associated

with the placement rows of the design. As discussed in Section 3.2.4, the graph

partitioning technique controls the size of the single component of the PAGs,

which leads to feasible pin access planning guided detailed routing within

affordable runtime cost.

Furthermore, each component of the PAG is related to a set of SCs

in proximity, which is bounded by a determined bounding box. Since the

search for impacted components of the PAG needs to be done whenever a net

is routed, we adopt R-tree [38] to enable the fast indexing bounding box of

each component of the PAG.
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3.2.3.2 Local Pin Access Planning

An intra-cell pin accessibility study yields a set of VHPC’s, denoted as

V HPCi for each cell ci within the library. An HP is invalid if there are no

VHPC’s associated with that HP. Therefore, invalid HPs are inaccessible and

should be removed before the detailed routing stage, which avoids unnecessary

routing efforts. Next, we discuss how to differentiate among various VHPs for

a particular I/O pin.

The pre-computation of the intra-cell pin access achieves a set V HPCi

for cell ci. For each I/O pin for ci, we propose a dynamic hit point scoring

strategy to differentiate among various VHPs for that particular I/O pin. In

general, a higher score is assigned to an HP if that particular HP has a larger

number of VHPC’s associated with it than other HPs of the same I/O pin.

Hence, we calculate the score for the hth HP of the kth I/O pin for ci, namely

hpkhi , as follows.

score(hpkhi ) =
number of VHPC’s associated with hpkhi

total number of VHPC’s for ci
(2)

In the sequential routing scheme, the M2 wires created for routed nets become

blockages, an example of which is shown in Fig. 3.5(a). As discussed above,

some VHPC’s for blocked cells become invalid as illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b).

Therefore, the score for each HP should be updated dynamically during the

detailed routing stage. We only update the scores of the HPs of the cells

impacted by the routed nets. For practical implementation, we adopt the

“unordered map” data structure to store the VHPC’s for each cell for fast
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updating. For the single-net routing, the router prefers selecting the HPs with

higher scores for source and target pins of the net being routed.

3.2.3.3 Global Pin Access Planning

The local pin access planning enables smart HP selection for single

net routing. During sequential detailed routing, the routed wires block some

VHPs of the I/O pins not yet routed, which degrades the routability of the

remaining nets. Thus, this subsection addresses the global, rather than the

local prediction of the pin accessibility.

For sequential detailed routing, the relative order of routing nets has

a potential impacts on the routability, as discussed in Section 3.1. Here, we

introduce two techniques to enable net deferring and improve pin accessibility.

First, the routability of a net relates to the accessibility of each pin within

this net. This motivates us to defer the routing of nets with robust source

and target pins, which both have many VHP’s available. Second, the PAG for

each placement row determines the accessibility of the cells within that row.

To preserve the global pin accessibility of the remaining nets, we dynamically

maintain the source-to-target path existence of each component of the PAGs.

Specifically, we update the pin access graph based on the routed wires from

the trial routes of each net. If no feasible path exists from source to sink in

some pin access graph, we will rip-up and increase the deferring cost of that

net and reroute that net later. Otherwise, we keep the routing results of the
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net. The weight for the order of the net nk is calculated as follows.

order(nk) = HPWL(nk) · (1 + α ·min{hps, hpt}) +DCost(nk) (3)

In Eq. (3), HPWL(nk) denotes the half-perimeter wirelength of net nk, α is

a user-defined parameter, hps and hpt denote the number of VHPs available

for source and target pins, respectively. DCost(nk) is the deferring cost of nk.

With the net deferring scheme, one net may be deferred for several times due

to its impact on the routability of the remaining nets. To quantify that, we

have the following definition.

Definition 6 (Deferring Cycle). Deferring cycle is the maximum number of

times that a net is deferred before reaching the cost upper bound.

In one deferring cycle, if routed M2 wires of some net make some PAG

component infeasible for pin access, the routing of that net will be deferred and

current routing patterns will be cleared to preserve the routing of remaining

nets. An example has been illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Only 4 nets, including

{a1,a2}, {b1,b2}, {c1,c2}, and {d1,d2} are explicitly drawn with routing patterns

and other nets, including net set1 and net set2, in the design are shown here for

clear demonstration. The original order of routing is {a1,a2}, {b1,b2}, {c1,c2},

net set1, {d1,d2}, net set2 based on Eq. (3). As shown in Fig. 3.6(a), the net

deferring strategy detects the pin d1 is blocked after the routing of {c1,c2}

is completed. With the PAGs constructed, blocking pin d1 makes the PAG

component associated with the pin to be infeasible for pin access as discussed

in Fig. 3.5(b). Instead of waiting until the nets in net set1 are routed to find
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out that {d1,d2} is unroutable, the net deferring strategy will increase the

DCost of {c1,c2} and net {d1,d2} will be routed before {c1,c2}. As shown in

Fig. 3.6(b), the routing has been successfully achieved with the net deferring

scheme. In particular, the net deferring scheme is dynamic, which means the

net will be deferred whenever necessary.
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Figure 3.6: A net deferring example, (a) defer the routing of net {c1,c2}, (b)
successful routing.

The detailed net deferring scheme is shown in Algorithm 3. From line

1 to line 6, the minimum heap for routing nets is built based on the order of

each net computed using Eq. 3. In each loop when the net heap is not empty,

the net with the minimum order weight is extracted from the net heap and the

single-net routing is performed in line 8 and line 9. From the routing wires of

the net, the impacted components of PAGs are updated on line 10. Impacted

components are those components containing nodes blocked by the newly cre-

ated M2 wires as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). As discussed in Section 3.2.3.1, R-tree

enables quick search of the impacted components when new routing wires are
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created. If the routing results of the net break the pin accessibility of the

PAG from line 11 to line 15, the deferring cost is increased and the net is de-

ferred and pushed back to the net heap when the accumulated deferring cost is

within the maximum bound. Otherwise, the net is added to the nets deferred

in line 17. In line 21, the nets deferred will be returned as the input of the

pin access driven rip-up and reroute.

Algorithm 3 Net Deferring Algorithm
Input: a set of nets (Nets), maximum deferring cost (maxCost), increasing unit for defer-

ring cost (unit) and pin access graphs for placement rows (PAGs);
Output: a set of nets (nets deferred)
1: Define net heap as the minimum heap for Nets;
2: for each net nk in Nets do;
3: Set DCost(nk) = 0;
4: Compute order(nk) based on equation (3);
5: insert heap(nk, net heap);
6: end for
7: while net heap is not empty do;
8: Define net = extract min(net heap);
9: Perform A* search for net and achieve trial routes;

10: Update impacted components of PAGs;
11: if PAGs are infeasible for pin access then;
12: DCost(net) = DCost(net) + unit;
13: if DCost(net) < maxCost then;
14: Defer net and update PAGs;
15: insert heap(net, net heap);
16: else
17: Add net to nets deferred;
18: end if
19: end if
20: end while
21: return nets deferred;

Pin Access Driven Rip-up and Reroute The local and global pin access

planning schemes guide the detailed router for better pin accessibility. There
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might be some remaining nets, i.e., nets deferred from Algorithm 3, that

are not yet routed. Thus, an additional pin access driven rip-up and reroute

scheme is strongly needed to improve the ultimate routability.

As discussed in Fig. 3.1(c) and (d), different rip-up and reroute pro-

cedures may lead to pin access success or failure, depending on the nets to

be ripped up and the outcome of the A* searches. To improve the solu-

tion quality, a typical rip-up and reroute procedure involves various trials or

several iterations [20, 21]. Our pin access driven rip-up and reroute scheme

follows this direction with local pin access information. Fig. 3.7 gives two

rip-up and reroute examples, where only 6 nets, i.e., {a1,a2}, {b1,b2}, {c1,c2},

{d1,d2}, {e1,e2} and {f1,f2} are drawn for clear demonstrations. As shown in

Fig. 3.7(a), the U-shape pin f1 is blocked by the routing patterns from two

nets, i.e., {a1,a2} and {b1,b2}. If the net {a1,a2} is ripped up in Fig. 3.7(a),

the rerouting result in Fig. 3.7(b) shows that pin a1 is blocked, which leads

to a rerouting failure. In Fig. 3.7(c), if we rip-up the net {b1,b2} blocking the

hit point with the highest score from Eq. (2), successful rip-up and reroute

can be achieved as shown in Fig. 3.7(d). Thus, the pin access driven rip-up

and reroute scheme makes use of the dynamic hit point scoring in Eq. (2) to

determine the rip-up and reroute procedures. It shall be noted that the pin

access driven rip-up and reroute is different from the net deferring scheme be-

cause only local pin access information is used to guide the rip-up and reroute

iterations. Since the global pin access planning is not an optimal strategy, the

pin access driven rip-up and reroute aims at improving the routability with
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an extra iterative step. The details of our rip-up and reroute algorithm are

skipped here because it can be achieved by incorporating the greedy metric

from Eq. (2) into the traditional rip-up and reroute procedures [20,21].
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Figure 3.7: A rip-up and reroute example, (a) rip up net {a1,a2}, (b) reroute
net {f1,f2} and pin a1 is blocked, (c) rip-up net {b1,b2}, (d) successful rip-up
and reroute.

Sequential Routing Flow Our routing strategy adopts the grid-based rout-

ing model and targets the unidirectional layout patterns friendly to the design

rules introduced in Section 3.2.1. The line-end extensions are performed to fix

the violations relevant to the minimum length rule and metal line-end rules
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for SADP in Table 2.1. Since both intra-cell and inter-cell pin accessibility

are pre-computed on the M2 layer, we only report those M2 HP’s of I/O pins

accessible from the M2 layer to the router in the pre-processing phase. Thus,

for the routing of each net, all source/target M1 pins can be accessed through

HP’s on the M2 layer. Considering the spacing rule for via layer, we impose

the forbidden grids once a legal via is inserted for the routed net. Specifically,

neighboring grids surrounding the via position are forbidden to be used for the

remaining nets [111]. The via rule is imposed on the M2 and upper layers.

We focus on a routing grid model, which can easily be extended to the

multi-layer routing framework. Then, our detailed router follows the paradigm

of an A* search, which is guided by the local and global pin access planning

strategies. The cost of the routing grid is calculated while performing the A*

search. If we consider a routing path from grid gi to grid gj, the cost of the

grid gj, denoted as C(gj), can be computed as follows:

C(gj) = C(gi) + θ · (1− score(hpj)) + η · C(forbid(j))

+β · C(WLij) + γ · C(V iaij) (4)

In Eq. 4, score(hpj) is the dynamic hit point score for gj if gj is a source or

target grid. Otherwise, score(hpj) is set to 1. In general, the A* search prefers

routing grids with lower cost. Thus, the term score(hpj) enables the local pin

access planning, which prefers selecting the HPs with higher scores for the

source or target pins of the net being routed. C(forbid(j)) is the forbidden

cost for the grids if the grid gj is within the prohibited region of some pre-
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routed wires [26, 67]. This cost is set to help the design rule legalization for

the trim mask rules. C(WLij) and C(V iaij) are the amount of wirelength and

vias for the routing path from gi to gj. β, γ, θ, η are user-defined parameters

to adjust weights for of cost.

The overall routing flow is demonstrated in Fig. 3.8. The intra-cell

and inter-cell pin accessibility for an SC library is pre-computed and stored

in a LUT. Then, based on the placement level information and the LUT,

the PAGs are constructed for the design being routed. With the PAGs, the

net deferring algorithm makes use of the local and global pin access planning

strategies to achieve better pin accessibility. For those unrouted nets, the pin

access driven rip-up and reroute scheme improves the ultimate routability with

several rerouting iterations.

Build Pin Access Graphs 

Perform N𝑒𝑡 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔  
and return 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑠_𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑑 

Routing results 

Pin access 𝐿𝑈𝑇 construction 

Perform Rip-𝑢𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅𝑒-𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒  
on 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑠_𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑑 

Figure 3.8: Sequential routing flow.
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3.2.4 Experimental Results

We have implemented PARR in C++ and all experiments are per-

formed on a Linux machine with 3.4GHz Intel(R) Core and 32GB memory.

With the help from the authors of [64], the 2-D SADP-aware routing results

are generated on a Linux machine with 2.0GHz CPU and 72GB memory. We

modify and scale the NanGate 45nm open cell library [78] to represent the

pin access scenario in advanced technology nodes, where M2 wires may be

introduced in the SC layout design as discussed in Chapter 2. For the LUT

construction, we only store the false entries in our implementation since each

entry is just true or false for the inter-cell pin accessibility checking. The

number of entries in the LUT constructed in our implementation is around

1.8∗106. As illustrated in Table 3.1, modules from the OpenSparc T1 are syn-

thesized with Design Compiler [96]. The placement results are generated using

Cadence SOC encounter [16] with the utilization rate set to 70%. All bench-

marks are scaled and compacted to 10nm-representative dimensions. Since

our study targets improving the pin accessibility in the detailed routing stage,

global nets are treated as pre-routed nets and beyond the scope of our de-

tailed routing framework. A net is treated as a global net if its bounding box

crosses more than M horizontal or vertical routing tracks. M is set as 40 in

our implementation. We focus on the two-layer (M2 and M3) regular rout-

ing, where the routing directions of M2 and M3 are horizontal and vertical,

respectively. We adopt Gurobi [37] as our MILP solver for pin accessibility

prediction. The upper bound on the gap distance of a cell pair is set to g = 2
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and the unit is min-sized placement pitch. The width and space of M2 and

M3 wires are assumed to be 24nm [66]. The minimum length of the metal

wires is set to 48nm. The minimum center-to-center spacing of the vias is set

to 96nm. SADP related parameters are the same as those in Section 2.6. The

spacer deposit width is set to 24nm. The width and height of the routing grid

are set to 48nm. For trim mask design, the minimum resist width and space

are set to 44nm and 46nm, respectively [66]. The user-defined parameters in

equation (3) and (4) are set to α = 0.15, θ = 4, η = 10, β = 1, γ = 5. The

iteration upper bound is set as l0 = 3 for the pin access driven rip-up and

reroute scheme.

As discussed in Section 3.2.3.3, one single net may be deferred several

times. The deferring cost bound is further set to avoid too much rerouting

effort. We define deferring cycle as the maximum number of times that a net

is deferred before reaching the deferring cost upper bound. The “routability”

is defined as the number of nets routed over the total number of nets in the

design. The trade-off between routability, runtime and deferring cycle is illus-

trated in Fig. 3.9(a) for the benchmark “alu”. As the deferring cycle increases,

both the routability and runtime increase monotonically. The net deferring

scheme improves the routability significantly during first few deferring cycles.

After that, the runtime increases quasi-linearly while the amount of routability

improvement degrades. Thus, the deferring cycle is set to 3 for the global

pin access planning scheme, which is enough for the routability improvement

exploration. For results in Table 3.2, the step of increasing deferring cost is
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Figure 3.9: The computational efforts related to PAGs, (a) routability and
runtime tradeoff varying the net deferring cost, (b) PAG size for benchmarks
with different sizes, (c) runtime for updating PAGs during detailed routing.

set to 300 for better routability.

Apart from the A* search for the trial routes, the extra computational

cost for pin access planning schemes is mainly associated with the construc-

tion and queries of the PAGs. Fig. 3.9(b) shows the node size of the PAGs

constructed for various benchmarks. Since the graph partitioning is applied to

each single row PAG, the PAGs of each design consist of various components.

As shown in Fig. 3.9(b), the total number of nodes of the PAGs increases as the
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size of the design increases. On the other hand, the maximum number of nodes

for each component is bounded by 2000. This means that, the runtime of de-

termining feasible paths in each component of the PAGs is bounded by a small

constant in Algorithm 3. Fig. 3.9(c) illustrates the analysis on the percentage

of runtime associated with the PAG construction and queries. The number

of nets increases monotonically as the design complexity increases. However,

the runtime percentage from PAG construction and queries is bounded by

a small constant, i.e., 5%. The trend of runtime percentage decrease from

PAG construction and queries means the routing cost dominates the overall

computational cost as the design complexity increases.

This study targets two-layer unidirectional detailed routing, which means

no jogs are allowed on an individual routing layer. The main focus of this study

is on the pin access planning during the detailed routing stage, while consid-

ering the difficulties from SADP-specific constraints. We believe comparing

with a third party SADP-aware router can empirically validate the effective-

ness of our proposed methodologies. We choose [64] as our baseline router

due to its reported performance and efficiency and we obtain related routing

results on our set of benchmarks with the help from the authors of [64]. In

Table 3.2, we compare different SADP-aware detailed routing schemes, includ-

ing the baseline SADP-aware routing from [64], regular routing with local pin

access planning (“LPAP”), regular routing with local pin access planning and

rip-up and reroute (“LPAP + RR”), regular routing with local & global pin

access planning (“LPAP + GPAP”) and regular routing with local & global
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pin access planning and rip-up and reroute (“LPAP + GPAP +RR”), i.e.,

overall routing flow. Overall, it is difficult to achieve 100% routability within

reasonable runtime owing to problem complexity. To quantify the difference

on the via count among various routing schemes, we average the number of

vias from M3 to M2 over the number of routed nets, namely via number per

routed net, which is listed as “V.p.n”. The total wirelength, listed as “WL*”,

is the summation of the half perimeter wirelength for unrouted nets and actual

wirelength for routed nets in terms of routing grid count. “OLL” denotes the

total side overlay length defined in [64]. “Rout.” denotes the percentage of

routed nets over the total number of nets in the design and “CPU” denotes

the runtime in seconds.

Table 3.2 demonstrates the strength of the pin access planning schemes

for the regular routing over the 2-D detailed routing from [64]. For the

“LPAP”, the net order is computed with Eq. (3) with the term DCost(nk)

ignored. Our router legalizes the routing wires for each routed net sequentially

under the given set of design rules. The routing wires are all protected by the

spacer after line-space array decomposition [67], which leads to the zero side

overlay length. Moreover, the “LPAP” achieves better routability and shorter

runtime by avoiding the extra efforts to maintain the overlay constraint graph

from [64]. With “LPAP”, our router gives better routability with competitive

even shorter runtime compared with [64]. The cost is the 1.4% increase in

the “V.p.n” and 5.8% increase in the “WL*”. Since the regular routing does

not allow jogs, extra vias are needed when routing wires change directions
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compared with 2-D routing scheme. We believe the 5.8% increase in the wire-

length lower bound is reasonable considering the better routability and shorter

runtime from the “LPAP” scheme. Furthermore, there is some variance in the

routability improvement with “LPAP” and further improvement on the pin

accessibility of all benchmarks are quite necessary for the ultimate routability.

For example, for “ecc” and “ctl”, the “LPAP” scheme gives similar routability

as [64], which means the “LPAP” scheme could be further improved. There-

fore, we compare two different approaches on top of “LPAP”, i.e., “LPAP +

RR” and “LPAP + GPAP”. Compared to “LPAP” approach, the routability

has been improved by 4.8% and 7.0% with the “LPAP + RR” and “LPAP

+ GPAP” approach, respectively. The routability improvement is still at the

cost of slight degradations on the “V.p.n” and “WL*”. Moreover, “LPAP

+ GPAP” approach is better than “LPAP + RR” with 2.8% routability im-

provement and better results on “V.p.n” and “WL*”. In terms of runtime,

all approaches are with similar scalability for small benchmarks, but “LPAP

+ GPAP” consumes larger runtime in the “top” benchmark due to heavy

computational cost of the trial routes from net deferring procedure while the

“LPAP + RR” stops at the stage of no routability improvement or iteration

upper bound. The routing results with “LPAP + GPAP + RR” are further

demonstrated in Table 3.2. The “LPAP + GPAP + RR” scheme achieves

the best routability (96.4% on average) for all benchmarks, which is over 10%

increase from [64], 9.2% increase from “LPAP” scheme, 4.0% increase from

“LPAP + RR” scheme and 1.2% increase from the “LPAP + GPAP” scheme.
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To achieve this high routability, there are some degradations on “V.p.n” and

“WL*” and runtime increase compared with other schemes. Despite this over-

head, we believe “LPAP + GPAP +RR” is a reasonable trade-off for the

ultimate routability improvement. This study aims at pin accessibility, i.e.,

routability, and design rule clean routing results with some cost from other

metrics. For different routing strategies, It shall be noted that the “WL*”

and “V.p.n” for [64], “LPAP”, “LPAP + RR” or “LPAP + GPAP” might in-

crease if similar routability was achieved since the remaining nets are difficult

to route. The runtime from “LPAP + GPAP” and ”LPAP + GPAP + RR” is

higher than other strategies because the net deferring procedure may perform

trial routes of a net several times. To the best of our knowledge, this is the

first work explicitly addressing the pin access planning strategies during de-

tailed routing stage and we can achieve the best routability with the proposed

techniques.
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3.3 Concurrent Pin Access Optimization

Section 3.2 proposes novel sequential planning schemes to address the

pin access interference and enhance the routing solution qualities. However,

pin access planning schemes depend on conventional grid-based search algo-

rithms to obtain routing paths, where the pin access interference is incremen-

tally resolved in a sequential routing procedure. This means the pin access

interference on one metal layer, such as M2, is not optimally resolved, which

leads to significant overheads on the runtime and solution qualities. To fur-

ther addresses the pin access challenges, we propose the concurrent pin access

optimization study for unidirectional routing. Our study takes advantage of

the unidirectional routing to enable interval-based search and optimally the

pin access interference on one metal layer.

3.3.1 Preliminaries and Problem Formulation

Pin Access Interference A typical outcome of routing resource competi-

tion on the M2 layer is SC pin access interference among I/O pins close to each

other [106]. An example of pin access interference is shown in Fig. 3.10(a),

where pin c1 is blocked on the M2 layer due to the routing patterns connected

to other I/O pins. However, pin access interference can be avoided with supe-

rior pin access optimization results as shown in Fig. 3.10(b). This illustrative

example demonstrates that pin access optimization, including track location

and spans of pin access intervals, is critical to resolving the pin access inter-

ference on the M2 layer.
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V1M1 M2 Blocked M2 M2 trackBlocked M1

b1

c2
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(a)
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c2
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a1 d1
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Figure 3.10: Pin access interference on the M2 layer, (a) pin access failure, (b)
pin access success.

In this section, we demonstrate that the concurrent pin access problem

can be resolved through weighted interval assignment, which is more com-

plex than conventional track assignment. Track assignment is an intermediate

step between the global and detailed routing stages and targets the maxi-

mum assignment of routing intervals from global routing to a set of routing

tracks [13, 50]. However, for pin access interference, track assignment is im-

possible without routing intervals for each I/O pin, which are actually the

outcome of the detailed routing itself. This chicken and egg issue makes the

pin access optimization problem more difficult than the conventional track

assignment problem.

Problem Definition The concurrent pin access optimization problem builds

on a set of pin access intervals. We take advantage of the unidirectional routing

style on lower metal layers and propose track-based pin access interval gener-

ation for each I/O pin. Concurrent pin access optimization is performed in a

panel-by-panel manner, where a panel corresponds to either a row (horizontal
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layer) or a column (vertical layer). We define the problem of concurrent pin

access optimization free of routing conflict as follows.

Problem 4 (Concurrent Pin Access Optimization).

Given a netlist, I/O pins and a set of routing tracks, concurrent pin access

optimization has to find a set of pin access intervals such that each I/O pin

is connected to one pin access interval, where there is no overlap among pin

access intervals belonging to different nets.

Our approach guarantees that a feasible solution exists for Problem

4, which yields conflict-free pin access intervals for all I/O pins. We further

implement a concurrent pin access router while accommodating advanced man-

ufacturing constraints from Section 3.2.1, which greatly reduces initial routing

congestion and leads to high-quality routing solutions.

3.3.2 Pin Access Interval Generation

A traditional placed-and-routed design with power/ground rails is in-

herently separated into panels, e.g., standard cell rows in the physical design

floorplan. Without loss of generality, concurrent pin access optimization prob-

lem is solved panel-by-panel, which can also handle multiple panels simulta-

neously for scalable solutions.

We introduce track-based pin access interval generation for each I/O

pin, where pin access intervals are generated for each pin within its net bound-

ing box. Related notations are defined in Table 3.3. Fig. 3.11(a) enumerates
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Table 3.3: Notations for concurrent pin access optimization
P the set of pins
pj jth pin in P
Ii ith pin access interval
I the set of pin access intervals
I
pj
i ith pin access interval for pj
Sj the complete pin access interval set for pj on multiple tracks
li the length for Ii

f(Ii) the profit function for Ii
xi the binary variable for Ii
Cm the mth conflict pin access interval set
λm the Lagrangian multiplier for Cm
C sets of conflict interval set {Cm}

the pin access intervals for pin a1, which is part of the net containing three

pins (a1, a2, and a3). The left and right edge of the net bounding box is by a2

and a3, respectively. For each I/O pin, a minimum pin access interval is the

smallest metal strip to cover the pin, while a maximum pin access interval is

the largest metal strip available within the net bounding box1. On track t1,

the maximum pin access interval of pin a1 starts from the left edge to right

edge of the net bounding box. On track t2, the maximum pin access interval

has to stop before the routing blockage. On track t3, it shows the general

scenario for the pin access interval generation for a1. The net bounding box

contains I/O pins (b1 and d1) that do not belong to the same net. For a1,

b1 and d1 are referred as diff-net pins. Then, when generating the pin access

intervals for a1, it is important to enumerate all the pin access intervals that

1If M2 routing is not favored for long nets, we can constrain pin access interval generation using an
estimated M2 routing bounding box for its corresponding net, instead of using the net bounding box.
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end at the vertical cutting lines of each diff-net pin, including Ia11 and Ia12 .

The reason is that Ia11 is the maximum length of interval that can be used

to access a1 without blocking b1. We do not enumerate all grids points be-

tween a1 and b1 because a router has the flexibility to choose any grid point

on Ia11 and accommodate metal/via constraints. Similarly, Ia12 is generated

to consider the pin access interference between a1 and d1. This principle of

generation controls the number of pin access intervals while exactly capturing

the pin access interference among I/O pins. There are 8 pin access intervals

generated for pin a1 across 3 tracks.

V1M1 M2 Blocked M2 M2 track Net box

a2 a3

a1

Ia1
1

Ia1
2

minimum
maximum

t3
t2
t1

b1 d1

(a)

c2

c1

intra-panel
connection

(b)

Figure 3.11: Pin access interval generation, (a) for pin a1 across 3 tracks, (b)
for pin c1 and c2 with intra-panel connection.

Suppose a given pin p with m pins on the left and n pins on the right

within the net bounding box, the number of pin access intervals generated is

O(m ·n) to enumerate all possible left and right edges of a pin access interval.

The minimum and maximum pin access intervals can also be generated for pins

c1 and c2 in Fig. 3.11(b). In particular, those pin access intervals resulting in

intra-panel connections shall be preferred in the pin access optimization result,
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because they connect same-net pins without using external routing resources

outside of the panel. Suppose conflict-free pin access intervals are assigned to

I/O pins (one interval per pin) with a maximum and balanced interval length,

providing much better pin accessibility for a router. Specifically, a router can

choose any grid point on the pin access interval of an I/O pin to access that

particular pin, without introducing extra pin access interference, i.e., routing

congestion. This also reduces the number of vias because pin access intervals

discourage switching metal layers, which reduces congestion.

3.3.3 Linear Conflict Set Detection

After track-based pin access interval generation, the pin access intervals

may overlap/conflict with each other. We define a set of intervals to be a

conflict interval set if the intersection of the intervals is non-empty. Fig. 3.12

shows an example of conflict interval sets. For a routing track in Fig. 3.12(a),

all the intervals on the track are shown in Fig. 3.12(b). There are six conflict

interval sets on the track, i.e., C0, C1, . . . , C5. Routing intervals Ia10 , Ia11 , Ia12 ,

Ia13 and Ia14 define the first conflict interval set C0, because they share a common

horizontal range. Similarly, pin access intervals Ia11 , Ia12 , Ia13 , Ia14 and Id12 form

another conflict set C1. The target of conflict detection is to collect all the

conflict interval sets on a track without redundancy. In general, this can be

realized by generating a vector of intervals and scanning from the left to the

right to detect the overlaps. The number of conflict interval sets generated is

linear to the size of pin access intervals [50]. As I/O pins overlap a set of tracks,
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we further collect conflicts among all routing tracks to obtain a complete set

of conflict interval sets.

c2

c1

a1 d1

a2 a3d2 b2

(a)

Ia1
0

Ia1
1

Ia1
2

Ia1
3

Ia1
4

Ic1
1 = Ic2

1

Ic1
0 Ic2

0
Id1
0

Id1
1

Id1
2

C1 C2C0 C3 C4 C5

(b)

Figure 3.12: Linear conflict set detection for pin access intervals, which can
be applied to multiple tracks obtain complete conflict sets.

3.3.4 Weighted Interval Assignment Problem

Among all pin access intervals for all pins, the concurrent pin access

optimization is a weighted interval assignment problem, which aims at assign-

ing conflict-free intervals to I/O pins while maximizing the overall interval

length. If a router treats conflict-free intervals as partial routes, maximum

and balanced pin access interval lengths among all I/O pins lead to better pin

accessibility during a routing procedure. The concurrent pin access problem

requires that each pin is assigned exactly one interval to guarantee pin ac-

cess feasibility, while the track assignment targets the maximum assignment
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of routing intervals among a set of tracks [13, 50]. This means previous track

assignment solutions cannot be directly applied here.

To obtain the optimal solution of the current pin access optimization,

we formulate the weighted interval assignment problem as an integer linear

programming problem. Related notations are defined in Table 3.3. The objec-

tive is to achieve the maximum and balanced length of pin access intervals for

all pins without any conflict. For the ILP formulation in Formula (3.1), a pin

access interval Ii corresponds to a binary variable xi that indicates whether

Ii is selected or not. The objective (3.1a) explicitly favors the selection of

an interval covering multiple I/O pins by counting its corresponding variable

multiple times. To obtain an interval selection with balanced interval length,

we set f(Ii) =
√
li because the square root function generates more balanced

solutions while maximizing the interval length, compared to a linear function.

Constraint (3.1b) denotes only one interval can be selected for pin pj. Fur-

thermore, only one pin access interval within any conflict interval set should

be selected. A simple way to forbid conflicts is to add a constraint xi +xi′ ≤ 1

for every conflict interval pair (Ii, Ii′), which introduces large numbers of con-

straints, i.e., the number of constraints will be quadratic to the number of pin

access intervals. To avoid an unmanageable number of constraints, we utilize

the linear conflict interval set detection from Section 3.3.3. For each conflict

set Cm, only one constraint is added to avoid all possible pin access interval

conflicts from Cm. This means at most one interval in Cm can be selected

and the equivalent linear constraint is shown in (3.1c). The complete ILP
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formulation is given as follows.

max
∑
pj∈P

∑
Ii∈Sj

f(Ii) · xi (3.1a)

s.t.
∑
Ii∈Sj

xi = 1, ∀pj ∈ P, (3.1b)

∑
Ii∈Cm

xi ≤ 1, ∀Cm ∈ C, (3.1c)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀Ii ∈ I. (3.1d)

Due to the minimum pin access interval generation of each I/O pin

shown in Fig. 3.11, we have the following theorem for the ILP formulation.

Theorem 1. The ILP formulation (3.1) has a feasible solution.

Proof. We can select the minimum pin access interval for each I/O pin, which

leads to a set of pin access intervals without conflict. It corresponds to a

feasible solution for (3.1).

3.3.5 Lagrangian Relaxation

The main challenge in solving the ILP comes from the conflict con-

straints in Eq. (3.1c). To overcome the scalability issue of the ILP formulation,

we propose a Lagrangian relaxation (LR)-based approach, which relaxes the

conflict constraints to the objective as penalties. The problem formulation for

the LR problem is shown in Formula (3.2). A set of Lagrangian multipliers

(LMs) {λm} is introduced to relax the conflict constraints, while the equality
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constraints are kept in Eq. (3.1b). In particular, as the ILP problem is feasible

according to Theorem 1, the LR problem in Eq. (3.2a) is bounded during the

iterative solving procedure.

max
∑
pj∈P

∑
Ii∈Sj

f(Ii) · xi −
∑
Cm∈C

λm · (
∑
Ii∈Cm

xi − 1) (3.2a)

s.t. (3.1b) and (3.1d). (3.2b)

For the LR-based algorithm, we first solve the concurrent pin access

optimization problem without conflict constraints in Eq. (3.1c), i.e., all λm are

set to 0. As will be discussed later, each iteration of LR is solved using an

efficient greedy algorithm. After obtaining an initial solution, the pin access

interval assignments with conflict constraint violations are detected. For any

violation, we gradually increase the penalty in the objective by adjusting the

corresponding λm. The method for updating λm based on the current solution

is critical for the convergence of the LR-based algorithm. To guarantee con-

vergence, we adopt the subgradient descent method for updating LMs, defined

in Eq. (3.3), where k is the number of iterations and tk is the step size [41]. In

our experiments, we set tk to 1/kα · Lm, where α is 0.95 and Lm is the length

of intersection among all conflict intervals in Cm.

λk+1
m = max(0, λkm + tk · (

∑
Ii∈Cm

xi − 1)). (3.3)

In each iteration to solve the LR subproblem, the objective defined in

Eq. (3.2a) is a weighted summation of xi with fixed LMs. Let the weight of
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Algorithm 4 LR Sub-Routines

1: function maxGains(I, gains)
2: Define sel as selected intervals;
3: Sort I in the non-increasing order of gains;
4: Select intervals from I to sel until all pins are covered;
5: Return sel;
6: end function
7: function penalize(sel, C, penalties)
8: Define vio← 0 as the violation number;
9: for each conflict Cm ∈ C do

10: if more than 1 interval selected in sel from Cm then;
11: vio← vio+ 1;
12: Update penalties[i] for each Ii ∈ Cm (Eq. (3.3));
13: end if
14: end for
15: Return vio;
16: end function

each xi represent the gain of the interval. We restate Formula (3.2) as follows.

Given a set of pins and corresponding intervals with different gains, select

one interval for each pin such that the total gain is maximized. We develop

a greedy algorithm to compute the maximum total gain efficiently, shown as

function maxGains in Algorithm 4. All the intervals are sorted in the non-

increasing order of gains in line 3. We break the ties of equal gains by the

number of same-net pins an interval covers. We prefer selecting pin access

intervals covering more same-net I/O pins because intra-panel connections are

preferred as mentioned in Section 3.3.2. As one pin can only be assigned

one pin access interval, we skip an interval if its corresponding pin has been

assigned another interval in line 4. The penalty of each interval Ii is defined as

the summation of its corresponding LMs in Eq. (3.2a). In function penalize,
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we scan through each conflict (Cm) in lines 9 to 14. If multiple intervals are

selected within Cm, the corresponding penalty is updated in line 12.

An iterative LR approach generates good convergence behavior if we

can optimally solve LR subproblem. Given notations in Table 3.3, the opti-

mality condition for the greedy algorithm is analyzed as follows.

Theorem 2. The greedy LR sub-routines in Algorithm 4 solves Formula (3.2)

optimally if Si ∩ Sj = ∅,∀pi, pj ∈ P .

Proof. Si ∩ Sj = ∅, ∀pi, pj ∈ P means that no pin access interval is associated

with more than one pin. Objective (3.2a) generates the net profit for each pin

access interval candidate, i.e., the net multiplier before each binary variable.

Therefore, we greedily select pin access interval with the maximum profit for

each pin, which delivers optimal solution to Formula (3.2).

Although intra-panel routing connections may introduce dependencies

among pin access interval sets for I/O pins, i.e., breaking the optimality con-

dition in (2), the greedy algorithm empirically works well in computing the

solution and reaching convergence in our experiments. The LR-based algo-

rithm is shown in Algorithm 5. We first compute the profit of each interval

in line 1. Within each iteration of the kernel loop from line 4 to line 10, the

relaxed problem is solved by our greedy algorithm in maxGains in line 5. In

line 6, we compute the penalty for each interval and update LMs according to

Eq. (3.3) in penalize. The LR iterations continue until there is no violation

or the iteration upper bound is reached. We observe small oscillations on the
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Algorithm 5 LR-based Pin Access Optimization

Input: Pins (P ), pin access interval vector (I), complete conflict interval sets
(C) and iteration upper bound (UB).

Output: A vector of pin access intervals PI for P .
1: Initialize profits as the profit vector for I using Eq. (3.2a);
2: Define penalties as penalty vector with zeros for I;
3: Define k ← 0, min vio←∞;
4: while min vio > 0 and k < UB do;
5: sel← maxGains(I, profits− penalties);
6: vio← penalize(sel, C, penalties);
7: if vio < min vio then
8: min vio← vio, PI ← sel;
9: end if

10: end while
11: Greedy conflict removal among PI;
12: Return PI;

solutions when the number of violations approaches zero, so we record the best

solution throughout the LR iterations in lines 7 to 9. The LR scheme usu-

ally reduces violations rapidly, but it cannot guarantee zero conflicts. Greedy

refinement is performed to remove remaining conflicts in line 11. For any con-

flict interval set, this refinement process tries to shrink conflict intervals into

minimum intervals to remove that particular conflict.

3.3.6 Concurrent Pin Access Routing

The routing resource competitions among those pin access intervals

from concurrent pin access optimization have been efficiently resolved. There-

fore, we implement a concurrent pin access router (CPR) to take advantage of

these pin access intervals and obtain net connections. The pin access intervals
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are treated as partial routes connected to its associated pins, which are fed

into a negotiation-congestion-based router [23]. As shown in Fig. 3.13(a), the

M2 pin access intervals from pin access optimization are connected to pins a1,

a2 and a3. Some detours may happen as metal-1 (M1) pins are connected to

pin access intervals (partial routes) on the M2 layer. In Fig. 3.13(b), the rout-

ing results are obtained directly with a negotiation-congestion-based routing

scheme. This introduces more vias because the router tries to avoid congested

routing regions and routing blockages with unidirectional routing patterns.

However, via minimization is particularly important for short-net routing in

advanced technology nodes [24].

V1M1 M2 Congested M3M3V2 Blocked M2

a2
a3

a1

(a)

a1

a2
a3

(b)

Figure 3.13: (a) Routing with pin access optimization introducing extra routed
wirelength; (b) Routing without pin access optimization introducing extra
routed vias.

As shown in Figure 3.14, given the netlist and routing grid plane, CPR

starts with concurrent pin access optimization on lower metal layers, which effi-

ciently resolves routing resource competition and greatly reduces the amount of
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Netlist and grid plane

Concurrent pin access optimization

Negotiation-congestion-based routing

Manufacturing-friendly rip-up and reroute

Routing results

Figure 3.14: Concurrent pin access routing flow.

grid congestion for the subsequent routing steps. I/O pin promotions are per-

formed based on the pin access intervals from pin access optimization. Treating

pin access intervals as partial routes, the negotiation-congestion-based rout-

ing is performed to finish all net connections, where design rule violations are

mitigated using forbidden grid costs [23].

Our router follows the negotiation-congestion-based routing scheme to

reduce the net ordering effects during sequential detailed routing [75]. The

routing of each net on the grid plane follows the A∗ search and only unidirec-

tional routing patterns are allowed on a specific routing layer. The cost C(gi)

for grid gi is calculated as follows.

C(gi) = base(gi) + forbid(gi) + β · usage(gi) + histk(gi), (3.4)

overflow(gi) = max(0, usage(gi)− 1), (3.5)

histk(gi) = histk−1(gi) + γ · overflow(gi). (3.6)

In Eq. (3.4), base(gi) is the grid base cost, forbid(gi) is the forbid-
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den cost for via grid to enable minimum center-to-center spacing rule [111],

usage(gi) is the number of nets currently using the grid and histk(gi) is the

history cost in the current iteration. In Eq. (3.6), histk−1(gi) is the history cost

in the previous iteration and the grid overflow, overflow(gi) is calculated using

Eq. (3.5). β and γ are user-defined parameters. The routing procedure consists

of two phases, where the first phase contains independent routing iterations

and the second phase is a negotiation-congestion-based rip-up and reroute [23].

For independent routing iterations, all nets can freely use the available routing

resources. The usage cost, β · usage(gi), is updated to differentiate multiple

optimal paths for each net. The independent routing iterations stop when the

total grid overflow (based on Eq. (3.5) of the current iteration is larger than

that of the previous iteration. The second phase is negotiation-congestion-

based rip-up and reroute. A queue of congested routing grids is constructed

from the routing results of independent routing iterations. Then, the conges-

tion on each grid is resolved through rip-up and reroute and the history cost of

each grid is updated according to Eq. (3.6). The negotiation-congestion-based

rip-up and reroute stop when the routing grid queue becomes empty.

To make the negotiation-congestion-based routing aware of SC pin ac-

cess, during the routing of each net, only the pins and associated pin access

intervals of the current net are available, while the pins and associated pin

access intervals from remaining nets are treated as blockages. We further

perform line-end extensions and rip-up and reroute to accommodate the same

manufacturing constraints discussed in Section 3.2.1 and enable SADP-friendly
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cut masks shown in Figure 1.3. CPR is extendable to technology-dependent

manufacturing constraints, e.g., SAMP with unidirectional routing.

3.3.7 Experimental Results

We implement concurrent pin access router (CPR) in C++ and all

experiments are performed on a Linux machine with 3.4GHz Intel R©core and

32GB memory. All benchmarks are from Section 3.2.4 and mapped to a routing

grid plane. The iteration upper bound (UB) for LR is set as 200. The metal

and via manufacturing rules are set the same as discussed in Section 3.2.1. For

the grid cost computation, the base cost is set as 1 for metal and via grids.

The forbidden cost is set as 10 for via grids, β is set as 10−4 and γ is set as

0.25. We perform the concurrent pin access optimization on the M2 layer,

where one SC row (10 x M2 tracks) is one routing panel. All experiments

are performed using the same benchmarks, design rule settings and evaluation

metrics listed in Section 3.2.4. We quantify routing solutions with the number

of routed nets over the total number of nets (“Rout.”), the number of vias

(“Via#”) and wirelength (“WL”). “Via#” is the total number of vias for all

nets estimated by via per routed net. “WL” is the summation of half perimeter

wirelength of unrouted nets and actual grid wirelength for routed nets.

3.3.7.1 Quantifying the LR Suboptimality

The comparisons on runtime scalability and solution quality in terms

of objective value between LR and ILP are shown in Figs. 3.15(a) and 3.15(b),
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Figure 3.15: Comparisons between LR and ILP for different number of pins,
(a) runtime, (b) objective value.

respectively. For Fig. 3.15(a), we observe that the runtime of the ILP is

not scalable to a large number of pins and the runtime of the LR algorithm

has much better scalability. As shown in Fig. 3.15(b), the objective value

achieved with LR algorithm is close to the optimal value returned by the ILP

solution. Therefore, our proposed LR algorithm delivers a scalable solution to

the concurrent pin access optimization problem.

Fig. 3.16(a) further demonstrates the comparisons of the routing solu-

tion qualities obtained with LR-based and ILP-based pin access optimizations.

We observe that the “Rout.” and “WL” are similar across different designs

with LR-based and ILP-based pin access optimization schemes. Furthermore,

the “Via#” for the routing solution with LR-based pin access optimization

is around 5% more than that with ILP-based pin access optimization. The

reason is that ILP-based optimization delivers optimal and balanced pin ac-

cess intervals for each I/O pin, which leaves more flexibility for via locations
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Figure 3.16: (a) LR over ILP after obtaining the routing solutions, (b) the
number congested routing grids before rip-up and reroute stage.

during the routing phase. The LR-based optimization depends on a greedy

conflict removal phase to generate legal pin access intervals for each I/O pin,

which penalizes the solution quality of the pin access optimization. We believe

the LR-based pin access optimization represents a desirable trade-off between

solution quality and runtime scalability, compared to the ILP-based approach.

3.3.7.2 Comparison with Related Work

Table 3.4 compares concurrent pin access router (CPR) with two state-

of-the-art SADP-friendly routers [23,111]. Section 3.2 [111] proposes sequential

pin access planning schemes with design rule legalizations during sequential

routing of each net. [23] devises a negotiation-congestion-based router with

modified routing grid models for SADP, with explicit considerations of pin ac-
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cess and routing blockages2. To make the negotiation-congestion-based routing

aware of SC pin access, during the routing of each net, only the pins of the

current net are available, while the pins from remaining nets are treated as

blockages [23]. For [23], the design rules violations are mitigated with forbidden

via grid cost and rip-up and reroute iterations. CPR combines the concurrent

pin access optimization results with the same negotiation-congestion-routing

scheme as [23]. Although [23] and our router can initially finish all net connec-

tions (100% routability), they introduce many design rule violations because

design rule violations can only be mitigated through grid cost manipulations.

We treat those nets introducing violations as unrouted nets, which generates

design-rule-clean routing results for fair comparisons.

CPR obtains 1.5% routability improvement, 23.8% via number and

16.0% wirelength reductions compared to sequential pin access planning in

Section 3.2 [111] as shown in Table 3.4. The reason is that the baseline

router in Section 3.2 [111] depends on pin access planning schemes to improve

routability, which resolves routing resource competitions in a greedy manner

to generate design-rule-clean routing results. Although the net deferring tech-

nique enables dynamic net reordering, the routing scheme in Section 3.2 [111]

is still sequential in nature, which introduces significant overhead in terms of

runtime, wirelength and via number. Our approach provides the maximum

and balanced amount of horizontal M2 partial routes connected to each pin,

2The authors of [23] make their router explicitly consider design rules listed in Section 3.2.1 and run on
a Linux machine with 2.4GHz Intel(i5) core and 8GB memory.
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which leads to more flexible via locations and pin access. We further compare

with [23] (routing w/o pin access optimization), the data of which are directly

provided by the authors of [23]. CPR improves the “Rout.” by 3.8% and

reduces the “Via#” by 10.8%, while the trade-off is only 0.2% “WL” degra-

dation. In particular, this “WL” degradation is negligible considering 3.8%

more routability from CPR because remaining nets from [23] are difficult to

route and may introduce more “WL” overhead. The “Via#” reductions and

slight “WL” degradations are both due to the partial routes from pin access

intervals shown in Fig. 3.13(a). From the solutions of [23], there exist routing

patterns shown in Fig. 3.13(b), which means the router tries to switch between

metal layers to resolve routing congestion and minimize routing cost. CPR re-

duces “Via#” by > 10% with pin access optimization as shown in Fig. 3.13(b)

in spite of some added detours, i.e., 0.2% wirelength degradation on average

in Table 3.4. In advanced technology nodes, via minimization is particularly

important as the via resistance has been increasing dramatically [24].

The runtime of CPR consists of the runtime from concurrent pin ac-

cess optimization and unidirectional routing. In Table 3.4, CPR is significantly

faster (12.7×) than the sequential planning planning in Section 3.2 [111] and

estimated to be 2.5× faster than [23] considering different machine configura-

tions. The major reason is that the routing resource competitions on the M2

layer are concurrently resolved using the pin access optimization approach,

which greatly reduces the initial congested routing grids for the router. Con-

gested routing grids are those grids occupied by more than one net. The
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sequential pin access planning depends on detours and rip-up and reroute to

avoid congestions, which significantly increases the runtime as the design size

becomes larger. [23] depends on history cost and rip-up and reroute to reduce

congestion, which is computationally more expensive than our pin access opti-

mization approach in terms of congestion reduction. We demonstrate efficient

congestion reduction from concurrent pin access optimization in Fig. 3.16(b).

The negotiation-congestion routing consists of two stages, i.e., the indepen-

dent routing stage and the rip-up and reroute stage [23]. The rip-up and

reroute stage takes congested routing grids as input and resolves grid conges-

tion one by one. With concurrent pin access optimization, we achieve a 5-10×

reduction in terms of congested routing grids, which greatly reduces the rip-up

and reroute efforts. This further generates significant speed-up compared to

state-of-the-art manufacturing-friendly routers [23,111].
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3.4 Summary

This chapter proposes sequential pin access planning and concurrent pin

access optimization studies for unidirectional routing in advanced technology

nodes. The sequential pin access planning features pin access LUT construc-

tion for a given library, local and global pin access planning to improve the pin

accessibility during the SADP-aware regular routing. Compared to the 2-D

SADP-aware detailed router, the sequential pin access planning scheme can

achieve significant improvement in terms of the overlay and routability.

The concurrent pin access optimization is modeled as a weighted inter-

val assignment problem and solved optimally with an ILP formulation. We

further propose an LR-based algorithm for scalable solutions to the weighted

interval assignment problem, which leads to similar routing solution quality as

an ILP-based approach. Due to the 5-10× reduction in initial routing conges-

tions, CPR generates much better routing solutions than the state-of-the-art

SADP-friendly routers.
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Chapter 4

Redundant Local-Loop Insertion

4.1 Introduction

Due to the continued scaling of semiconductor technologies, the man-

ufacturing process is becoming more and more sensitive to process variations

and random failures. In particular, via and wiring failures are major causes

for the yield loss of integrated circuits (ICs) during back-end-of-line (BEOL)

processes [15]. To reduce potential via and wiring failures at the post-routing

stage, redundant via [58, 68] and redundant wire [17, 48] insertions have been

proposed for manufacturing yield improvement. In advanced technology nodes,

metal interconnect stack consists of multiple metal layers with various metal

widths and spacings [43].

For upper metal layers, the wiring width and spacing are relaxed to

provide low resistance connections for robust power delivery and improved

timing (due to less RC parasitics) for long nets. For lower metal layers, the

geometric scaling leads to high metal density, which is enabled by complex

This chapter is based on the journal “Xiaoqing Xu, Yibo Lin, Meng Li, Jiaojiao Ou,
Brian Cline, and David Z. Pan. Redundant local-loop insertion for unidirectional routing.
IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of Integrated Circuits and Systems (TCAD),
preprint, 2017.” I am the main contributor in charge of problem formulation, algorithm
development and experimental validations.”
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Via M2 M3 RV Redundant M2/M3

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: 3D view (left) and top view (right) of (a) RVI with wire bending,
(b) RLLI for unidirectional routing patterns.

design-for-manufacturing constraints, such as multiple patterning lithography

and unidirectional layout. Redundant via insertion (RVI) has been widely

used in industry to improve the manufacturing yield of metal interconnections,

where non-minimum width wires and wire bending are allowed. In 10nm and

beyond, RVI is still feasible, but only for upper metal layers with relaxed metal

pitches. On the other hand, for lower metal layers with tight pitches, unidi-

rectional routing has become the mainstream routine, which complies with

the underlying multiple patterning constraints [61, 89]. These unidirectional

routing constraints make conventional RVI, e.g., double via, obsolete because
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unidirectional routing patterns forbid off-track wiring, i.e., wire bending, for

the metal coverage of redundant vias. As shown in Fig. 4.1(a), two redun-

dant vias have been inserted for associated single vias. The Metal-2 (M2) and

Metal-3 (M3) tracks are horizontal and vertical, respectively. The redundant

via (RV) on the M2 track introduces M3 wire bending and vice versa, which

are strictly forbidden under the restrictive unidirectional routing style. In-

stead, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.1(b), redundant local-loop insertion (RLLI),

as a supplementary scheme for lower metal layers, can simultaneously insert

redundant vias and redundant wires for yield improvement of unidirectional

routing [15]. A redundant local loop (RLL) introduces via and wiring re-

dundancy, e.g., the redundant M2/M3 patterns in Fig. 4.1(b), such that all

redundant metal patterns are on-track, which complies with the unidirectional

routing style.

[15] and [8] first introduced the local loop concept back in 2006. An

ad-hoc local-loop insertion routine was proposed at the post-routing stage. A

recent work [44] studied the yield and timing impact of local loops of different

sizes. It confirmed the yield enhancement and demonstrated very small or

negligible timing impact using local loops with empirical timing simulations.

However, comprehensive delay model analysis and timing simulations for var-

ious RLL configurations were not provided [44]. Furthermore, continued tech-

nology scaling has imposed advanced manufacturing constraints on via layers.

Among them, self-aligned via (SAV) [9,88] and via density constraints [47] are

particularly important for manufacturing via patterns in advanced technology
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nodes. In addition, our predictive timing simulations show that significant

timing degradations could be introduced with specific kinds of RLLs. This

means that those kinds of RLLs should be strictly forbidden to guarantee a

bounded and negligible timing impact for RLLI. It should be noted that for

full-chip local-loop insertion, these advanced manufacturing constraints on via

patterns and the bounded timing impact from RLLI have to be considered, but

the prior work [8,15,44] focused on proving and validating the local-loop con-

cept, and did not address the advanced manufacturing constraints and timing

impact aforementioned.

Moreover, all prior approaches for RLLI are greedy in nature [8,15,44]

and no systematic algorithms were proposed for local-loop insertion in a full-

chip manner. In contrast, traditional RVI has been extensively studied with

various advanced optimization schemes, including the maximum independent

set problem formulation, solved with fast heuristics [58–60], and 0-1 integer

linear programming (ILP) formulation, solved with speed-up techniques [56,

57,59,62]. The conflict constraints for the traditional RVI problem are purely

local, which means only redundant-via candidates for neighboring single vias

will introduce conflicts during RVI. This is the major reason for the high

quality solutions obtained from fast heuristics and speed-up techniques for

RVI.

However, for RLLI, one RLL candidate may consist of multiple via and

metal grids, which induces long-range conflict constraints among RLL candi-

dates. Meanwhile, redundant vias within one RLL candidate may cross multi-
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ple density windows. This means redundant vias within RLL candidates need

to be balanced under via density constraints across multiple density windows.

Therefore, global optimization schemes are strongly needed to achieve better

performance than the simple greedy scheme [8,15,44]. Moreover, RLLI is not

merely about maximizing insertion rate, because reducing the insertion cost

is critical to routing resource usage, which impacts both timing and yield for

various redundant local-loop candidates (RLLCs). It is important to combine

the optimization of insertion rate and cost while accommodating conflict and

density constraints, which makes ILP a competitive candidate for the global

optimization scheme.

To the best of our knowledge, as technology moves toward unidirec-

tional routing and vias continue to scale to extremely small geometries, which

are difficult to yield and have high parasitic resistance, we expect increasing

adoption of local loops in 10nm and beyond. This study proposes the first

global optimization engine for full-chip local-loop insertion, in consideration

of advanced manufacturing constraints and bounded timing impact guided

by SPICE simulations. Under a bounded search space, we enumerate the

RLLCs for each single via. The timing impact is quantified and bounded with

comprehensive Elmore delay model analysis and timing simulations. With

routing grid models, we further analyze the conflict constraints among RLLCs

and formulate the RLLI issue as a binary ILP problem, which simultaneously

improves the insertion rate and reduces the overall cost of inserted RLLs. Al-

though the number of RLLCs generated is controllable by limiting the search
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space, it is still much larger than that of the traditional RVI problem, which

means the ILP formulation is not scalable to large designs with large num-

bers of single vias. However, the theoretical analysis reveals that, due to the

special constraint structures of the ILP formulation, linear programming (LP)

relaxation leads to a solution that is intrinsically close to the ILP-integral solu-

tion with appropriate rounding schemes [19,50]. Thus, we further propose the

iterative relaxation and linear programming solving (IRLS) with an incremen-

tal search scheme to achieve scalable solutions with affordable performance

degradations [109].

4.2 Preliminaries

4.2.1 Redundant Local Loop

For unidirectional routing patterns, RLLs are inserted to reduce the

failure rate of within-loop single vias (SVs) and one RLL could cover multiple

SVs as shown in Fig. 4.2, where RLLs are inserted involving the M3, M2 and

Via-2 (V2) layers. RLL1 consists of 3 redundant M3 grids, 3 redundant M2

grids and 1 redundant-via grid while RLL2 includes 5 redundant M3 grids,

3 redundant M2 grids and 2 redundant-via grids. RLL1 has 3, instead of 5,

redundant M3 grids due to existing M3 routing patterns, which are constrained

by upper-level metal connections within a routing solution. In practice, we

need to differentiate the cost of RLLs with different configurations and the

reasons are twofold. First, the RLLs with less number of redundant vias are

preferred since a larger number of vias leads to a larger timing impact of a local-
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loop structure [44], which will be demonstrated with comprehensive SPICE

simulations in Section 4.4.1. Second, RLLs with different configurations may

lead to distinct yield impacts, which highly depends on the technological setup

and analysis [15,44]. Therefore, we define the configuration and cost of an RLL

as follows.

Definition 7 (Redundant Local Loop). An RLL with the configuration as

rmx+1 × rmx × rvx is defined as a loop structure with rmx+1 redundant grids

on the x + 1 metal layer, rmx redundant grids on the x metal layer and rvx

redundant grids on the x via layer. Its cost is defined as α · rmx+1 + β · rmx +

γ · rvx, where α, β and γ are user-defined parameters.

Via M2 M3 RV Redundant M2/M3

5

3

3

3

rm2

rm3

RLL1 RLL2

RLL3

Figure 4.2: RLL1, RLL2 and RLL3 with configurations as 3× 3× 1, 5× 3× 2
and rm3 × rm2 × 3, respectively.

Since the RLLI problem attempts to insert local-loop structures for

SVs, we can enumerate valid RLLCs for an SV within a limited local search

space [44]. We limit the local search space by bounding the number of redun-

dant metal grids (i.e., rmx+1 or rmx) by a pre-determined parameter. More-

over, various RLLCs for an SV can be differentiated using the cost definition
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above, where α, β and γ are set to make the cost inversely proportional to the

yield and timing improvement for an RLLC.

4.2.2 Advanced Manufacturing Constraints

Via-Pattern Constraints In the 10nm node and beyond, the center-to-

center spacing of lower via layers is in the sub-lithographic domain [61]. SAV

patterning [9,88] is a promising candidate for the sub-lithographic printing of

via patterns. As shown in Fig. 4.3(a), the neighboring vias in the horizontal

direction are merged into “Via Cuts” to enable SAV patterning for vias within

the same via cut. The SAV patterning takes advantage of the line spacers

from manufacturing procedure and selectively etches the via trenches defined

by the via cuts, which enables sub-lithographic printing of via patterns within

the same via cut. The patterning of via cuts is technology dependent and

correlated to the M2/M3 patterning on the lower/upper metal layer. The de-

tails on the manufacturing procedures are introduced in [9, 88]. This study

considers basic SAV constraints in [88]. For a single via in a routed net, the

neighboring via grids along the upper metal layer direction, such as vertical

M3, are not available for RVs and the neighboring via grids along the lower

metal direction, such as horizontal M2, are only available for same-net re-

dundant vias. An example is shown in Fig. 4.3(b). Our RLLI scheme only

depends on the routing grid model and can be easily adapted to incorporate

more complicated SAV constraints.

Much as lithographic constraints - such as SAV - are imposed on via
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Feasible same-net RV gridVia Via cutRouted M2/M3 Forbidded RV grid

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Via cuts for SAVs, (b) SAV design contraint.

patterns by manufacturers to control the variation due to lithography, via

density constraints are also introduced in order to control the variation from

other processing steps like chemical-mechanical-polishing (CMP) and etch.

These processing steps will have varying outcomes across a design, depending

on the local layout densities [47]. If the number of RVs inserted within a

density window is not well controlled, the violation of via density constraints

could be detrimental to the yield of the design [59]. The windows for via

density control are illustrated in Fig. 4.4. Specifically, a via layer is partitioned

into a set of square regions. Each of the squares has a width of λ and the total

number of vias, including SVs and RVs, within each window cannot exceed

the pre-set upper bound. A possible scenario of the inserted RLLs is shown

in detail for neighboring windows, i.e., Wn+2 and Wn+3, in Fig. 4.4. Within

the local search space for an SV’s RLLCs, an RLL may cross multiple density

windows, such as Wn+2 and Wn+3. This means that the optimal RLLI scheme

should simultaneously consider all density windows to globally balance the via
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densities and maximize the number of RLLs inserted.

…

…

�

� W1 W2 W3 Wn

Wn+1

…

…
…

Wn+2 Wn+3

Wn+2 Wn+3

An RLL crossing two windows

Figure 4.4: Via density windows.

Metal-Pattern Constraints Unidirectional metal patterns are manufac-

turing friendly in the sub-lithographic domain, which enables track-based col-

oring schemes and self-aligned techniques for multiple patterning lithography.

This study addresses basic metal-pattern constraints including minimum metal

tip-to-tip rules (1 metal grid) for line-end control and minimum metal length

rules (2 metal grids) to avoid short metal defects. In advanced technology

nodes, complex metal pattern rules are technology dependent. For example,

self-aligned multiple patterning introduces complex line-end rules, which can

be explicitly considered by avoiding prohibited line-end positions during the

RLLC generation [67,105]. Our study primarily focuses on the global optimiza-

tion of the RLLI and provides a design-rule-checker interface, which enables

the incorporation of technology-specific metal and via pattern constraints (see

Section 4.3.2).
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4.2.3 Problem Definition

Given a design with unidirectional routing for each net on a routing

grid, this study focuses on the RLLI with bounded timing impact for routed

single vias at the post-routing stage. Apart from the advanced manufacturing

constraints aforementioned, we need to explicitly consider the following con-

straints to obtain legal RLLIs. First, at most one RLL should be inserted for

one single via. Second, two RLLs inserted cannot occupy the same grid unless

they belong to the same net. Third, the RLLI scheme should minimize the

total cost of RLLs inserted since the cost is defined to be inversely proportional

to the timing and yield improvement of a specific RLLC. Thus, we define the

RLLI problem as follows.

Problem 5 (Redundant Local-Loop Insertion). Given a unidirectional routing

design and a set of density windows, the RLLI problem is to insert RLLs to

cover as many routed single vias as possible while reducing the total cost of the

inserted RLLs and accommodating advanced manufacturing constraints and

bounded timing impact.

4.3 Redundant Local-Loop Insertion

4.3.1 Timing Impact Analysis

As shown in Fig. 4.2, an RLLC consists of redundant metal wires and

vias, which generates a loop structure in the routing solution. This makes tim-

ing analysis more complicated than that of the original routing tree. With the

simplified RC network, our Elmore delay model provides a closed-form solution
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of the impact on signal delay computation in non-tree RC networks [63], which

extends the empirical timing analysis in [44]. Fig. 4.5(a) shows the simplified

RC network for an RLLC, where notations are given in Table 4.1. The primary

path (from routing tree) and secondary path (from RLLC) from driver to load

are denoted by black and red lines, respectively. This RC network can model

any RLL defined in Definition 7 if the related resistance and capacitance are

provided. The Elmore delay computation in non-tree topology [63] is based

on the split RC network shown in Fig. 4.5(b). The key idea is that node N

can be split into three independent nodes, i.e., N1, N2 and N3, and the delay

of the three nodes are the same. Further delay analysis and computation yield

the following closed-form solution of the delay impact from driver to load due

to RLLI1.

∆delay = Cs ·Rd +
Cs ·Rp ·Rs − Cp ·R2

p − 2 · Cl ·R2
p

2 · (Rp +Rs)

The close-form solution of ∆delay reveals that the delay impact from RLLI

could be quite different depending on specific resistance and capacitance pa-

rameters. In general, timing degradations could be arbitrarily small (even

negligible) if the resistance (Rs) and capacitance (Cs) on the secondary path

are much smaller compared to those (Rp and Cp) on the primary path. If

secondary-path resistance and capacitance are relatively large, associated RLLCs

should not be inserted due to prohibitively large timing degradations.

The closed-form solution (Elmore delay) is computed using simplified

1The detailed principles of computation for ∆delay are given in [63].
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RC networks for the primary and secondary paths, where via and metal re-

sistance/capacitance on the primary/secondary path are combined for one pi

model as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). For accurate timing evaluations, Elmore de-

lay is conservative compared to SPICE simulations. Moreover, the via/metal

resistance and capacitance shall be modeled separately for better accuracy,

which generates a much more complex RC network. Therefore, comprehen-

sive SPICE simulations shall be performed with complex RC networks afore-

mentioned to determine the actual timing impact. As will be discussed in

Section 4.4.1, the RLLI could introduce a wide range of timing impact, i.e.,

delay increase or decrease, depending on specific RLL configurations. To en-

able practical adoption of RLLI, we bound the resulting timing impact due

to RLLI by forbidding RLLCs with timing degradations greater than a preset

timing impact amount. Therefore, the timing impact analysis and simulation

yield a look-up table (LUT) of forbidden RLLC configurations under the preset

timing impact bound, which will be used for RLLC generation and pruning.

It shall be noted that our RLLI scheme is independent of the timing engine as

long as an LUT of forbidden RLLC configurations is given.

Table 4.1: Notations for RC networks
Cd, Cl the driving and loading capacitance
Rd, Rl the driving and loading resistance
Cp, Cs the capacitance on primary and secondary path
Rp, Rs the resistance on primary and secondary path

CN1, CN2, CN3 the effective capacitance on floating nodes
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Figure 4.5: Elmore delay model for one RLLC, (a) simplified RC network, (c)
split RC network.

4.3.2 RLLC Generation and Pruning

We first discuss the RLLC generation for each single via (SV). As men-

tioned in Section 4.2, rmx+1 and rmx are bounded by a preset parameter

for limiting the search space of RLLCs for a single via. The region for valid

RLLCs of a single via is subjected to a distance constraint, i.e., the horizontal

and vertical distance from the single via to the farthest corner of the RLLC

is bounded by a preset parameter. Thus, all valid RLLCs for a single via are

bounded by a rectangular region. Fig. 4.6 illustrates an example of RLLC gen-

eration for a single via in a net with rm3 and rm2 bounded by 5. For sv1, the

region for valid RLLCs is shown with the rectangle with dashed lines. During

the RLLC generation for sv1, we scan the rectangular region and skip forbid-

den redundant-via (RV) grids and metal grids occupied by a different net for

valid RLLCs of sv1. For example, due to the SAV constraints, forbidden RV

grids are shown in Fig. 4.6 and RLLCs occupying those via grids are invalid.
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One valid RLLC for sv1 is further shown in Fig. 4.6, which covers two single

vias, i.e., sv1 and sv2. It shall be noted that, during the sequential RLLC

generation, this RLLC will be generated twice for sv1 and sv2. In general,

the sequential RLLC generation leads to duplicates, i.e., equivalent RLLCs,

for single vias belonging to the same net. We define the equivalence of two

RLLCs as follows.

Definition 8 (Equivalence of RLLCs). An RLLC is defined to be equivalent to

another RLLC when they share the same metal and via grids associated with

the same net.

Region for valid RLLC’s Via

RVRedundant M2/M3

Routed M2/M3

Forbidded RV grid

sv1
sv2

forbidden RV grid 
under SAV constraint forbidden RV grid 

under SAV constraint

RLLC covering
and sv2sv1

Figure 4.6: RLLC generation for one single via.

We propose net-based RLLC generation and pruning technique to re-

move duplicates and achieve a compact set of RLLCs for each single via. The

details of the RLLC generation and pruning scheme are shown in Algorithm

6. The RLLCs are generated in a net-by-net manner, which is explained from
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line 3 to line 18 of Algorithm 6. For each net, we define RLLCnet in line 4

to store a compact set of RLLCs belonging to that net. Then, the single vias

within the net are traversed from line 5 to line 9. We enumerate the RLLCs

for the single via v as the set {rllc} in line 6. In line 7, we further remove

illegal RLLC configurations based on the timing analysis in Section 4.3.1 and

the design rule checker (DRC). Notable design rules included here are the

minimum metal tip-to-tip rule (1 metal grid), minimum metal-length rule (2

metal grids) and self-aligned via design rules in Section 4.2.2. In advanced

technology nodes, complex metal and via pattern rules are technology de-

pendent, which can be easily incorporated into our optimization engine by

inventing technology-specific DRC. The enumerated set {rllc} will be further

combined into RLLCnet in line 8. In particular, since RLLCnet is a set data

structure, it will automatically remove duplicates according to the definition

of the RLLC equivalence in Definition 8. In lines 10 to 13, we index the RLLCs

generated for current net based on the size of compact RLLC vector RLLC,

which are further merged into RLLC. We need a compact vector of RLLCs

because only one binary variable is generated for an RLLC covering multiple

single vias in mathematical formulations. From line 14 to line 17, we obtain a

vector to index the RLLCs for each single via in the net. The RLLC vector for

each single via (RLLCvi) will only be selected from the compact set of RLLCs,

i.e., RLLCnet, computed for the net. This guarantees no duplicate among the

RLLCs generated for each single via.

We analyze the complexity of Algorithm 6. Related notations are de-
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Algorithm 6 RLLC Generation and Duplicate Removal
Input: Routed patterns for nets ({nets}), a lookup table (LUT ) of forbidden RLLCs from

bounding timing analysis and a design rule checker (DRC);
Output: A set of RLLC vectors indexed by single vias ({RLLCvi}) and a compact vector

of RLLCs (RLLC);
1: Define RLLC as a compact vector of RLLCs for all SVs;
2: Define {RLLCvi} as the set of RLLC vectors indexed by single vias;
3: for each net in {nets} do;
4: Define RLLCnet as the set of RLLCs for net;
5: for each single via vi in net do;
6: Enumerate RLLCs for vi as set {rllc};
7: Remove illegal RLLCs in {rllc} with bounded timing (LUT ) and design rule

checker (DRC);
8: RLLCnet = RLLCnet ∪ {rllc};
9: end for

10: for each llc in RLLCnet do;
11: Index llc with the size of RLLC;
12: Push llc to RLLC;
13: end for
14: for each single via vi in net do;
15: Define RLLCvi as the RLLC vector for vi;
16: Select RLLCvi from RLLCnet;
17: end for
18: end for
19: for RLLCvi indexed by SV vi do;
20: Prune redundant candidates in RLLCvi ;
21: end for
22: Return {RLLCvi} and RLLC;

fined in Table 4.2. The net-based RLLC generation and pruning form a loop

over the total number of nets (N) in a design, which means the complexity

is linear to N . Within each loop, all RLLCs enumerated are stored in a set

(RLLCnet). The maximum size of RLLCnet is bounded by O(M · R), i.e.,

the maximum number of single vias per net times the maximum number of

RLLCs per single via. Thus, the set (RLLCnet) construction time (from line

4 to line 9 in Algorithm 6) is O(M · R · log(M · R)). In lines 10 to 13 and

lines 14 to 17, merging RLLCnet to RLLC and RLLC selection for each sin-
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gle via both take O(M ·R) time. The enumeration loop in lines 3 to 18 takes

O(N ·M ·R · log(M ·R)) time. In line 20, we sort the RLLCs for each SV based

on cost and a linear-time scan can prune out redundant candidates, which al-

together takes O(R · log(R)). The total number of single vias is bounded by

O(N ·M). The pruning technique in lines 19 to 21 takes O(N ·M ·R · log(R))

time. Therefore, the time complexity of Algorithm 6 is O(N ·M ·R·log(M ·R)).

We further assume each net has approximately the same number of single

vias and each single via has approximately the same number of RLLCs, i.e.,

M ' |SV |/N and R ' L/|SV |. Then, the time complexity of Algorithm 6

reduces to O(N · |SV |/N ·L/|SV |) ·log(|SV |/N ·L/|SV |), i.e., O(L ·log(L/N)).

The last step in Algorithm 6 from line 19 to line 21 is to further prune

RLLCs without loss of optimality. For RLLCvi associated with a single via

vi, if there exists an isolated RLLC with a cost of ci, we can potentially prune

some RLLCs in RLLCvi . Those RLLCs shall have a larger cost than ci and

occupy the same via density windows as the isolated RLLC with a cost of

ci. An isolated RLLC means no other RLLCs conflict with it on the routing

grid except for those RLLCs belonging to the same single via. Suppose any

pruned RLLC is eventually selected in an optimal RLLI solution, we can always

replace it with the isolated one for a lower cost and meanwhile the window

density distributions remain the same. This contradicts with the optimality of

the given RLLI solution. Thus, the pruning technique guarantees optimality.

As discussed in the following section, each RLLC has an associated binary

variable. Then, the RLLC pruning techniques in Algorithm 6 help to reduce
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the number of variables and constraints for our ILP formulation2.

Table 4.2: Notations for RLLI
N the number of nets
M the maximum number of SVs for one net
R the maximum number of RLLCs for each SV
L the total number of RLLCs
SV the pre-defined set of SVs
svj jth SV
llci ith RLLC
ci the cost for llci
ni the number of single vias that llci covers
xi the binary variable for llci
Xj the variable set for the RLLCs covering svj
Gk the kth variable set for RLLCs occupying the same grid
SAk the kth variable set for RLLCs occupying conflicting SAV grids

X, G, SA sets of variable sets for {Xi}, {Gk} and {SAk}, respectively
Wk the kth density window
vik the number of RVs of llci in Wk

DBk via density upper bound for Wk

W the set of density windows {Wk}

4.3.3 Integer Linear Programming Formulation

With the RLLCs generated for each single via, Problem 5 becomes

a general assignment problem to cover as many single vias as possible while

reducing the total cost of inserted RLLs. Related notations are shown in Table

4.2. We assume each RLLC has binary variable xi that denotes whether the

ith RLLC llci is selected to cover associated single vias. In particular, only one

2This pruning technique could be restrictive under long-range conflict constraints and
via density constraints, which may limit the effectiveness for practical test cases.
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binary variable is generated for an RLLC covering more than one single via.

Then, Problem 5 can be formulated as a binary ILP problem. The objective

of our ILP formulation consists of the weighted summation of the associated

RLLC binary variable xi, which should be maximized to improve the insertion

rate and reduce the cost of inserted RLLCs. The objective (1) consists of

two terms. The term (CB ·∑xi
ni · xi) is the first objective, which improves

the insertion rate. The parameter ni is added before xi to consider that one

RLLC may cover multiple single vias. The selection of that particular RLLC

can cover ni single vias. The term (−∑
xi
ci · xi) is the second objective,

which reduces the overall cost of inserted RLLs. The two terms are balanced

using the parameter CB, where CB > maxi ci. Therefore, our formulation

can simultaneously improve the insertion rate and reduce the overall cost of

inserted RLLs.

max CB ·
∑
xi

ni · xi −
∑
xi

ci · xi (1)

s.t.
∑
xi∈Xj

xi ≤ 1 ∀Xj ∈ X (C1)

∑
xi∈A

xi ≤ 1 ∀A ∈ G ∪ SA (C2)∑
llci∈Wk

vik · xi ≤ DBk ∀Wk ∈ W (C3)

xi ∈ {0, 1} ∀xi ∈ Xj ∈ X (C4)

To ensure legal assignment results for the RLLI problem, we consider
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three sets of constraints listed as follows.

• At most one RLLC is assigned to each single via. Thus, the summation

of all xi ∈ Xj is bounded by one to guarantee that at most one binary

variable will be 1 as listed in constraint (C1).

• Conflict constraints are primarily related to two reasons. First, one

single grid can only be occupied by one RLLC. Second, conflicting via

grids cannot be occupied simultaneously under SAV constraints. Related

constraints are represented by constraint (C2)3.

• Via density constraints are applied to each density window. Since one

RLLC may have multiple vias and cross multiple density windows, the

value of coefficient vik denotes the number of RVs from llci in window

Wk. The total number of vias in a window should not exceed an upper

bound DBk and the related constraints are listed in constraint (C3).

The RLLI works on the given routing grid model. The metal and via grids store

references to the RLLCs occupying those grids during the RLLC generation

and pruning. Then, a simple grid traversal can set up all the constraints

aforementioned. The objective of the ILP formulation combines two objectives

for simultaneous insertion rate and RLL cost optimization. Moreover, the ILP

formulation can globally balance the via densities for constraints (C3), which

generates much better solution qualities than a simple greedy scheme.

3Similar conflicting constraints can be added once technology-dependent design rules are
given for metal and via patterns.
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4.3.4 Special Constraint Structures

Although optimal solutions can be obtained with the ILP formulation

for Problem 5, the exponential time complexity of the ILP formulation makes

it unscalable to large problem sizes. It shall be noted that a typical ILP solving

approach for Problem 5 involves two steps [19,50]. The first step is to relax the

binary constraints in constraint (C4) into the linear constraints (0 ≤ xi ≤ 1)

and solve the LP-relaxed problem instance. The second step is to retrieve the

binary solution via branch and bound scheme with the bounding information

provided by LP-relaxed solution, which can be prohibitively time-consuming

for a complex ILP problem.

Fortunately, the special constraint structures in Problem 5 lead to an

LP-relaxation solution that is intrinsically close to a binary solution. Specifi-

cally, the selection constraints in (C1) and conflicting constraints in (C2) are

strong valid inequalities [50] and can reduce the feasible region (polytope) of

the LP-relaxed problem instance, which makes the LP-relaxed solution close

to a binary solution. Strong invalid inequality means that each constraint

in (C1) and (C2) is tight. Supposing k RLLCs conflict with each other, only

one variable within {xi,∀i ∈ [1, k]} can be assigned as 1, which can be formu-

lated as two kinds of linear constraints, including loose inequality in (C5) and

strong invalid inequality in (C6).

The selection constraints in (C1) and conflict constraints in (C2) are

generated for each single via and each routing grid, which makes them strong

in nature. For the geometric solution space of an LP-relaxed instance, the
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xi + xj ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ [1, k] (C5)

k∑
i=1

xi ≤ 1 (C6)

strong valid inequalities, such as (C6), play as cutting planes to bound the LP

solution to close to integral [50]. The via density constraints in (C3) turn out

to be the same as capacity constraints for the ILP formulation of a constrained

multiple knapsack problem [19]. It has been shown that LP-based relaxation

effectively delivers integral solutions to the ILP formulation of the constrained

multiple knapsack problem [19]. Therefore, due to special constraint structures

in Problem 5, LP relaxation provides valuable opportunities to obtain close-

to-integral solution.

Non-integral solutions generally exist from LP-relaxed instance even

with strong valid inequalities, i.e., (C1) and (C2), and capacity constraints,

i.e., (C3), for a constrained multiple knapsack problem. Thus, randomized

rounding schemes are adopted in [19,50], where final solutions can be bounded

to optimal solutions with a certain probability. However, randomized rounding

scheme generates uncertainty in the solution, which is not preferred for the

RLLI problem. Instead, we propose a deterministic greedy scheme after solving

LP-relaxed instances, which empirically delivers close-to-optimal solutions.
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4.3.5 IRLS with Incremental Search

To take advantage of the special constraint structures aforementioned,

we propose an IRLS with incremental search scheme to iteratively solve the

LP-relaxed problem instance followed by an incremental search step for a scal-

able solution. Within each iteration, we determine the integral assignment,

ignore non-integer results from the optimal LP solution and update the prob-

lem instance itself. The iteration stops when no integral assignment can be

achieved with the LP relaxation for the problem instance. For those single

vias without RLLCs assigned from the iterative LP solving procedure, an in-

cremental search step is adopted, i.e., greedy rounding for IRLS, to improve

the quality of results.

The details of the IRLS scheme for Problem 5 are shown in Algorithm 7.

The main loop for IRLS is from line 2 to line 24. Within each iteration, the

LP relaxation of the RLLI problem is solved and optimal solutions are stored

in Xopt at line 3. From line 6 to line 8, we obtain the integral assignment A1

from Xopt, where only variables with solutions as 1 are collected into A1. From

line 12 to line 18, we iterate through the conflict constraints for constraints

(C1) and (C2). We define the variable set in constraint C as Xc in line 13.

In line 15, if one of the variables in Xc has been assigned as 1 in A1, we

can deduce that all other binary variables should be assigned 0 (add to A0)

since each conflict constraint requires that only one binary variable can be

assigned to 1. In line 16, we update the problem instance RLLI by removing

related conflict constraints and variables because associated binary variables
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Algorithm 7 IRLS with Incremental Search
Input: An instance of the RLLI problem (RLLI) and the single via set (SV );
Output: The assignment (F ) of RLL for each SV;
1: Define F as the assignment of RLL for each single via;
2: while True do;
3: Find the optimal solution Xopt with LP (RLLI);
4: Define A0 = ∅ as the integral assignment with 0’s;
5: Define A1 = ∅ as the integral assignment with 1’s;
6: for each xi = 1 in Xopt do;
7: Add xi = 1 to A1;
8: end for
9: if A1 = ∅ then

10: Break;
11: end if
12: for each conflict constraint C in (C1) and (C2) do;
13: Define XC as the variable set in C;
14: if XC ∩A1 6= ∅ then;
15: Add XC −A1 to A0 with assignment 0;
16: Remove C and XC from RLLI;
17: end if
18: end for
19: for each window density constraint C in (C3) do;
20: Update DBk with assignment A1 ∪A0;
21: end for
22: Update the objective (1) with assignment A1 ∪A0;
23: F = F ∪A1 ∪A0;
24: end while
25: F ← GreedySearch(RLLI, SV, F );
26: Return F ;

have become constants with assigned 0/1 values. From line 19 to line 21,

the density upper bound DBk is updated for each density window considering

the integral assignment A1 ∪ A0. Each RLLC with a binary variable as 1

in integral assignment A1 consumes the density budgets in related density

windows. This means the density upper bound of the related density windows

shall be updated for the next iteration of integral assignment. In line 22,

the objective is further updated with the integral assignment A1 ∪ A0 since
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variables in A1∪A0 become constants for the next iteration. With the update

on the problem instance RLLI, the next iteration of LP relaxation performs

another round of integral assignment on top of the previous assignment results.

We stop the iteration when no integral assignment can be obtained from the

Xopt as shown in line 9 to line 11.

Algorithm 8 RLLI with Greedy Search
1: function GreedySearch(RLLI, SV, F )
2: for each single via vi in SV do;
3: if no RLLC assignment to vi in F then;
4: Obtain the set of RLLCs (RLLCvi) for vi;
5: Sort RLLCvi in the increasing order of cost;
6: Traverse RLLCvi for the first legal candidate add it to F ;
7: end if
8: end for
9: Return F ;

10: end function

An incremental greedy search step is explained Algorithm 8. During

the incremental search, for each single via without RLL inserted (line 3), we

traverse associated RLLCs in the increasing order of cost (line 5) until a legal

RLLC can be inserted or no legal RLLC is obtained (line 6). This is equivalent

to a greedy rounding step if no integral solution is achieved for a specific

variable after IRLS procedure.

In particular, the problem scale, including the number of variables and

constraints, of the later iteration will be much smaller than that of the former

iteration and the LP problem instance will be updated based on fixed values

(0/1). Then the solution space, i.e., polytope, of the LP instance for the later

iteration will be different (smaller dimension) from the former iteration. One
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vertex of the polytope is one feasible solution of the LP instance. A typical

LP solver adopts the simplex algorithm to seek an optimal solution by moving

from one vertex to another vertex of the polytope. The optimal solution of the

former iteration is a vertex of the polytope for the corresponding LP instance.

It is within the solution space but not necessarily a vertex of the polytope

for the later LP instance. By moving among vertices of the polytope for the

updated LP instance, the IRLS scheme keeps updating the solution of the

RLLI. In theory, it is possible that the first iteration of IRLS produces non-

integral values for all variables. The solution for each iteration of IRLS also

depends on specific ILP solver and underlying solving schemes. But in practice,

the corner case aforementioned rarely happens in real experiments because

LP relaxation provides a close-to-integral solution. Moreover, an incremental

search step is performed after the IRLS solving. This means our IRLS with

incremental search scheme can deliver insertion results at least as good as the

greedy scheme.

For the IRLS with incremental search scheme, each iteration of LP solv-

ing simultaneously considers all conflict constraints and via density constraints.

With an incremental search step, it gives much better solution qualities than

the simple greedy scheme. Meanwhile, the LP relaxation leads to polynomial

time complexity within each iteration, which makes the runtime of the IRLS

with incremental search scheme much more scalable than the optimal ILP

approach.
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4.4 Experimental Results

We have implemented the RLLI algorithms in C++ and all experiments

are performed on a Linux machine with a 2.9GHz Intel(R) Core and 192 GB

memory. Gurobi [37] is adopted as our ILP/LP solver. For RLL cost, the

parameters are set as α = β = 1.0 and γ = 5.0. The cost upper bound

for weight computation is set as CB = 100.0. For limiting the search space

of RLLCs for an SV, the upper bound of rmx+1 and rmx is set as 20. For

windows of via density control, the width is set as λ = 20 routing grids and

the via density upper bound within a window is set as 40 for results in Table

4.4 and 4.5. The benchmark statistics are listed in Table 4.3, where modules

from OpenSparc T1 are synthesized with Design Compiler [96] and placed

using Cadence SOC Encounter [16] with the standard cell utilization rate set

as 0.7. The unidirectional routing results are generated using a state-of-the-art

unidirectional router in Section 3.2 and mapped onto a routing grid model.

The routing density of the original unidirectional routing results is relatively

low. Extra blockages are created on the M2 and M3 layer to represent dense

routing cases in advanced technology nodes. Specifically, we take the sparse

cases, i.e., the original unidirectional routing results, and add metal blockages

every 1 out of 3 tracks (everywhere the routing grid is not occupied), which

attempts to increase the routing utilization by 33% over the sparse cases.

Our experiments end up with sparse and dense routing cases in Table 4.4

and Table 4.5, respectively. Our framework is based on a grid structure and

supports partitioning of large benchmarks to make the runtime and memory
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more practical, e.g, test case “sparc” is partitioned into 9 parts evenly in the

physical dimension. We further run our algorithm on each part separately for

affordable memory and runtime. Our RLLI optimization framework takes the

unidirectional routing patterns on the routing grid model as the input for the

post-routing RLLI.

4.4.1 Bounded Timing Impact

Our timing simulations build on the 10nm predictive technology setup,

where wire resistance and capacitance are set by the ITRS roadmap [3] and

via resistance is provided by our industrial collaborator. The driver is set as

the INV X1 from the NanGate 15nm library [79] scaled to 10nm dimensions

with PTM models [4]. We assume the M2 and M3 layers share the same

resistance/capacitance and the input routing solution has no detour. Under

bounded local search space, we only consider RLL configurations shown in

Fig. 4.7(a), where each RLLC is in the rectangular shape and covers at most

2 single vias. A rectangular RLLC covers exactly 4 vias. If an RLLC covers

more than 2 single vias, that means the input routing solution has detour

because the router should have selected the path containing redundant vias

(less than 2) for short wirelength and a smaller number of single vias. For

SPICE simulations of fan-out-4 delay impact in Fig. 4.7(b), we adopt the pi

model for each wire segment and via leading to more accurate RC network for

delay simulations than that in Fig. 4.5. The primary path consists of M2 and

M3 wire segment both in 4um length [44].
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As shown in Fig. 4.7(b), a wide range of delay impact, from -1.5%

to +9%, is introduced for different configurations of RLLCs and the delay

bound is set as 1%. The general observation from timing analysis is that more

redundant vias in an RLLC will introduce larger secondary-path resistance

and capacitance, which further leads to larger timing impact. Specifically,

for one RLL configuration such as Case5, the timing degradations increase

as the number of redundant metal grids increases as shown in Fig. 4.7(b).

Moreover, for the same number of rm2 and rm3, the secondary-path resistance

and capacitance increase monotonically from Case1 to Case5, which makes

timing degradations monotonically increase as well. For Case4 and Case5,

the timing degradations can be prohibitively large (9%). The delay impact

bound is set as 1% in our experiments during RLLC generation, which means

we strictly forbid the RLLCs with more than 1% delay impact. Although

our timing simulations are preliminary, more accurate timing analysis can be

easily introduced to the RLLI framework as long as an LUT of forbidden RLLC

configurations is provided.

Table 4.3: Benchmark statistics for RLLI
Ckt ecc efc ctl alu div top sparc
SV# 4013 4619 5873 6683 12878 48847 360239

Grid Size 446x436 421x406 503x496 408x406 646x636 1179x1176 3969x3966
RLLC# per SV (sparse) 47.3 39.0 43.7 32.6 36.0 35.2 44.2
RLLC# per SV (dense) 11.2 9.6 11.0 8.2 8.9 8.6 10.7
Gen. time(s) (sparse) 4.5 4.9 6.5 6.3 13.0 49.4 443.2
Gen. time(s) (dense) 3.1 3.4 4.3 4.6 9.1 34.8 290.6
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Figure 4.7: (a) A complete set of RLLC configurations assuming no detour in
a routing solution, (b) timing impact evaluation.

4.4.2 Comparisons on Different RLLI Schemes

In Table 4.4 and 4.5, we compare four RLLI schemes, including the

greedy scheme, the ILP scheme, the IRLS without (w/o) and with (w/) incre-

mental search scheme, in terms of solution qualities for the RLLI problem. The

greedy scheme is adapted from [8,44] with explicit considerations of SAV and

via density constraints. The greedy scheme is the same as the greedy search in

Algorithm 8 without the initial assignment results from IRLS. In Table 4.4 and

4.5, the insertion rate, denoted as “I.R.”, is defined as the number of SVs with

an RLL inserted over the total number of SVs in the design. The “RLL#”

is the total number of RLLs inserted. To quantify the redundant-via (RV)

usage for each RLL inserted, we average the number RVs from the inserted

RLLs over the total number of inserted RLLs, i.e., RV number per RLL, de-

noted as “R.p.R”. “T” denotes the runtime. In general, better RLLI schemes
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should lead to larger “RLL#” and higher “I.R.” for yield improvement, less

“R.p.R” for less resistance and smaller timing impact as shown in Fig. 4.7.

Although the greedy scheme runs very fast due to linear time complexity, it

has several drawbacks in terms of solution qualities for both sparse and dense

routing cases. First, the “I.R.” is not consistent and highly depends on the

test cases. For “ecc”, the “I.R.” is more than 98% (sparse) and 82% (dense)

while for “alu”, the “I.R.” is less than 81% (sparse) and 61% (dense). Sec-

ond, the “R.p.R” is higher than the IRLS w/ incremental search scheme by

13.1% (sparse) and 9.0% (dense) on average. This means the IRLS w/ incre-

mental search can effectively select those RLLCs covering multiple SVs, which

in general induces less timing impacts as shown in Fig. 4.7. Third, for the

benchmark “top”: the greedy scheme has around 10% less “I.R.” and ≥ 10%

higher “R.p.R” compared to the IRLS w/ incremental search scheme for both

sparse and dense routing cases.

The incremental search step is critical to the quality of Algorithm 7.

In Table 4.4 and 4.5, more than 16% “I.R” can be obtained with the incre-

mental search on top of IRLS results with negligible runtime impact. This

is because non-integral solutions may still exist from LP-relaxed instances,

which means RLLCs are not assigned to some SVs after IRLS procedure. As

RLLC generation and most of the assignment task has been performed after

IRLS procedure, the incremental search takes linear time complexity, which is

negligible compared to the runtime of RLLC generation and IRLS.
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The ILP scheme maximizes a weighted sum to simultaneously improve

the insertion rate and reduce the overall insertion cost. The best solution

qualities are reported for the first three and four test cases for sparse and

dense routing, respectively. However, the exponential time complexity of the

ILP scheme leads to unaffordable runtime for large test cases. In particular,

for the sparse routing case, ILP cannot generate a solution for “alu” under

105 seconds although “alu” has similar problem scale as “ctl”. The “I.R.”

for “alu” is 14.83% and 7.55% less than that of “ctl” for greedy and IRLS

w/ incremental search scheme, respectively. This means that the constraints

for “alu” are very hard to resolve than those for “ctl”, which forbids ILP

scheme reaching an optimal solution within 105 seconds. Actually, IRLS w/

incremental search scheme achieves competitive solution qualities as the “I.R.”

is less than the ILP scheme by only 1% for the first three test cases. We

achieve significant speed-up from the IRLS w/ incremental search scheme as

the runtime is much more scalable and affordable across various test cases

compared to the ILP approach. In addition, compared with the greedy scheme,

the IRLS w/ incremental search scheme improves the “I.R.” by 17.8% and

16.3% with 18.2% and 15.3% increase in “RLL#” on average for sparse and

dense routing, respectively. In practice, the problem scale of later iterations

of the IRLS procedure reduces dramatically, which makes it more scalable

than the ILP scheme among test cases with different sizes shown in Table

4.4 and 4.5. Therefore, we argue that the IRLS w/ incremental search is the

best scheme among the four schemes aforementioned since it has much better
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solution qualities than the greedy scheme and significant speed-up compared

to the ILP approach.
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Figure 4.8: Parameter analysis with benchmark “alu”, (a) degradations of
insertion rates as the window density upper bound decreases with γ set as 5,
(b) change of insertion rate when varying γ with window density upper bound
set as 40.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, via density constraints are critical for the

RLLI problem because one RLL may cross multiple density windows. This not

only introduces complicated conflicting constraints but also brings the oppor-

tunity to globally balance the via densities with efficient RLLI schemes. The

strength of the IRLS w/ incremental search scheme is further demonstrated by

the trade-off between the insertion rate and the window density upper bound

in Fig. 4.8(a) for both the sparse and dense routing cases. The insertion

rates are approximately the same for the greedy and IRLS w/ incremental

search scheme when the upper bound is at 100 due to loose via density con-

straints. However, when the upper bound gradually decreases, the insertion

rate rapidly decreases for the greedy scheme while the decrease for the IRLS
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scheme is much slower. Since the IRLS w/ incremental search scheme glob-

ally considers the via density constraints in each iteration, we observe better

insertion rates when the upper bound is pushed to its lower limit.

For RLL cost, we assume metal patterns with the same length on M2

and M3 share the same resistance and capacitance. Thus, α and β are normal-

ized to 1.0. In 10nm technology setup, the single via resistance will be larger

than a piece of metal with minimum length (2 metal pitches in our experi-

ments). Thus, we set via cost coefficient (γ) larger than α and β. Fig. 4.8(b)

further demonstrates the impact on insertion rate from different via cost co-

efficient. In general, a larger via cost coefficient leads to lower cost for RLLCs

with less number of redundant vias, i.e., RLLCs covering more than one single

via. As shown in Fig. 4.4, these RLLCs usually cross more than one density

window, which globally balances via densities and generates higher insertion

rate. When γ increases, the insertion rate from the IRLS w/ incremental

search scheme increases more slowly than that for the greedy scheme. The

IRLS w/ incremental search scheme is still more favorable than the greedy

scheme due to consistently larger insertion rates. Moreover, for the IRLS w/

incremental scheme, the insertion rate saturates as γ increases beyond 5 as

shown in Fig. 4.8(b). We empirically set γ as 5, which approximately denotes

the starting point of saturation for the IRLS w/ incremental scheme in our

experiment setup.
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4.4.3 Comparisons with Redundant Via Insertion

To elaborate the potential usages of RLLI in advanced technology

nodes, we compare traditional double-via insertion (DVI) and RLLI in terms

of timing impact, random failure rate [44], routing resource usage and problem

complexity. We assume off-track metal coverage for DVI, the width and length

of which are set as 1 and 2 metal grids, respectively.

Timing Impact We have performed the timing impact analysis and simu-

lation for RLLI in Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.4.1. We evaluate the fan-out-4

delay with DVI using the same technology setup in Section 4.4.1. Fig. 4.9

compares the timing impact between DVI and various cases of RLLCs. DVI

for one single via improves the fan-out-4 delay by 0.3% under our technology

setup. In general, RLLI generates more redundant resistance and capacitance

to form a local-loop structure comparing to DVI. Thus, RLLI introduces more

timing impact than DVI except Case 1. This becomes the major motivation

to control the timing degradations (within 1% in this study) during RLLI.

Random Failure Rate We compare the random failure rate between DVI

and RLLI to elaborate practical usages of RLLI. To simplify the analysis,

we consider via failure rate while assuming metal patterns are free of opens

or shorts [44]. Fig. 4.10(a) illustrates different cases of DVI and each case

corresponds to a case of RLLC in Fig. 4.7(a). We assume the random failure

probability of a single via is p and via failures are independent of each other.
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Figure 4.9: RLLI vs DVI in terms of timing.

With probability calculation, we obtain the failure probability of each double-

via and redundant local-loop insertion case as shown in Table 4.6 [44]. If we

vary p in the unit of “failure per billion (fpb)” [44], we can compute the failure

rate ratio between RLLI and DVI for different cases as shown in Fig. 4.10(b).

In general, the failure rate of a redundant local loop structure is 1 or 2 times

larger than that of a double-via structure. Although RLL is not as robust as

double via, RLL still provides better robustness than single via. Typically p

is a very small value, which makes the values of (1− (1− p)2)2 (for Case 1/3)

and p · (1− (1−p)3) (for Case 2/4/5) much smaller than p itself. For instance,

suppose p = 1fpb, then (1 − (1 − p)2)2 ' 4 · 10−9fpb and p · (1 − (1 − p)3) '

3 · 10−9fpb. Thus, RLLI is a promising candidate for yield enhancement of

unidirectional routing.
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Figure 4.10: (a) DVI in different cases and each case corresponds to a case of
RLLC in Fig. 4.7(a), (b) failure rate ratio, i.e., RLLI over DVI across various
via failure rate.

Table 4.6: Comparisons between DVI and RLLI

Failure rate Routing resource
DVI RLLI DVI RLLI

Case 1 1− (1− p2)2 (1− (1− p)2)2 6 rm2 + rm3 + 2
Case 2 p2 p · (1− (1− p)3) 3 rm2 + rm3 + 3
Case 3 1− (1− p2)2 (1− (1− p)2)2 6 rm2 + 2 · rm3 + 2
Case 4 p2 p · (1− (1− p)3) 3 rm2 + 2 · rm3 + 3
Case 5 p2 p · (1− (1− p)3) 3 2 · rm2 + 2 · rm3 + 3

Routing Resource We further compare routing resource usages between

DVI and RLLI. For a specific case of DVI or RLLI, we quantify the routing

resource as the total number of redundant metal (rm2 and rm3) and via grids.

As shown in Table 4.6, the routing resource usage of RLLI varies from case

to case, and RLLC covering more than one single via consumes less amount

of routing resource. For instance, Case 5 uses much more routing resource

than Case 1 for RLLI. In general, RLLI consumes more routing resource than
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DVI due to the local-loop structure. RLLI and RVI are typically performed

at the post-routing stage, routing resources (i.e., empty grids on metal and

via layers) are given as input for RLLI/RVI engine to maximize the insertion

rate. For metal layers where unidirectional routing is strictly enforced, RLLI

is still a feasible candidate to improve manufacturing yield. Given limited

routing resources for RLLI, it is important to perform global optimization and

maximize insertion rate with bounding timing impact.

Problem Complexity The RLLI problem is different from the conventional

RVI problem although the ILP formulation looks similar. In Table 4.3, we cal-

culate the average number of RLLCs for each SV, denoted as “R.p.R”, to be

39 and 10 on average for sparse and dense routing cases, respectively, which

are larger than the number of RV candidates available for each SV in the

conventional RVI problem. Through our experiments, we find that the com-

plexities of the RLLI problem make the fast techniques from the conventional

RVI problem obsolete. Specifically, the pre-selection technique, i.e., selecting

the conflict-free RLLC with minimum cost for an SV, breaks the optimality of

the solution under tight via density constraints as an RLLC may cross multiple

density windows as shown in Fig. 4.4. Independent component computation

does not work well due to complicated conflicting constraints across several

horizontal/vertical tracks. In our experiments, the largest independent com-

ponent of each constructed conflict graph consists of around 99% and 85% of

nodes within the entire graph for sparse and dense routing cases, respectively.
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Independent component computation is not effective for the RLLI problem

and can not be directly applied under via density constraints. Thus, it is not

incorporated into our optimization engine.

4.5 Summary

This chapter proposes the first global optimization engine on RLLI

considering advanced manufacturing constraints on via patterns and bounded

timing impact from RLLI. The proposed RLLI framework is independent of

timing simulation setup as long as an LUT of forbidden RLLC configurations is

given by the timing engine under bounded timing impact. With the net-based

RLLC generation and pruning, we further propose the binary ILP formula-

tion and the IRLS with incremental search scheme to obtain scalable solutions

with negligible performance degradations. Our experimental results demon-

strate that the IRLS with incremental search scheme achieves more consistent

solution qualities compared to the greedy scheme and more scalable runtime

compared to the ILP approach.
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Chapter 5

Sub-Resolution Assist Feature Generation

5.1 Introduction

As the technology node continues scaling down, the 193nm wavelength

photolithography with low k1 value is the mainstream technique to achieve

smaller feature size. However, low image contrast and complex target pattern

shapes make it extremely difficult for low-k1 lithography to obtain accept-

able lithographic process windows [86]. Besides the design for manufacturabil-

ity techniques, like multiple patterning and litho-friendly layout design, mask

optimization through resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) remains as

the key strategy to improve the lithographic process window and the yield of

the volume production in advanced technology nodes [10, 12, 30, 54, 95]. Ma-

jor RETs include source mask co-optimization, sub-resolution assist feature

(SRAF) generation and optical proximity correction (OPC). Among them, the

SRAF generation is particularly important to improve the lithographic pro-

cess window of target patterns. The key physical mechanism behind is that,

without printing themselves, the small SRAF patterns would deliver light to

the positions of target patterns at proper phase so that the printing of target

patterns will be more robust to the lithographic variations. The lithographic

process window is quantified with the process variation (PV) band area, which
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should be minimized to obtain a robust mask optimization solution. An ex-

ample demonstrating the benefit of SRAF generation is shown in Fig. 5.1. An

isolated target contact with the OPC pattern is shown in Fig. 5.1(a) and the

target pattern is optimized only with OPC in Fig. 5.1(b), while the optimiza-

tion in Fig. 5.1(c) is done with both SRAF generation and OPC. It can be

clearly observed that much smaller PV band area is achieved in Fig. 5.1(c).

Therefore, fast SRAF generation with high quality is of great importance for

the mask optimization.

Target pattern OPC pattern SRAF PV band

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.1: (a) An isolated contact, (b) printing with OPC, (c) printing with
SRAF generation and OPC.

Multiple SRAF generation approaches, including model-based and rule-

based approaches, have been developed and widely used in standard mask op-

timization flows. The rule-based approach is widely adopted due to its fast

execution time and acceptable performance for simple designs and regular tar-

get patterns [46, 53, 86]. However, the rule-based SRAF is hard to deal with

complex two-dimension (2D) shapes as it requires significant engineering ef-

forts to setup and maintain the rule table [46]. Model-based SRAF generation
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methods can be divided into two categories based on the lithographic compu-

tations involved. One is to use simulated aerial images to seed the SRAF gen-

eration [90,91,101,115]. The other is to apply inverse lithography technology

(ILT) and compute the image contour to guide the SRAF generation [51, 85].

Despite better lithographic performance and generalization capabilities com-

pared to the rule-based approach, the model-based SRAF is known to be very

time-consuming and it is difficult to achieve the same SRAFs around the same

layout configurations, i.e., consistent SRAFs [46,86].

Recently, the machine learning technique has been introduced to the

computational lithography domain, with applications to lithographic hotspot

detection [22, 25, 73, 100, 121] and OPC [35, 69, 70, 74]. The machine learning

technique calibrates a mathematical model with respect to an objective from

the training data set based on accurate lithographic computations. Then,

the calibrated model can predict the objective values, like a hotspot or non-

hotspot for the hotspot detection and the shifting distance of an edge segment

for the OPC, on the testing data. The machine learning technique usually

demonstrates a trade-off between computational efforts and lithographic per-

formance, which makes it particularly interesting for the SRAF generation

problem. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no prior art in ap-

plying the machine learning technique to the SRAF generation issue. In this

study, we propose the first machine learning-based framework for the SRAF

generation. Our methodology can achieve fast yet consistent SRAFs with high

quality in a 2D grid plane. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
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• A machine learning-based framework is proposed for the SRAF gener-

ation, where a classification model is calibrated for SRAF predictions

using model-based SRAFs as the training data.

• We propose a robust feature extraction scheme by adapting the concen-

tric circle with area sampling considering SRAF-specific constraints. We

further propose a novel feature compaction technique taking advantage

of illumination source symmetry properties to reduce the training data

size and improve the SRAF consistency.

• Logistic regression and decision tree models are calibrated for fast SRAF

predictions due to the large data set size and high feature vector dimen-

sion. Different from conventional label predictions, we propose predic-

tions with probability maxima in the 2D grid plane to generate manufacturing-

friendly SRAFs.

• Our machine learning-based framework achieves 10X speed-up in layout

windows with comparable lithographic performance, compared with an

industry strength model-based approach.

5.2 Preliminaries

5.2.1 Mask Optimization Flow

A standard mask optimization flow consists of several stages, including

SRAF generation, OPC, mask manufacturing rule check (MRC) and lithogra-

phy compliance check (LCC) as shown in Fig. 5.2(a) [86]. Depending on the
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outcome of MRC and LCC, iterative optimizations may be applied to achieve

legal mask patterns. The MRC will check whether mask patterns satisfy a

set of mask manufacturing rules. The LCC means lithography simulations

are performed to check whether lithographic constraints are satisfied. In the

stage of SRAF generation, small SRAFs will be added and isolated patterns

on the mask will become dense patterns as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). SRAFs will

not be printed themselves but will benefit the lithographic process windows

of target patterns. In the next stage, OPC will shift the edges of OPC pat-

terns to compensate for the optical proximity effects. Then, for the MRC, we

assume the target patterns are MRC-clean and some typical mask manufac-

turing rules are applied to the SRAFs since this study mainly focuses on the

SRAF generation. Typical mask manufacturing rules for SRAFs include maxi-

mum width (max width) rule, minimum space (min space) rule and maximum

length (max length) rule. The LCC will introduce a lithographic process win-

dow involving a set of {focus, dose} conditions [36]. Lithography simulations

at various conditions are performed to check whether the metrics, such as PV

band and edge placement error (EPE), meet the criteria.

5.2.2 Evaluation Metrics

We introduce several metrics to evaluate the performance of mask op-

timization results. An example of lithography simulation results is shown in

Fig. 5.2(b). Inner and outer contours are explicitly drawn to demonstrate the

lithographic printing variations due to the imposed {focus, dose} conditions.
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Figure 5.2: Mask optimization: (a) mask optimization flow, (b) lithography
simulation contours.

Nominal contour represents the lithographic printing at the best {focus, dose}

condition. To quantify the lithographic variations, we define PV band and

EPE as follows.

Definition 9 (PV Band). Given the lithography simulation contours at a set

of {focus, dose} conditions, the process variation (PV) band is defined as the

area between the outer contour and inner contour.

Definition 10 (EPE). Given the lithography simulation contour at the best

{focus, dose} condition, i.e., nominal contour and a measurement point, the

edge placement error (EPE) is defined as the distance between the target pat-

tern contour and nominal contour.

Thus, in Fig. 5.2(b), the area between the outer contour and inner
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contour is the PV band. A measurement point is drawn with a dashed line

orthogonal to the vertical edge of the target pattern in Fig. 5.2(b) and the EPE

can be explicitly quantified. The SRAF consistency is an important issue since

it is closely related to the process variations on wafer [86]. Consistent SRAFs

are preferred around the same target pattern configurations because different

SRAFs lead to different OPC results, which potentially introduce extra process

variations. We define the consistent SRAF generation as follows.

Definition 11 (Consistent SRAF generation). Consistent SRAF generation

means the same SRAF patterns should be generated for the same target layout

configurations.

5.3 Problem Formulation

The machine learning-based SRAF generation framework works on a 2D

grid plane with a specific grid size. The training data consist of a set of layout

clips, where each layout clip includes a set of target patterns and model-based

SRAFs. With the 2D grid plane and the training patterns, training samples

can be extracted at each grid point. To clearly explain the training data, we

define the SRAF label as follows.

Definition 12 (SRAF label). Given model-based SRAFs on the 2D grid plane,

the SRAF label of a grid is 1 or 0, where 1 denotes an SRAF is inserted at

that grid and 0 vice versa.

Specifically, a training data point includes a feature vector and an
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SRAF label. The feature vector represents the optical conditions of the grid

point with respect to the target patterns. With the training data, we define

the classification-based SRAF as follows.

Problem 6 (Classification-based SRAF). Given the 2D grid plane and train-

ing patterns with model-based SRAFs, feature vectors and SRAF labels of all

grid points are extracted and a classification model is calibrated to predict the

SRAF insertion at each grid of testing patterns.

In the testing phase, the classification model can predict the SRAF

label at each grid for testing patterns. Those grids with SRAF labeled as 1

can not directly be treated as the final SRAFs and further simplifications are

needed to generate SRAFs accommodating mask manufacturing rules. Thus,

we define the SRAF generation as follows.

Problem 7 (SRAF Generation). Given the classification model and test pat-

terns, SRAFs are generated while accommodating the mask manufacturing

rules.

The machine learning-based framework for SRAF generation is demon-

strated in Fig. 5.3, where Problem 6 is mainly related to the training phase

and Problem 7 is associated with the testing phase. In particular, this study

aims at the machine learning-based method instead of traditional model-based

or rule-based approaches. A complete mask optimization flow is achieved by

combining the machine learning-based framework in Fig. 5.3 with other stages

shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: Machine learning-based SRAF generation.

5.4 Classification-based SRAF

5.4.1 Data Preparation

SRAF Label Extraction Given training patterns with model-based SRAFs

on a 2D grid plane, we need to extract the training data, including the SRAF

label and feature vector for each grid. As shown in Fig. 5.4(a), a 2D grid plane

is imposed on the target patterns and model-based SRAFs. The coordinates of

each grid are determined by the pre-set grid size. An SRAF box is introduced

at each grid to decide the SRAF label from model-based SRAFs. Specifically,

the SRAF box is a rectangle and the size is a parameter, which could be dif-

ferent from the grid size. The SRAF label of the grid is 0 if no model-based

SRAF covering the SRAF box on the grid. The SRAF label is 1 when there is

a model-based SRAF covering the entire SRAF box area. Therefore, the grid

size of the 2D grid plane decides the granularity of the training data extrac-

tion while the SRAF box provides an alternative control on the SRAF label
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extraction accuracy. The SRAF label extraction will give a set of labels for all

the grids, denoted as {y0}.

In addition, an OPC region and an SRAF region are explicitly drawn

in Fig. 5.4(a) to demonstrate SRAF-specific constraints. SRAF generation is

not allowed in the OPC region since it is reserved for the OPC stage after

the SRAF generation. Since the optical interference happens within some

specific lithographic interaction window, the SRAF generation outside of the

pre-determined SRAF region can be ignored. Both OPC region and SRAF

region are created by expanding the edges of the target patterns by some

specific distance. We define the distance of expansion for the OPC region and

SRAF region as dopc and dsraf , respectively.

Target pattern SRAF SRAF box OPC region SRAF region

SRAF%label:%0

SRAF%label:%1

(a)

0 1 2N%1
sub%sampling0point

(b)

Figure 5.4: (a) SRAF label extraction and sampling constraints, (b) CCCAS
at one grid point.
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Feature Extraction and Compaction The layout feature extraction plays

an important role in the classification model calibration and prediction. The

SRAFs benefit the printing of target patterns by delivering light to the posi-

tions of target patterns at proper phase. Thus, we need a layout feature that

represents this physical phenomenon. The concentric circle with area sam-

pling is an ideal candidate since it represents the information related to the

concentric propagation of diffracted light from mask patterns [74]. We adapt

it to the constrained concentric circle with area sampling (CCCAS) by incor-

porating the OPC region and SRAF region constraints discussed in Section

5.4.1. The CCCAS at one grid is illustrated in Fig. 5.4(b), where each circle

centers at the grid and the minimum and maximum radius of the CCCAS are

determined by dopc and dsraf , respectively. After transforming target patterns

into the bitmap on the 2D plane, the CCCAS yields an M×N matrix, denoted

as X0, where M is the row number and N is the column number. As shown

in Fig. 5.4(b), the column index of X0 starts at the positive Y-axis with 0 and

increases clockwise to N − 1. The sub-sampling points, denoted as the black

dots in Fig. 5.4(b), sharing the same angle to the origin are in the same column

of X0. The row index of X0 starts with 0 at the circle with the smallest radius

and increases to M − 1 as the circle radius becomes larger. The sub-sampling

points on the same circle are on the same row of X0.

The consistent SRAF generation is an important issue, which means

the same SRAFs will be generated surrounding the same target pattern con-

figurations, i.e., the same optical conditions [46]. For example, in Fig. 5.5,
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the four grids are on axial symmetric positions of the grid plane with respect

to the target patterns. If we assume the annular shape of the illumination

source, the optical conditions of these four grids are the same and consistent

SRAF generation scheme will give the same SRAF results. However, since the

CCCAS at these four grids are different, denoted by different colors in Fig. 5.5,

it is difficult for a classification model to achieve the same SRAF predictions.

To achieve better SRAF consistency, we propose a novel feature compaction

technique taking advantage of the illumination source symmetry. As shown

in Fig. 5.5, this feature compaction technique transforms the CCCAS of sym-

metric grids into the CCCAS of the same grid, denoted as g, in the lower left

of the grid plane. The sampling region of the grid (g) can be divided into

four quadrants, i.e., I, II, III and IV . The target patterns mainly locate at

the quadrant I of the sampling region of the grid (g), while target patterns

mainly locate at different quadrants for other symmetric grids. For clearer

explanations, we define the main quadrant as follows.

Definition 13 (Main Quadrant). The main quadrant for a grid is defined as

the quadrant of the CCCAS region where target patterns mainly locate.

By flipping the CCCAS of other symmetric grids with X or Y-axis as

shown in Fig. 5.5, target patterns will always locate at the quadrant I of the

sampling regions for symmetric grids, which leads to the same CCCAS results.

Then, the classification model will give consistent SRAF predictions for axial

symmetric grids.
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Figure 5.5: Feature compaction based on symmetry.

The details of the feature compaction technique are explained in Al-

gorithm 9. The 2D feature matrix from CCCAS contains the bitmap value

at each sub-sampling point. The bitmap values of sub-sampling points within

each quadrant of the sampling region correspond to a set of columns in the

2D feature matrix. Thus, the main quadrant should have the maximum sum-

mation of bitmap values at the 2D feature matrix. From lines 3 to 9, we scan

through the four quadrants of the CCCAS region and decide the main quad-

rant. The flipping of 2D matrix is performed in line 10 to transform the main

quadrant to quadrant I as demonstrated in Fig. 5.5. For practical implemen-

tation, the flipping of 2D matrix can be achieved with simple column index

switching. In line 11, the 2D feature matrix is flattened into a one-dimension

(1D) feature vector for the classification model calibration. It shall be noted

that, the illumination source symmetry-based feature compaction scheme can

be easily extended to other symmetric scenarios, such as rotational symmetry.
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Overall, the feature extraction and compaction will yield a set of 1D feature

vectors with M ×N dimensions.

Algorithm 9 Feature Compaction

Input: A M ×N feature matrix X0;
Output: Optimized feature vector x0;

1: Define main quadrant = 1 as the main quadrant;
2: Define max sum = 0 as the maximum summation;
3: for index = 0, index < 4, index++ do;
4: Define sum = summation of X0 from column index×N/4 to column

(index+ 1)×N/4;
5: if sum > max sum then;
6: max sum = sum;
7: main quadrant = index+ 1;
8: end if
9: end for

10: Flip X0 based on main quadrant;
11: Flatten X0 into a vector x0 and return x0;

5.4.2 Model Training

With the SRAF labels and feature vectors, a classification model is

calibrated for SRAF predictions. In particular, the size of training data set

and feature vector dimension can both be very large because high sampling

accuracy is needed for classification-based SRAF. Moreover, the large training

and testing data set sizes make the classification-based SRAF problem difficult

to adopt support vector machine (SVM) and other advanced classification

models from the perspective of calibration and prediction runtime. Thus, we

adopt decision tree (DTree) and logistic regression (LGR) models for SRAF

predictions with reasonable performance and runtime.
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Decision Tree The DTree model is simple yet powerful, which parti-

tions the feature space into a set of rectangles and calibrate a simple model

(like a constant label for classification model) in each one [40]. Specifically, the

DTree model calibration is to construct a decision tree from labeled training

data in a top-down manner, using a metric to decide the best splits of a set of

training data at each step [40]. For this application, the Gini index metric is

used to decide the best splits at each step of calibration with the CART (Class

and Regression Trees) algorithm. With the Gini index, the DTree classifier

can estimate the probability of a label for each data sample by calculating the

fraction samples of that label in a leaf [40].

Logistic Regression The LGR adopts the logistic function as the

probabilistic estimation for each label of the training or testing data. The

model calibration is typically achieved with the maximum likelihood method

[40]. The LGR model is especially powerful for binary classification, which

makes the calibration and prediction scalable to a large data set. Due to the

large training data set in classification-based SRAF issue, L2 regularization is

added to the LGR model to avoid overfitting. The LGR model provides the

direct probabilistic estimation of labels for each data sample.

5.5 SRAF Generation

5.5.1 Predictions with Probability Maxima

The typical prediction with a binary classification model will be a la-

bel, i.e., 0 or 1, for each testing data. With the label prediction for each
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grid, clusters of grids will be labeled as 1, denoted as yellow grids, as shown in

Fig. 5.6(a). After the label prediction, clusters of grids in Fig. 5.6(a) cannot be

directly treated as SRAFs because they may violate the mask manufacturing

rules or be printed due to large critical dimensions. Instead of using SRAF la-

bel for the grid prediction, we propose predictions with probability maxima to

simplify the clusters of SRAF grids. When a classification model is calibrated,

the probability of the label to be 1, denoted as p1, can be calculated for LGR

and DTree as explained in Section 5.4.2. Then, a probability map on the 2D

grid plane can be attained as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). To simplify the clusters

of grids for SRAF generation, we only insert SRAFs at grids with probability

maxima. A grid with probability maximum means the probability (p1) at that

particular grid is larger than that at any other neighboring grids. The idea of

predictions with probability maxima originates from the model-based SRAF

approach. Model-based SRAFs are generated using the guidance map from

lithographic computations [90,91,101,115]. A guidance map is also grid based

and has intensity assigned to each grid, where SRAFs will only be inserted at

those intensity maxima. Thus, we adopt the similar idea during predictions

with probability maxima since model-based SRAFs are used as the training

data for the classification model calibration.

5.5.2 SRAF Simplification

Using predictions with probability maxima, clusters of grids will be pre-

dicted as SRAFs on the 2D grid plane but the mask manufacturing and SRAF
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Figure 5.6: SRAF predictions: (a) label predictions, (b) predictions with prob-
ability maxima.

printing issues are not fully resolved. The SRAF simplification phase aims

at simplifying these clusters of grids into SRAFs satisfying the mask manu-

facturing rules. A greedy simplification scheme is proposed by grid merging

and shrinking the SRAFs into rectangular shapes while accommodating mask

manufacturing rules.

The overall algorithm of SRAF generation is shown in Algorithm 10.

In lines 1-2, we predict SRAFs at grids with probability maxima from the

classification model. In line 3, the grids with probability maxima are merged

into polygons, which is followed by the spacing rule check and shrinking the

polygons to remove violations in line 4. From line 5 to 14, each polygon is

processed to generate a rectangular SRAF. Particularly, in line 7, the main

direction of SRAF is detected based on the bounding box of target patterns.

In line 8, the bounding box of the polygon is shrunk to achieve a rectangular

SRAF parallel to that of target patterns. As illustrated in Fig. 5.6(a), the main
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Algorithm 10 SRAF generation

Input: A 2D grid plane, a classification models, a set of mask manufacturing
rules;

Output: The mask manufacturing friendly set SRAF ;
1: Compute the probability of label 1 for each grid;
2: SRAF predictions at grids with probability maxima;
3: Merge SRAF grids into a polygon set SRAFpg;
4: Spacing rule check and shrink polygons in SRAFpg to remove violations;
5: for each polygon in SRAFpg do;
6: Define BBox as the bounding box of polygon;
7: Detect the main direction of polygon as direction;
8: Shrink BBox size based on direction;
9: end for

10: Rule check and shrink rectangles in SRAF to remove violations;
11: Return SRAF ;

direction of the polygon on the top is horizontal while the main direction on

the left is vertical, both of which are parallel to the bounding box of target

patterns. With the SRAF simplification, the mask manufacturing-friendly

SRAFs can be generated for testing patterns.

5.6 Experimental Results

We have implemented the machine learning framework in Python and

accelerated with Cython [14] and parallel computations. The optical model,

model-based SRAF, MRC/LCC recipes and the SRAF simplification are im-

plemented using Calibre script language with the industry-strength setup. All

experiments are performed on an 8-core Linux machine with 3.4GHz Intel(R)

Core and 32GB memory. For the optical model, the wavelength (λ) and nu-

merical aperture (NA) are set as 193nm and 1.35, respectively. The annular
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illumination source is used with outer sigma as 0.9 and inner sigma as 0.6.

Compact model 1 from Calibre is adopted as the resist model. In the LCC,

the outer/inner contours are generated using lithographic process window con-

ditions as a focus variation of ±30nm and a dose variation of ±3.0%. For

model-based SRAF generation, process window conditions above are consid-

ered and SRAF manufacturing rules are set as max width = 40nm, min space

= 60nm, max length = 90nm. We test the SRAF generation framework on

two types of contact patterns. One type is dense contact arrays with contact

width and space fixed as 70nm. We have dense contact patterns because re-

dundant vias are needed to improve yield during layout design. The other type

is sparse contact patterns, where the contact width is 70nm but the space be-

tween contact holes is random and the minimum space is 70nm. For CCCAS,

the grid size is set as 10nm, the SRAF box size is set as 40nm and radius

step size is sr =15nm. For SRAF-specific constraints, dopc and dsraf are set as

100nm and 600nm, respectively.

Model Training: A set of training patterns and model-based SRAFs

are needed to extract the training data and calibrate the classification model

for SRAF predictions on both dense and sparse testing patterns. From the

extensive experiments, the training patterns in Fig. 5.7 yield the best train-

ing and testing accuracy. For the dense contact patterns in Fig. 5.7(a), the

width and space are fixed as 70nm. The width of sparse contact patterns in

Fig. 5.7(b) is 70nm, while the space is 350nm. In particular, since the training

patterns are symmetric and feature compaction scheme has been proposed, we
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only need to sample the lower left part of the layout clip for training data.

This is beneficial for the classification model calibration since the training

data size can be reduced by 3/4 without losing the critical SRAF information.

The training data set statistics are summarized in Table 5.1. For CCCAS, the

number of circle is set as M = b(dsraf − dopc)/src = 33. The number of sub-

sampling points in each circle is set as N = 32 to guarantee sampling accuracy

for sparse contact patterns. Then, the feature vector dimension is M × N =

1056. By combining the training data from dense and sparse patterns, we have

14609 training samples. We have 95412 testing samples from dense patterns

and 803756 testing samples from sparse patterns.

Target pattern OPC pattern MB SRAF Sampling region

(a) (b)

Figure 5.7: Training layout: (a) dense contact patterns, (b) sparse contact
patterns.

The data set statistics demonstrate the high feature vector dimension

and large training data size. The feature vector dimension is difficult to be

further reduced since each sub-sampling point contains the information re-
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lated to the target patterns. Moreover, each training data sample within the

lithographic interaction window is considered valuable, so there is little redun-

dancy within the training data set. As discussed in Section 5.4.2, advanced

classification models, such as support vector machine, are not applicable to

the classification-based SRAF domain due to large training and testing data

sets. In practice, we find that the reasons are twofold. First, the training of

advanced classification models has high complexity, which is not as scalable as

the simple classification models to large training data set. Second, advanced

classification models have more complex prediction model calibrated, which

means the testing time for each testing sample would be longer than that of

simple models. Since the grid-based approach is used here, the runtime over-

head accumulates and even becomes unaffordable over the huge amount of

testing samples extracted from testing patterns.

Table 5.1: Data set statistics for classification
feature vector dimension 1056

Training sample # 14609
Testing sample # from dense patterns 95412
Testing sample # from sparse patterns 803756

We further compare different classification models, including DTree and

LGR, for the SRAF generation framework and data statistics are shown in

Table 5.2. The F1 score is computed as:

F1 score =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
(precision+ recall)

(5.1)
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Table 5.2: Comparisons on different classification models

DTree LGR

Training
F1 score(1) 0.9983 0.9938
F1 score(0) 0.9855 0.9462

Calibration time(s) 5.66 1.06

Dense Testing Patterns
F1 score(1) 0.9499 0.9557
F1 score(0) 0.3319 0.4132

Testing time(s) 3.83 3.83

Sparse Testing Patterns
F1 score(1) 0.8787 0.8724
F1 score(0) 0.2646 0.2629

Testing time(s) 50.44 41.47

where precision is the number of true positive results divided by the number

of all positive results and recall is the number of true positive results divided

by the number of positive results that should have been returned [34]. In

particular, F1 score is best at 1.0 and worst at 0.0 for comparison. Since

either label 1 or label 0 can be treated as a positive result, we compute the

F1 score for both labels, denoted as F1 score(1) and F1 score(0), respectively.

From Table 5.2, although DTree achieves better F1 score(1) and F1 score(0)

on training data, the testing F1 score(0) and F1 score(1) are worse than LGR

on dense patterns by 0.081 and 0.006, respectively. We only see a difference

within 0.01 in F1 score for sparse testing patterns. This means LGR is better

than DTree due to its better testing accuracy and LGR is less prone to the

overfitting with large training data set and high dimension feature vectors. In

addition, the model calibration time and testing time on sparse testing patterns

for LGR are less than DTree but the difference is non-significant. Moreover,

we observe the F1 score(1) is much better than F1 score(0) on all testing
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data for both classification models. This means that most grids with SRAFs

of testing patterns are labeled as 1 correctly but some other grids without

SRAFs that should be labeled as 0 are incorrectly labeled as 1. This also

proves the necessity of predictions with probability maxima and the SRAF

simplification stage later on, which essentially reduces the number of grids

labeled as 1 and potentially improves the F1 score(0) for testing data.

SRAF Generation We add testing layout clips to demonstrate the strength

of predictions with probability maxima and SRAF simplification schemes.

Since the LGR based approach performs better than the DTree based ap-

proach, we only show the SRAFs from LGR predictions for clear explanations.

As illustrated in Fig. 5.8, we compare the SRAFs generated using different

machine learning (ML) predictions, i.e., label predictions and predictions with

probability maxima, followed by the SRAF simplification phase. Predictions

with probability maxima can simplify the clusters of grids labeled as 1, i.e.,

breaking large clusters into small clusters, which benefits the SRAF simplifi-

cation stage. Thus, the SRAFs generated using predictions with probability

maxima in Fig. 5.8(b) are much better than those in Fig. 5.8(a) in terms of

PV band from the LCC.

SRAF Consistency We further demonstrate the benefit of SRAF consis-

tency improvement from the feature compaction technique in Section 5.4.1.

The SRAF generation from the model-based method using Calibre [Calibre,
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Target pattern OPC pattern ML prediction SRAF

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8: SRAF generations: (a) label predictions, (b) predictions with
probability maxima.

v2015.2 36.27], LGR without feature compaction and LGR with feature com-

paction are shown in Fig. 5.9(a), (b) and (c), respectively. Since annular

illumination source is used, axial symmetric grids share the same optical en-

vironment and the consistent SRAF generation should yield the same SRAFs

at axial symmetric grids. The feature compaction scheme would transform

the feature matrices extracted from axial symmetric grids to the same feature

vector. Therefore, the SRAFs in Fig. 5.9(c) are more consistent than those in

Fig. 5.9(b). Moreover, we have even achieved SRAFs with better consistency

than the model-based method shown in Fig. 5.9(a).

We further demonstrate the SRAFs from LGR predictions on both

dense and sparse testing patterns as shown in Fig. 5.10. The layout clip of

dense contact patterns is defined as m×n dense contact patterns, if the layout

clip contains a contact array with m rows and n columns. Fig. 5.10(a) and (b)
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Target pattern OPC pattern ML prediction SRAF

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.9: SRAFs for the isolated contact pattern: (a) model-based, (b) LGR
without feature compaction, (c) LGR with feature compaction.

show two cases of redundant vias in real designs. The LGR based SRAF gen-

eration can obtain acceptable SRAFs on these dense contact patterns but the

degradation of SRAF consistency is observed. The reasons are twofold. First,

the training data with the model-based SRAFs are not perfectly consistent

as shown in Fig. 5.7. Then, it is difficult to guarantee the consistent SRAF

generation with the classification model calibrated with these training data.

Second, the CCCAS results may be slightly different for axial symmetric grids

due to the grid error within the 2D grid plane. Fig. 5.10(c) illustrates a small

layout clip of random contact patterns, which proves the capability of the

machine learning-based SRAF generation on random sparse contact patterns.

Lithography Compliance Check To evaluate the practical lithographic

performance, we combine the SRAF generation with a complete mask opti-
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Target pattern OPC pattern ML prediction SRAF

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.10: Testing contact patterns: (a) 3 × 1 dense contact patterns, (b)
3× 2 dense contact patterns, (c) sparse contact patterns

mization flow as shown in Fig. 5.2, where model-based OPC and LCC are

performed using Mentor Calibre tool. We compare the model-based, LGR

and DTree approaches in terms of PV band and EPE on both dense and

sparse testing patterns. Specifically, we collect the PV band value for each

contact and the EPE value at the center of the four edges of each contact

at nominal conditions. The mean values are summarized and compared in

Table 5.3. We add the PV band without SRAFs to better demonstrate the

benefit from SRAF generation. The model-based approach reduces the PV

band from 3.3064 to 2.7705, which is 16.21% reduction compared to no SRAF

insertion. Meanwhile, we obtain 13.37% and 14.09% PV band reduction from

DTree and LGR, respectively. The LGR based SRAF generation achieves bet-

ter performance as expected because LGR model is less prone to overfitting

compared to DTree model. In particular, there is only 2.12% PV band degra-

dation from the model-based approach to LGR based approach. We take the
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absolute values when calculating the EPE mean to avoid the cancellations be-

tween positive and negative values of EPE. The LGR based SRAF generation

yields the smallest EPE mean value, which even outperforms the model-based

approach. This means there is some trade-off between PV band and EPE

because different SRAF results lead to different OPC results. It is very dif-

ficult to improve the PV band and EPE simultaneously with a robust mask

optimization flow.

Table 5.3: Comparisons on PV band and EPE

Mean value No SRAF Model-based DTree LGR
PV band (.001um2) 3.306 2.771 2.864 2.841

Absolute of EPE (nm) 3.636 0.539 0.523 0.501

We collect the PV band and EPE values for each contact and fur-

ther plot the data in histograms as shown in Fig. 5.11. Fig. 5.11(a) shows

that SRAF insertion significantly improves the PV band and model-based

SRAF gives the best performance. The LGR based approach is slightly worse

than model-based method but performs better than DTree based method.

Fig. 5.11(b) shows that LGR based SRAF generation achieves the best EPE

performance.

Run Time We compare our machine learning-based SRAF generation with

the commercial Calibre tool, i.e., model-based SRAFs. The mask optimiza-

tion techniques, including SRAF generation and OPC, usually apply to small

layout windows due to the high computational cost [12]. Therefore, we choose
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Figure 5.11: Comparison among different schemes: (a) PV band distribution,
(b) EPE distribution.

small layout windows with dense contact patterns for runtime comparisons

between different SRAF generation approaches. In Fig. 5.12, different dense

contact patterns, denoted as m×n contact patterns, are used for runtime com-

parisons. The areas of these layout windows considering SRAF regions are in

the range from 1um2 to 2um2. The runtime for the machine learning-based

approach includes runtime for feature extraction and compaction, predictions

with probability maxima and SRAF simplification. The model calibration

time is not included since it is one-time computation.

The average runtime for model-based SRAF, LGR based SRAF and

DTree based SRAF are 5.14s, 0.41s and 0.41s, respectively. Although we are

using a different programming language and database from the commercial

tool, we still obtain over 10X speed-up from machine learning-based SRAF gen-

eration compared to the model-based approach in Calibre [Calibre, v2014.4 18.13].

We also check the runtime of the model-based OPC from different SRAF gen-
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Figure 5.12: Run time comparison among different schemes on different layout
windows.

eration approaches and ensure that they are approximately the same.

5.7 Summary

This chapter demonstrates a machine learning-based framework for

SRAF generation. A robust feature extraction scheme is proposed by adapting

the concentric circle with area sampling considering SRAF-specific constraints.

We further propose a novel feature compaction technique to reduce the training

data size and improve the SRAF consistency. During SRAF predictions with a

classification model, instead of using conventional label predictions, predictions

with probability maxima are proposed to achieve mask manufacturing-friendly

SRAFs. Experimental results show that LGR based SRAF generation obtains

10X speed-up in layout windows and better EPE with affordable degradation

in PV band, compared to the commercial Calibre tool.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This dissertation proposes novel CAD algorithms and methodologies

to enable standard cell optimization and physical design in advanced tech-

nology nodes. A standard cell pin accessibility evaluation and optimization

engine is presented to guide standard cell designers for incremental cell lay-

out optimization. Our cell evaluation tool has been prototyped by leading IP

vendor, ARM Inc. Pin access planning schemes and concurrent optimization

techniques are discussed to efficiently resolve the pin access interference for a

sequential router and a negotiation-congestion-based router, respectively. Our

pin access and routing co-optimization studies have demonstrated much better

solution qualities than state-of-the-art manufacturing-friendly routers. In the

post-routing stage, redundant local-loop insertion is comprehensively studied

to improve manufacturing yield under advanced manufacturing constraints.

Furthermore, machine learning-based SRAF generation techniques are pro-

posed to achieve promising trade-offs between computational efforts and litho-

graphic performance, compared to conventional model-based and rule-based

approaches. Our SRAF generation tool has been prototyped within the mem-

ory division in Toshiba Microelectronics.
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Unidirectional routing style is becoming the mainstream industrial rou-

tine for high-density metal layers in advanced technology nodes. SRAF gen-

eration will continue to play an important role in manufacturing yield en-

hancement for contacts/vias with smaller and smaller sizes. For better design

closure in advanced technology nodes, we anticipate more and more research

efforts from following perspectives.

• Generic standard cell library evaluation tool. Hit points and hit point

combinations are elementary metrics for pin accessibility evaluation and

optimization. For manual design and optimization, a generic scoring

function is favorable while considering pin accessibility, colorability [107,

108] and manufacturing-specific design rules.

• Placement mitigation. The complexities of cell coloring, inter-cell pin ac-

cessibility and other manufacturing constraints interfere with each other,

which makes it difficult to predict the appropriate spacing among stan-

dard cells [39, 97]. Advanced placement engine is needed to properly

allocate white space among standard cells for better design closure.

• Concurrent multi-layer detailed routing. Concurrent pin access opti-

mization can only resolve routing resource competitions on one metal

layer. It remains an open research problem of how to enable concurrent

multi-layer detailed routing beyond negotiation-congestion-based rout-

ing without significant wirelength or runtime overhead [45].
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• Global and detailed routing co-optimization. Most existing manufacturing-

friendly routing studies focus on detailed routing phase as detailed router

creates real physical patterns, which are directly associated with man-

ufacturing constraints. However, this is no longer an effective approach

when the routing resource competitions are severe and many local nets

cannot be routed due to inaccurate routing resource modeling for global

routing, which requires global and detailed routing co-optimization.

• Advanced learning techniques for SRAF generation. Many advanced

learning techniques, such as boosting and active learning, have been

proposed in the machine learning area, which demonstrate much better

learning accuracy than simple learning models. This leads to a much

broader research scope for the machine learning-based SRAF generation.
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